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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this book is to raise the level of
awareness and understanding of educators concerning the issues,
problems, and efforts in internatioaal human rights. Intended for
teachers, administrators, and curriculum writers, the book discusses
human 47:3ghts activities of international and regional orgauizations,
principles of international law, the role of the United States,
relevant social science research findings, and the pclitical
realities that affect governmental and organizational attitudes.
Chapter I analyzes the 1974 Unesco Recommendation concerning
education for international understanding. Chapters II and III
provide an historical review of international education and a
description of Unesco and United Nations human rights instruments. An
overview of international systems for the protection of human rights
is presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V focuses on the United States
and human rights, followed by a review of research findings
concerning students' international knowledge and attitudes in Chapter
VI. Chapter VII provides a critical survey of selected curriculum
materials dealing with international human rights and international
education. The conclusions reached during the course of the study,
presented in Chapter VIII, include recommendations for further
research, teacher preparation with an intercultural dimension,
improved instructional materials, and a more concerted effort to
launch international human rights education. Appendices are included.
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Preface
The past decade witnessed a significant expansion of UNESCO programs

and activities in the human rights field. The U S. National Commission for
UNESCO has as a result devoted increasingly more time and resources to this
important subject In 1972, the Commission concluded that the interest of the
United States in promoting, strengthening and monitoring meaningful
UNESCO human rights programs warranted the establishment of a Human
Rights Task Force Drawing on distinguished American human nghts scholars, educators and practitioners, the Human Rights Task Force has since its
establishment assisted in the formulation of U S government pohcies on and

proposals for UNESCO human rights programs and activities, it has also
performed a number of important educational and advisory functions for the
Commission.
This excellent book by Professors Thomas Buergenthal and Judith V. Torney
is the first major scholarly work to be produced under the sponsorship of the
Human Rights Task Force of the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO.
The impetus for its publication was provided by the promulgation in 1974 of the
UNESCO "Recommendation concerning Education for International Understanding, Co-operation and Peace and Education relating to Human Rights and
The authors served with distinction on the U.S.
Fundamental Freedoms
Govemment Delegation which participated in the drafting of that instrument.
Written by two eminent scholars
one an international lawyer and human
rights expert, the other a psychologist and international education speciahst
this book provides a skillfully executed overview of international human nghts
law and institutions, the history and objectives of international education, and
social science research findings relevant to international education programs
The book draws knowledgeably and imaginatively on the teachings of a number
of disciplines, and succeeds in presenting complex information and valuable
insights in a form that educators, students and concerned laymen alike will find
both highly instructive and interesting
The authors deserve our thanks for this book and for enabling the reader to
gain a better understanding of contemporary international education and human
rights issues. It is my profound hope that the work by Professors Buergenthal
and Torney will serve as a model for future scholarly publications emanating
from the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO

Lauren D. Rachlin
Chairman (1972-1976), Human
Rights Task Force of the U S.
National Commission for UNESCO
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Foreword

By any humanistic standard, human rights should be thc common property
of mankind However, they arc not yet broadly available to the majority of the
world's people Any advance in their realization on any front benefits in one
way or another the people of all nations.
Human rights represent an especially critical problem in an interdependent

world. Their wider realization is increasingly required in achieving understanding, cooperation, and peace between and among nations as well as within
nations Countries with extensive human nghts may sometimes seem unstable

or inefficient, but those without substantial human nghts are not likely to
endure.
The subject of international human rights should be of natural concern to

American educators sensitive to our country's origins and development,
_

particularly in this Bicentennial period as we reassess the past and try to help
shape the national course for the future. As we have learned in the c iv il rights
revolution in our country during the past decade, America cannot be America
without a national value system that has at its core a firm dedication to enlarging
human nghts and individual liberty Despite manifold shortcomings whcn
measured against the theoretical ideal, the fact remains that largely because of
its major contribution thus far to the biography of human rights on this planet
the United States continues to represent the most successful demonstration yet

of the potential of human beings in a free society
This book will help laymen understand the legitimate interest that the
international community has in the manner in which governments treat human
beings Our national interest requires similar concem. As both the present
volume and current international developments make clear, the U S Government does not regard human rights as exclusively a domestic matter Increasingly, both thc Executive and Legislative Branches are expressing a higher

level of official concern in foreign policy terms The authors' judgment that
"the international protection of human nghts is rapidly emerging as a political
issue of enormous moral force" is borne out not only by the evidence cited in
the book, but also by such developments as "Basket 111' in the 1975 Helsinki
Agrtement and the daily news events as this book goes to press In the current

crisis in southem Africa Secretary of State Kissinger has called upon the
govemments concemed "to take account of the conscience of harnanity.''
There is clearly strong U S concern for the rights of an the people involved.
v

In our demos raL y in this era of indeasing global interdependence, the
international krawdedge of Litizens young and ,)IL1 must be broadened to

strengthLn publiL support for enlightened foreign pohLy and effeL tis e partiL
pauon ii international Looperation An appropriate Loniern fol international
human rights is nov. an essential element in citizenship eduL anon
We knov. generally that in the United States students aiquire most l)f their

perceptions about international affairs ouhide the sLhool, partiLularly from
tele% ision

Regardless of the adual sourLe of knms ledge and of the questnm of

ss hat should be the responsibility of the eduLational sy stem, a variety of
studies shov. sse still has e a long %say to go to meet the more' traditional and
non-Lontrosersial objeL uses of international eduLation in the sLhools
The most reLent Larefully designed study is Other Nations, Other Peoples, a
national sursey ot ss hat a representative sample of AmenLan students in
Grades 4,8 md 12 throughout the Lountry knoss and think about the rest of the
\A, or Id The extent of serious ignoranLe and MisLonLeption resealed in many of
the findings is disturbing This important study of the lomiation and Lhange ot
international knoss ledge and attitudes ss as conduL ted by the EduLational
Testing Scrs lie for the U S OffiLe of Education and Imo's es data LolleLted ri
the fall of 1974 The final report of the study has just been Lompleted, and a
summary is scheduled tor publication by USOE in ate 1976
EduL anon LonLerring ink mational human nghts, a topiL no a funda
mental to international eduL anon as any Lommonly Lonsidered, i Licari), more
LomphLated in escral respeits than learning about the geographiL losation,
natural resourLes, or national leaders of other Lountnes It is a subject that
requires the kind of systernatiL analysis that formal eduLational programs Lan
pros ide But it is also a subject that ssould benent grcatly trom more Laretul
attennon in the mass media EduLational
ision souk] pla a parnLularly
important role, perhaps in some IiLu1LC I Ti LonjunL non ssith the U S

National Commission for UNESCO
While many subjeits and issues of major Lontemporary ImponanLe hase
found their %say into the AmenLan Lurnculum during the eduLational reform
mosements of the past tssenty years, international human rights has not yet
entered the mainstream of eduLational Lonierns AmenLan sL hoot, ,iase done
an increasingly Lommendable job of dealing vs, ith the Lomplex challenge of
human rights in this Lountry but like educational systems ekev. here they
hardly Fuse begun to fait: the international dimensions ot the subjeLt
The study of international human rights has a unique Lontribution to make to
the international knovdedge and attitudes of teaL hers But it is espeually
signifiLant for the students noss in sL hool
for the global onerom ion of the

first generation of citizens ssho v. ill ha.e to Lope

ss ith

the fullness of

interdependenLe EaLh teacher
and esery student
a potential founding
father for the future A global perspectise on human rights should be pm-t ot the
bask eduL at ion of e cry body from nov. on, part IL ularly for those v.ho are going

to live the balance of their lises in the 21st century
Gh en the role of human rights in the resolutionary orig,ns of the- United
VI
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States and the continuing national commitment to fuller achievement of human
right, in the pursuit ot a "more perfect union' in our multi-ethnic, pluralistic

society, American education would seem to have an almost inev liable
responsibility to take the lead in educational attention to international human
right, As a matter of indiv idual right to enhance personal growth as well as of
national interest in an interdependent world, each student should have the
opportunity to learn about the principles and issues of International human
rights to enable him or her to understand the problem and ultimately help

contribute to its solution through a global perspective on the rights arid
responsibilities of citizenship in an interdependent world
This book will contribute significantly to raising the level of awareness and
understanding of educators concerning the issues. problems, and efforts in
international human rights It has the important related values of stimulating
reexanunation of how well our schools are doing in teaching about human
rights in the United States and reinforcing existing efforts to place the
American experience in world perspective and vice-versa
With the inclusion of all the basic international human rights agreements and

instruments of the major International and regional Organizations, the dear
explanation and analysis of each, the basic information about the international
and regional systems for the protection of human rights, and the summary of the

involvement of the United States in international human rights, the book can
help educator% in the U S and elsewhere develop a basic understanding of both

the political and educational aspects of the subject
The book not only provides essential background material, a variety of ideas,

and a stimulus to future study but also contains much helpful specific
information v hich will enable teachers to strengthen present efforts or initiate
attention to this important subject in the classroom Of special interest is the
opening chapter which focuses on the UNESCO Recommendation Concerning
Education for International Understanding, Co-operation and Peace and
Education Relating to Human Rights and l'undameniA Freedoms The chapter
includes a detailed analysis of the Recommendation and the U S contnbution
to it% development Many teachers will find particularly useful the later
chapter% dealing with, the summary of research on students' international
knowledge and attitudes and with the critical review of selected educational

materials currently available for dealing with the principal topics of the
UNESCO Recommendation
As one considers the full range of possible approaches to preparation for
teaching about international human nghts, appropriate attention should be
given to possibilities for cooperation between and among nations At the
international level, as the first chapter of this book makes clear, UNESCO
already has made a significant contnbution through its 1974 Recommendation
While not without flaw, taken as a whole the Recommendation represents an
important broad consensus on principles and practices concerning education for
international understanding Various opportunities exist for expenmenting
with other forms of educational cooperation through regional organizations,
vill
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bilateral efforts, In- special arrangements For example, an interesting next
step that the U S National Commission for UNESCO might consider in
helping maintain its present momentum on behalf of international human nghh
would be the joint sponsorship with the UNESCO national Lomniissions of
sek.Lted other countries of a scholarly comparative study of the treatment of
international human rights in the seL ondary sL hool textbooks of the cooperating
countries

There should be no illusion about the great magnitude and difficulty of the
challenge that international human nghts education represents for the schools
Not only does the subject hay e its ov.n special complexities, but its unportame
IN not v. Rid), understood in or out of school, little educational attention has
been devoted to it to date, good instructional matenals are relatively scarce, the

number of teachers who are wen trained in the field h small, and very few
teacher education institutions arc yet equipped to prepare teachers through
either preservice or inservice training programs
Cynics might argue that educational effort on behalf of international human
nghts is a waste of time, that political reality precludes effective action There
is no doubt that international human nghts in the real world is very complicated
business The dIfficulties are compounded by the complexities of both human
nature and national sovereignty However, the case for devoting senous
attention in the schook to international human nghts clearly justified by the
subject's intrinsic significance, its natural relationship to the American creed,
its contribution to the development of a global perspective, and its long term
consequences for effective L mzenship in an interdependent world
The human v alue system Is at the heart of the matter A proper concern for
human rights at home and abroad nec.ds to become part of the shared
to use UNESCO's time-honored phrase
commitment in 'the minds of men
Whether the spirit and perspectives are those of the founding fathers of a free
society or of L Ontemporary voices like Nobel laureates Sakharov and Sol-

zhenitsyn, human nghts are fundamental to the achievement of human
potential
To borrow a related perspective from Nigel Calder in the postscnpt to his

important new hook about how and why
predisposed to learn to be civilized

it

happens that "people are

and "why in spite of it our human world is

noted tor its adult sins and lollies''

Our nature commits us to being pohncal animals, even when the
Fretting about issues of right and
v. rong is the price we have to pay for being more senuent than the ants, and
for hay ing the opportunity to make social progress But a renewed sense of

constituency is no larger than a famdy

wonder about our priv ileged position in nature, and about the nch and
vulnerable qualities of human life, may heighten political isdom *

\
Ah

III

( alder I h( Human ( mtihra

The \o, S, en e

So( 10/ Beim,

iking 1976 p

In summary , international human rights IN a first order !NNW in the
contemporary world Despite being among the noblest and insist pressing ot
causes, it is largely neglected in the educational system, of most countries
rhe Ntudy of international human nghk has spec ial reles ame tor Americans
and I \ a new 111Tc:rause to be accommodated in the general education
c urriculum at all levels American edu at IOrl IN presently f101 \1/4 ell equipped to
deal sk ith it at an} les el
This book on international human rights e flex us el} brings together tor
educator, the fundamental documents, related analy sis, and summaries ot
reles ant educational researc h and experience to date It skill help open the
subject to \emu, study in elementary and Necondar) ss hook, in teacher
training programs, and in general education efforts in college, unisersity , and

adult education programs The hook will ako help increa,e' our national
capability for international cooperation in education
We are fortunate to hase this work readily as ailable as we begin our third
century as a nat ion, for it seen,'s c lear that one of the moss pc rsasive and crucial

issue, of the next hundred years will be whether the prinoples of human rights
can be made nleam ngfu I for the majority of mankind All forward looking
educators are indebted to Professors Buergenthal and Torney for providing this
practical introduction to a complex subject which is so basic, yet so
neglected Special commendation h due the U S National Commission for

UNESCO for its foresight and leadership in conunissioning the study and
publishing the results to assure sk idespread accessibility'

September, I976

Robert Leestma
Associate Comnuss lone r
for Institutional Deselopment
and International Education

11 S Office of Education
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CHAPTER ONE

The 1974 UNESCO
"Recommendation concerning
Education for International
Understanding, Co-operation
and Peace and Education

relating to Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms"
I. INTRODUCTION
This book Introduces American educational policy makers, school
administrators ,. and teachers to the ob.m.:tives and principles articulated in the

1974 UNESCO "Recommendation concerning Education for International
Understanding, Co-operation and Pcace and Education relating to Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms * The Recommendation is an important
policy statement bearing on vital contemporary educational issues It deserves
serious consideration whatever one's views about the propriety of some recent

UNESCO action. '
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) is one of a number of so-called specialized agencies (e g . ILO,
WHO, FAO) that arc affiliated with, but not formally a part of, the United
Nations Each of these agencies has its own organizational structure.
consisting of a secretariat as well as executive and policy-making bodies The
functions and powers of these bodies are spelled out in the constitutions of these
organizations Thc UNESCO Constitution is embodied in a treaty that entered
into force in 1946 and thus brought the Organization formally into being Its
current membership consists of 135 states.

The Recommendation is repmduced in the Appendix
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The UNESCO Constitution declares that it is the purpose ot UNESCO
to contribute to peace and security by promoting collaboration among
nations through education, science and c ulture in order to further universal

respect for justice tor the rule of law and for the human rights and
fundamental freedoms which are affirmed for the peoples of the world,
without distinction of race, sex, language or religion, by the Charter of the
United Nations (Art
)
1

The 1974 UNESCO Recommendation, which was adopted to promote these
aims through education, recognizes that genuine international understanding,
cooperation and peace cannot be achieved without successful efforts to promote
the protection of human rights on the national and international plane Andrei

Sakharov echoed this proposition in his statement accepting the 1975 Nobel
Peace Prize "What made me particularly happy was to see that the (Nobel)
committee's decision stressed the link between defense of peace and defense of
human rights, emphasizing that the defense of human rights guarantees a solid
ground for genuine long-term international cooperation 2 The 1974

UNESCO Recommendation not only affirms the link that exists between
international education and human rights education, it also calls on
governments. education officials and teachers to recognize this interrelationship and to translate it Into action through appropriate educational
policies; practices and programs
This book is designed to encourage and facilitate these efforts by providing
some of the background material and information we believe American readers
will find helpful in assessing and acting upon the principles and objectives of
the Recommendation We begin with a short description of the drafting history
and legal status of the Recommendation, followed by an analysis of its principal
provisions Subsequent chapters provide an historical survey of concepts and
programs of international education, a description and analysis of international
human rights principles and systems for their protection, a review of relevant
social science research findings concerning the international knowledge and
attitudes of young people, and a review of selected curriculum materials for

students in grades 7 to 12 dealing with the topics of the Recommendation.
The choice of these topics was motivated by three basic considerations
First; the orientation of human rights education in the United States has been
almost exclusively domestic in the sense that American students and teachers

think of human rights primarily in terms of U S constitutional guarantees
Available teaching materials also reflect this orientation International human

rights, on the other hand, is a subject that receives little attention in the
American classroom

Its obvious importance, if only as a pedagogic tool for

bringing a global perspective to critical national and international issues,
suggests that there is a real need for an international component to American
human rights education It would familiarize American students with the
subject in order to explore the assumptions and policy implications inherent in
the belief, which is reflected in international human rights instruments and in
2
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the 1974 UNESCO Recommendation, that mankind's yearning for human
rights and human dignity is universal ' But the study of international human
rights will not find its way into the Amencan school curriculum until American
teachers have acce,s to the information they need to understand and present the
subject Since they do not currently have that information, we attempt to

provide it in this book
The second consideration that explains the choice of topics covered in this

book is related to the fact that "education for international understanding,
co-operation and peace' is not tied to any one or a limited number of school
subjects To encourage and help develop programs and curricula that promote
global understanding requires knowledge about prior experience with such
programs as well as research concerning the actual or potential impact of this
type of education These and related issues are explored in the chapters 4 hich
provide an historical survey ot international education concepts and programs
and which review social science research findings concerning the international
knowledge and attitudes of young people

Finally, we believe that the practical value of this book would be greatly
diminished if it failed to include a chapter dealing with available curriculum
materials on the topics of the 1974 UNESCO Recommendation This chapter,
Vk hich was prepared by Dr Richard W Fogg is intended to help teachers and
school administrators implement the principles of the Recommendation bs
translating them into meaningful and pedagogically sound learning experiences

II. THE LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL
CONTEXT OF THE RECOMMENDATION
A

Itv Lexal Slants

The manner in sk hiLh international organizations establish international
standards or legal norms differs from organization to organization ' UNESCO
employs two legislative instruments for the adoption of international standards
international conventions and recommendations
International conventions w ithin the meaning of the UNESCO Constitution
are treaties drafted under the auspices of the Organization They are adopted

by a two-thirds majority vote of the UNESCO General Conference ' and
become legally binding only for those states that have ratified (accepted) them
UNESCO recommendations, on the other hand, are passed by a majority vote

of the General Conference and come into force as soon as they have been
adopted But as their name suggests, recommendations are non-obligatory
statements of principles or norms w hich the Organization recommends should
he applied or implemented by the Member States We may consequently
characterize the 1974 UNESCO Recommendation as a legislative or
quasi-legislative act that im He, but does not compel United States compliance
with its provisions
Although the Member States has c no legal obligation to give effect to the
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pros isions ot a UNESCO recommendat ion,, they are required by the UNESCO

Constitution to bring the recommendation to the attention ot those national
agencies in their country that are empowered to regulate and act upon the
subjects dealt w ith in the recommendation The UNESCO Constitution also
requires the Member States to tile periodic reports w ith the Organization

detailing what action, if any, they have taken to give effect to the
recommendation
These requirements are designed to accomplish two
principal objectives first, to gise appropriate national agencies an opportunity
to consider the ads isabi 1 ity of implementing the recommendation, and, second,
to encourage such implementation by putting governments on nonce that their

actions or inactions w ill hase to be publicly explained and defended An
analysis ot this «mstitutional framework suggests that, although gosemments
do not have to comply w ith a UNESCO recommendation, there is an

institutional expectation that they will make a good faith effort to do so
The subject matter ot the recommendation as well as the constitutional
structure ot a given country determines which national agencies have to be
in fomied of the adoption and contents of a UNESCO recommendation Since
the 1974 UNESCO Recommmendation deals with diverse educational
practices, policies and programs, the U S government would seem to be under
an obligation to transmit copies of the instrunient to all chief state school
officers, to major private educational organizations, to the U S Commissioner
of Education and to the U S Congress The subjects covered by the
Recommendation fall vs ithin the general jurisdiction of the States of the Union
because they concem education, but many related policies are today also
governed by federal guidelines Programs designed to implement some
pros isions of the Recommendation might therefore qualify for funding under
specific federal legislation applicable, for example, to teaching about ethnic
heritage, to efforts to eliminate racial and sex stereotypes, as well as to arca
study, foreign exchange, and language programs

The 1974 UNESCO Recommendation specifically invites the Member
States to apply the provisions of the Recommendatior "by taking whatever
legislative or other steps may be required
to give effect
to the
pnnciples that it proclaims (Preamble, para 7 ) The Recommendation also
calls On the Member States to bring it to the
attention of the authorities, departments or bodies responsible for school
education, higher education and out-of-school education, of the various
organizations carry ing out educational work among young people and adults

such as student and youth movements, associations of pupils' parents,
teachers' unions and other

interested

parties

(Preamble, para

8)

The publication and dissemination of this book by the U S National Commission for UNESCO represents one attempt to comply with the foregoing
pros isions It gives concerned Americans an opportunity to learn about the
r ecommendation and examine its relevance for American education
4
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/I Its Draftuzg Ifislors
Over the past two decades UNESCO has developed a set of formal rules
governing the drafting and adoption ot, as well as the reporting procedures
applicable to, international conventions and recommendations They have
been codified in the 'Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to
Member States and International Consentions covered by the terms of Article
IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution
These rules envisage a drafting
process that consists of a number of stages spread over a substantial period of
nme designed to ensure that the end-product, be it a convention or
recommendation, has received careful consideration by the entire UNESCO
constituency This process, which was also f011owed with regard to the 1974

UNESCO Recommendation, fosters consensus among UNESCO Member
States in favor of the particular standard-setting measure
In 1968, the UNESCO General Conference authorized the Secretariat to
study the advisahility of preparing an international instrument on education to
promote "the ideals of peace, understanding and respect between peoples
The importance of this project was reaffirmed by the General Conference in
1970 In ,!cs spring of 1972, the UNESCO Secretariat recommended the

adoption of UNESCO standards relating to international education This
report was sublimed to the UNESCO Executive Board It agreed with the
Secretanat and initiated the legislative process by placing the following item on
the provisional agenda of the forthcoming seventeenth session of the General
Conference "Desirability of adopting an international instrument on
education for international understanding, co-operation and peace
The General Conference acted on his agenda item on November 17, 1972
It aut honied the preparation of a UNESCO recommendation on 'education for
international understanding, co-operation and peace," subject to the important
proviso that the instrument "should also cover education relating to human
rights and fundamental freedoms ' This stipulation was added because of the

great importance that many UNESCO Member States attached to the hak
between mternationai education and human rights education The General
Conference decided at the same time that the text of a draft recommendation
should be submitted to it at its eighteenth session in 1974 and that it should be
drawn up by a special committee of experts to be appointed by the Member
States

The "Special Committee of Governmental Experts to Examine the Draft
Recommendation Concerning Education for International Understanding,
Co-operation and Peace and Education Relating to Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms" met in Pans from April 29 through May 8, 1974
Sixty-two UNESCO Member States, including the United States, were
represented at this conference
As required by the UNESCO rules applicable to the drafting of
recommendations, the Secretanat had in 1973 circulated to the Member States
for their comments a report relating to the subject of the proposed

0
Ao

,t

z
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reconunendation and a preliminary draft of the recommendation
Based on
the comments u received from the Menther States. the Secretariat drew up a
rev ised draft of the recommendation
This Secretariat draft serxed as the
basis for the deliberations of the Committee of Experts The Committee in
plenary session examined, revised and voted on the prov isions of the
Secretariat draft, proceeding paragraph by paragraph The Cmnmittee th,:n
v oted the text of the draft recommendation as a whole Although there had
'

'

1

been l. onsiderable disagreement on a few mdiv idual pros isions and some close
v otes on others. the Committee of Experts adopted the final version of the draft

recommendation by

unanimous vote that included the United States

This draft recommendation was taken up by the UNESCO General Conference at its eighteenth session, which met from October 17 to November 23,
1974 It had been generally assumed that the unanimity of the Committee of
Experts ensured that the recommendation would bc adopted by the General
Conference without any objections or changes This expectation was not fully
realized because Peru introduced an amendment to the draft recommendation

adding the following provisions ''Education should emphasize the

true

interests of peoples and their incompatibility with the interests of monopolistic
groups holding economic and political power, which practise exploitation and
foment war
The amendment encountered strong opposition from the U S
and some other delegations who urged Peru to withdraw It That effort failed
and the amendment wa.s included in the recommendation '1 The instrument as
a whole was then put to a vote and adopted by the General Conference by a vote
of 76 to 5 (U S. Australia, France, Canada, Federd Republic of Germany).

The negative vote of the U S , as its delegation wa.s careful to explain, was
designed solely to record the opposition of the U S to the Peruvian amendment; it was not intended to detract from U S support for the 1974 UNESCO
Recommendation as a whole In its report to the Secretary of State; the
Chairman of tne U S delegation to the 1974 General Conference emphasized
that 'the Delegation had been prepared to vote for the Recommendation but felt

compelled, as a matter of pnnciple, to register its strong disapproval of the
Peruvian amendment which; in its view, was totally out of place as part of the
Recommendation ''' I 4
Given the long-standing commitment of the t.1 S to international education,
it might have made more sense for the U S to vote for the Recommendation

and, at the same time, to formally record its rejection of the Peruvian
amendment The pedagogic objection to the Peruvian amendment denves
from the fact that the proyision is included in the section of the Recommendation dealing with "ethical and civic aspects" of education It belongs; if at
all, in the section devoted to the "study of the major problems of mankind,"
which lists important contemporary Issues that education should address In
these days of oil embargoes and economic boycotts, the U S has little reason to
object to the study and free discussion of all the issues that are raised by the
Peruvian amendment
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE CONTENT OF THE RECOMMENDATION
PREAMBLE
The General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, meeting in Pans from 17 October to 23 November 1974,
at its eighteenth session.
Mindful of the responsibility incumbent on States to achieve through education

the aims set forth in the Charter of the United Nations, the Constitution of
Unesco, thc Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Geneva Conven-

tions for the Protection of Victims of War of 12 August 1949, in order to
promote international understanding, co-operation and peace arid respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms,
Reaffirming the responsibility which is incumbent on Unesco to encourage and
support in Member States any activity designed to ensure the education of all
for the advancement of justice, freedom, human rights and peace,

Noting nevertheless that the activity of Unesco and of its Member States
sometimes has an impact only on a small minority of the sticadily growing
numbers of schoolchildren, students, young people and adults continuing their
education, and educators, and that the curricula and methods of international
education art not always attuned to the needs and aspirations of the participating young people and adults,

Noting moreover that in a number of cases there is still a wide disparity
between proclaimed ideals, declared intentions and the actual situation,
Having decided, at its seventeenth session, that this education should be the
subject of a recommendation to Member States,
Adopts this nineteenth day of November 1974, the present recommendation
The Preamble of the UNESCO Recommendation refers to UN and UNESCO

instruments in their common stress on education as a way of funhenng
international understandini, cooperation, and peace by promoting human
rights and fundamental freedms. It reaffirms the special role of UNESCO and
recognizes the previous failure of education to meet needs in this area, thereby
providing a justification for tho Recommendation.

The "disparity betwxn proclaimed ideals, declared intentions, and the
actual situation" noted in the Preamble, paragraph 4, will be considered in
Chapter II which describes the history of international education. Chapter VI
will deal with students' knowledge and awareness in order to make it more
likely that in the future curriculum materials and teaching methods will be
better "attuned to the needs and aspirations of the participating young people
and adults." (Preamble, para.3.)
The remaining provisions of the Preamble make clear the responsibilities of
Member States to disseminate to educational authorities the contents of the
document and require that reports be submitted by Member States to UNESCO

on actions they have taken. These matters were discussed in the preceding
section where we considered the legal status of the Recommendation
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I. SIGNIFICANCE OF TERMS
I

For the purposes of this recommendation
(a) The word education imphes the entire process of social hfe by means

of which individuak and social groups learn to develop consciously
within, and for the benefit of, the national and international communtties,
the whole of their personal capacities, attitudes, aptitudes and knowl-

edge This process is not limited to any specific activities.
(b) The terms international understanchng. co-operation and pew e are
to be considered as an indivisible whole based on the principle of friendly
relations between peoples and States having Oifferent social and political
systems and on the respect for human nghts and fundamental freedoms.
In the text of this recommendation, the different connotations of these
terms are sometimes gathered together in a concise expression,. "inter-

national education"
(c) Human rights and fundamental freedoms are those defined in the
United Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
the International Covenants on Economic; Social and Cultural Rights,
and on Civil and Political Rights

II. SCOPE
2

This recommendation applies to all stages and forms of education

This definition of education, which strikes American educators as very broad,
can be understood in terms of the context of the whole document which stresses
that brmat schooling is not the only type of education which deserves scrutiny

and improvement The statement of scope in Section 11 also reflects an
inclusive point of view This is common UNESCO phraseology and tends to
be interpreted by different Member States according to the structure and focus
of their own educational systems

Four outcomes of education are specified in the definition. personal
capacities, attitudes, aptitudes, and knowledge Of these the term knowledge
is probably the easiest to specify, dealing as it does with a very large set of
cognitive objectives This might include, for example.. knowledge of the
political geography of the world, of instruments designed to protect human
rights, of processes of foreign policy-making, of the existence of mtemat tonal
organizations and their activities
Attitudes are also recognized in this definition as being influenced by
education These affective objectives of education might encompass such
things as positive support for internationally estabhshed guarantees of rights
and freedoms; a preference for negotiation or conciliation rather than violent
solutions to international conflicts, and positive feelings about persons from
cultural backgrounds which are dissimilar to one's own
Personal capacities and aptitudes are also included in the definition
Throughout the Recommendation there is a focus upon personal involvement
8

2 '7

and active parncipation by the individual Under the category of peNonal
capacities it is appropriate, therefore, to include the individual's motivation to
be active in seeking economic and social well being and human rights for the
self and others, mterest in discussing international issues, and willingness to
participate in a variety of organizations and groups sk hich have potential for
problem-solving in global wciety Also important here is the development of
the capacities or skills necessary for effective participation This includes
skill% in analyzing pohtical communiLation and the ability to Lommunkate
effectively with others, which includes seeing their points of view as well as
cooperating with them in seeking common goals The definition also stresses
the role of education in enabling the individual to reach the highest possible
level of personal devehpment
Part (b) of the definition relates three of the elements of the Recommendation
international understanding, cooperation, and peace
to each other as "an

mdivisible whole" based on two principks. "fnendly relations between
peopks and States having different social and political systems'. and 'respect
for human right% and fundamental freedoms

This is the first of several places

in the document where stress is placed on the close relationship between
education for peace and education relating to human rights and fundamental
The recognition that, from the point of view of education, there is an
interdependence between international understanding, cooperation, peaLe and
respect for human nghts is a major breakthrough represented by this Recommendation In many places in this document, including part (c) of the
definition the centrality of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Human Right% Covenants is noted The UN Charter was added to
the listing in part (c) upon the suggestion of the U S delegation at the
Committee of Goveinmental Experts beLause it makes the definition of human
rights les% static (see Chapter III) Particular stress is placed upon the
recognition by student% of the importante of these documents, acceptance and
internalization of their principks: an avk am ness of barners to their realization in
freedom%

practice, and a know ledge of United Nations institutions whiLh attempt to
implement them

III. GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Education should be infused with the aims and purposes set forth in the
3
Charter of the United Nations, the Constitution of Unesco and the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, particularly Article 26, paragraph 2, of the
last-named, which state% "Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms It shall promote understanding. tolerance
and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further
the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace
The Guiding Principles are the heart of any UNESCO recommendat ion The
first paragraph of Section III reiterate% the important documents pertaining to
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human rights, imphes (by use of the term "infuse") that all levels of education

are to be permeated with these concerns, and quotes from the Universal
Declaration regarding the role of education
4. In order to enable every person to contribute actively to the fulfilment of

the alms referred to in paragraph 3, and promote international solidarity and
co-operation, which are necessary in solving the world problems affecting

the individuals' and communities' life and exercise of fundamental nghts
and freedoms, the following objectives should be regarded as major guiding

principles of educational policy.
(a) an international dimension and a global perspective in education at

all levels and in all its forms;

(b) understanding and respect for all peoples, their cultures, civilizations, values and ways of life, including domestic ethnic cultures and
cultures of other nations;
(c) awareness of the increasing global Interdependence between peoples
and nations;

(d) abilities to communicate with others;
(e) awareness not only of the rights but ako of the duties incumbent upon
individuals, social groups and nations towards each other;

(f) understanding of the necessity for international solidarity and cooperation;

(g) readiness on the part of the individual to participate in solving the

problems of his community, his country and the world at large.
This paragraph of the Guiding Principles introduces the problem-centered
focus for education, the active participation of the individual, and the role of
international cooperation.
The U.S. delegation at the Committee of Experts participated in making the
language in this section congruent with current educational concepts in the
United States For example, the draft version of the Recommendation prepared by the Secretariat had used phrases such as "a global approach to
education", which was confusing in its implication, implying (at least in
English) that the "whole child" was to be considered rather than the whole
world. After this confusion had been discussed, it became clear that there was
basic agreement among the large majority of governmental experts on the
meaning and appropriateness of the phrase "an international dimension and a
global perspective in education".

The term "a global perspective" can be thought of as encompassing
capacities, attitudes, and knowledge which are enumerated in the definition.

'Perspective" implies a set of basic assumptions or a way of looking at
10
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situations rather than an attitude or piece of know ledge about a spec irk problem
or issue The global perspective might include such things as awareness of the

influence of actions in other parts ol the world on one's es,cryda) social and
econ(mic life, awareness of the diversity of ideas and practices found in human
societies around the world, a sense of the limitations of one's own perspective
by a given culture, and an awareness of mankind's commonalities including the
search for basic human nghts The use of the term "an international dimen-

sion promotes the inclusion of material about other nations in many school
courses (e g , music and language arts as well as social studies) rather than the
designation of specialized international relations courses, which are hkely to

reach only a small proportion of students
The U S delegation was ako instrumental in the inclusion of paragraphs in
the Guiding Principles concerning the study of domestic ethnic cultures in
addition to foreign cultures as a means of achieving the aims of the Recommendanon These amendments regarding "Intercultural education are related to a current program of the U S Office of Education which supports
curriculum development and teacher training in ethnic and cultural hentage
studies This approach stresses the similanty of communication between
domestic ethnic groups and foreign groups The intended positive outcomes of
this approach include enhanced self and group esteem, empathy, the ability to
take the role or viewpoint of another person. acceptance and trust of those from

other cultural groups. and the ability to interpret customs and non-verbal
behavior in differing cultural styles
The stess upon intercultural education is also reflected in other parts of the
Recommendation, for example., paragraph 33 suggests that teachers should
have explicit training and preparation to deal effecnvely with opportunities for
intercultural education using materials from domestic ethnic cultures

The discussion at the Committee of Experts which led to the inclusion of

"mcreasing global interdependence in

part (c)

of paragraph 4 of the

Recommendation illustrates the differing perceptions of those in other countries concerning terminology we often take for granted A delegate from a
South Amencan country was adamantly opposed to the version which read
'awareness of the global interdependence of nations' claiming that it reflected
only the desire of developed countries to continue the dependence of the
underdeveloped world on them This delegate did agree to the phrase once it

was modified to "increasing global interdependence. which ako has the
advantage of being a more dynamic concept
5

Combining learning, training, information and action, international

education should further the appropriate intellectual and emotional development of the mdividual It should develop a sense of social responsibility and
of sohdanty with less privileged groups and should lead to observance of the
pnnciples of equality in everyday conduct It should also help to develop

qualities. aptitudes and abilities which enable the individual to acquire a

I

cruical understanding of problems at the national and the international level.
to understand and explain facts, Opinions and ideas, to work in a group, to
accept and participate in free discussions, to observe the elementary rules of
procedure applicable to any discussion, and to base salue-judgements and
decisions on a rational analysis of relevant facts and factors

This paragraph of the Guiding Principles reasserts spec.fic aptitudes and
abilities needed by individuals to further international understanding A
serious attempt was made by the U S delegation at the Committee of Experts to
have the following phrase added to paragraph 5 to facilitate free access to
facts, opinions, and ideas on which to base value judgements and decisions

It was noted that education as envisioned in the Recommendation and
panicularly the "rational analysis" referred to in the last sentence of paragraph
5 could not take place without free access to information This addition was
debated at great length, being strongly opposed by the Sosiet Union and several
other countrun Even though this phrase does ri, t appear in the final version,
the U S and some other Member States took the position that the theme of free
access was nevertheless implicit in the Recommendation
6

Education should stress the inadmissibility of recourse to war for

purposes of expansion, aggression and domination, or to the use of force and

violence for purposes of repression, and should bring every person to

:i..

understand and assume his or her responsibilities for the mamtenance of
peace It should contribute to international understanding and strengthening
of world peace and to the activities in the struggle against colonialism and
neo-colonialism in all their forms and manifestations, and against all forms
and varieties of racial;:m, fascism, and apartheid as well as other ideologies

which breed national and racial hatred and which are contrary to the
purposes of this recommendation
This paragraph was the subject of much heated discussion by the Committee of

Experts with several countries having a particular scourge of mankind they

wished to denounce The final version reflects an attempt to express a
consensus that is ideologically balanced Not only do students need to be told
of the existence of these international problems but they also require instruction
concerning their causes and possible solutions
Section IV deals with National Policy, Planning and Administration "--1- is is
a call for a master plan for international and human rights education It exhorts
acnon in support of these aims by ministries of education, national commissions for UNESCO and organizations with policy and budget making capacities
at the national level

Particular Aspects of Learning, Training, and Action are dealt with in
Section V under three mam headings

Ethical and Civic Aspects (including the

incorporation of an international dimension in programs of civic and moral
education), Cultural Aspects (highlighting cross-cuhural and inter-cultural
resources): and Problem Focus
11

31

20 Member States should encourage educational authorities and educators

to give education planned in accordance with this recommendation an
interdisciplinary, problem-oriented content adapted to the complexity of the
issues involved in the application of human rights and in international

co-operation, and in itself illustratirg the idea, of reciprocal influence,
mutual support and solidarity Such programmes should be based on
adequate research, experimentation and the identification of specific educational objectives

This paragraph stresses an interdisciplinary approach to problems, skhich fits
well with many current trends in U S education U S amendments to this
section attempted to make the Recommendation as concise and specific as
possible
e g , substituting "attitudes and behaviors" for the term "ethics"

and recognizing explicitly the role of specific educational objectives" in
paragraph 20 Several paragraphs in Section V also refer to the problemoriented focus, particularly the problems of inequality and war
Education should be directed both towards the eradication of conditions
18
Which perpetuate and aggravate major problems affecting human survival
and well-being
inequality. injustice, international relations based on the
and towards measures of international co-operation likely to
use of force
help solve them Education which in this respect must necessarily be of an
interdisciplinary nature should relate to such problems as

(a) equality r f rights of peoples, and the right ot peoples to selfdetermination.
(b) the maintenance of peace, different types of war and their causes and
effects, disarmament, the inadmissibility of using science and technology
for warlike purposes and their use for the purposes of peace and progress,
the nature and effect of economic, cultural and political relations between

countries and the importance of international law for these relations.
particularly for the maintenance of peace.
Further problems
human rights, economic and social development, illiteracy, disease and famine, population growth pollution
are also enumerated
The final subsection of paragraph 18 proposes teaching the "role and methods
of action of the United Nations system in efforts to solve such problems and
possibilities for strengthening and furthering its action

UN efforts in the protection of human rights and the importance of the
atmosphere of the school arc highlighted in Section V

II Member States should take steps to ensure that the principles of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and of the International Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discnrnination become an
integral part of the developing personality of each child, adolescent, young
13

3

,

person or adult by applying these principles in the daily conduct of education
at each level and in all its forms, thus enabling each individual to contnbute
personally to the regeneration and extension of education in the direction
indicated

Special problems with groups who suffer inequality in educational opportunities are noted (para 21), and intercultural aspects are given a stronger and
more specific' focus than m previous sections
17 Member States should promote , at various stages and in various types of

education, study of different cultures, their reciprocal influences, their
perspectives and ways of life, in order to encourage mutual apprec lation of
the differences between them Such study should, among other things, give

due importance to the teaching of foreign languages; civilizations and
cultural heritage as a means of promoting international and inter-cultural
understanding

Active participation is discussed and specific reference made to student
participation in school governance as an important part of education for active
citizenship

13 Member States should promote, at every stage of education, an active
civic training which will enable every person to gain a knowledge of the
method of operation and the work of public institutions, whether local,
national or international, to become acquainted with the procedures for
solving fundamental problems; and to participate in the cultural life of the
community and in public affairs. Wherever possible, this participation
should increasingly link education and action to solve problerns at the local,
national and international levels. .
16 Student participation in the organization of studies and of the educational establishment they are attending should itself be considered a factor in
civic education and an important element in international education

In Section VI action specifically appropnate to various sectors of education
is proposed Special note is made of existing programs of the UNESCO
Associated Schook as models.

23 Member States should take advantage of the expenence of the Associated Schools which carry out, with Unesco's help, programmes of
international education Those concerned with Associated Schools in
Member States should strengthen and renew their efforts to extend the
programme to other educational institutions and work towards the general
application of its results. In other Member Statcs, similar action should be

undertaken as soon as possible The expenence of other educational
institutions which have carned out successful programmes of international
education should also be studied and disseminated
14
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Further reference to these programs is also found in paragraph 44, where it is
proposed that cooperation between Associated Schools programs in different

Member States should be encouraged, international relations clubs and
UNESCO clubs are ako mentioned (paragraph 31)
Provisions are made for pre-school education stressing not only the formal

educational system and the readiness of children to begin international
education at an early age, but also the role of adult education as parent
educat ion.
24
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As pre-school education develops, Member States should encourage in

activities which correspond to the purposes of the recommendation

because fundamental attitudes, such as, for example, attitudes on race, are
often formed in the pre-school years In this respect, the attitude of parents
should be deemed to be an essential factor for the education of children, and
the adult education referred to in paragraph 30 should pay special attention to
the preparation of parents for their role in pre-school education The first
school should be designed and organized as a social environment having its
Own character and value, in which vanous situations; including games, will
enable children to become aware of their nghts; to assert themselves freely
while accepting,their responsibilities, and to improve and extend through
direct experience their sense of belonging to larger and larger communities
the family, the school, then the local, national and world communities

Paragraphs 25 through 28 consider post-secondary education and the
importance not only of appropriate international education programs but also of

"experime ntal work

on the linguistic, social, emotional and cultural

obstacles, tensions, attitudes and actions which affect both foreign students and

host establishments (para 28) Vocational education can have an international dimension as students understand the "role of their professions in
developing their society (para 29)
Adult education, as an important component of life-long education, is
singled out for lengthy discussion,
10 Whatever the aims and forms of out-of-school education, including
adult education, they should be based on the following considerations

(a) as far as possible a global approach should be applied in all
out-of-sch(x)l education programmes, which should comprise the ap-

propriate moral, civic; cultural; scientific and technical elements of
international education,
(b) all the parties concerned should combine efforts to adapt and use the
mass media of communication, self-education, and inter-active learning,
and such institutions as museums and public hbranes to convey relevant
knowledge to the individual, to foster in him or her favourable attitudes
and a willingness to take positive action, and to spread knowledge and
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understanding of the educational campaigns and programmes planned in
accordance with the objectives of this recommendation,

(c) the parties concerned, whether public or private , should endeavour to
take advantage of favourable situations and opportunities, such as the
social and cuhural activities of youth centres and clubs, cultural centres,

community centres or trade unions, youth gatherings and festivals,
sporting events, contacts with foreign visitors, students or immigrants
and exchanges of persons in general

The term "inter-active learning" was the closest translation available for the
concept 'co-learning' ', proposed by a South American delegate to indicate that
in an optImal setting everyone karns continually from everyone else, with no
distinction between those who teach and those who learn
The perceived importance of teachers' awareness for effective international
and intercultural education as well as the perceived complexity of changing
teacher behavior is indicated by the care with which the Committee of Experts

refined the statement on teacher preparation. It reads very much like a
restatement of all the guiding principles and specific actions from the
perspective of required changes in teacher training and certification:

33. Member States should constantly improve the ways and means of
prepanng and certifying teachers and other educational personnel for thch
roie in pursuing the objectives of this recommendation and should, to this
end:

(a) provide teachers with motivations for their subsequent work commitment to the ethics of human rights and to the aim of changing society,
so that human rights are applied in practice; a grasp of the fundamental

unity of mankind; ability to instil appreciation of the riches which the
diversity of cultures can bestow on every individual, group or nation;
(b) prov ide basic interdisciplinary knowledge of world problems and the
problems of international co-operation, through, among other means,
work to solve these problems;

(c) prepare teachers themselves to take an active part in devising
programmes of international education and educational equipment and
materials, taking into account the aSpirations of pupils and working in
close collaboration with them,
(d) comprise experiments in the use of active methods of education and
training in at least elementary techniques of e valuation , particularly those
applicable to the social behaviour and attitudes of children, adolescents
and adults,

(e) develop aptitudes and skills such as a desire and ability to make
educational innovations and to continue his or her training, experience in
teamwork and in interdisciplinary studies, knowledge of group dynam16
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Ics, and the abinty to create las ourable opportunities and take ads antage
ot them,

(f) include the study of experiments in international education, especially innosanse experiments carried out in other countries, and pros ide
those concerned, to the tulles( possible extent, s., ith opportunities tor
mak ing direct contact with foreign teachers

An innovanse, active, and .nterdisciplinary approach is stressed

The necessity of evaluating the attitudes of students and tailoring programs to meet their needs and interests is noted Refresher courses (including those conducted aoroad) and teacher exchanges are encouraged
( paras 14, 36, 37) The role of those who supervise and direct teachers in

making this "gradual hut profound change in the role of education" is
h ighlighted in paragraph 34 The following paragraph points out that inservice training in international education is also necessary

Member States should endeavour to ensure that any programme of
further training for teachers in service or for personnel responsible for
15

direction includes components of international education and opportunities

to compare the results ot their experiences in international education

Although teacher preparation differs greatly

in

the Member States of

UNESCO, any attempts to improve international or intercultural education
which are to have a long-range effect must devote e xtensiv e effort to improving
both in-service and pre-service teacher education and to providing continuing

support to teachers from their superiors to seek innovative and effective
programs
The absence of appropriate international educational materials is a reason
given by many educators for their failure to deal with global INS ues and human
rights Several paragraphs of the Recommendation recognize the importance
of developing and disseminating materials for use within the classroom and also
training students to better analyze and utilize the information to which they are
exposed in the mass media outside of school hours

Member States should increase their efforts to facilitate the renewal,
production, dissemination and exchange of equipment and materials for
38

international education, giving special consideration to the fact that in many

codnmes pupils and students receive most of their knowledge about
international affairs through the mass media outside the school

To meet the

needs expressed by those concerned with international education, effurts
should be concentrated on overcoming the lack of teaching aids and on
improving (heir quality Action should be on the following tines
(a) appropriate and constructive use should be made of the entire range
of equipment and aids available, from textbooks to television, and of the
new educational technology,

3 3'
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(b) there should be a component of special mass media education in
teaching to help the pupils to select and analyse the information conveyed
by mass media,

(c) a global approach, comprising the introduction of international
conwnents, serving as a framework for presenting local and national
aspects of different subjects and illustrating the scientific and cultural
history of rnInkind, should be employed in textbooks and all other aids to

learning, with due regard to the value of the visual arts and music as
factors conducive to understanding between different cultures,

(d) written and audio-visual materials of an intadiseiplinary nature
illustrating the major problems confronting mankind and showing in each
case the need for international co-operation and its practical form should
be prepared in the language or languages of instruction of the country
with the aid of information supplied by the United Nations, Unesco and
other Specialized Agencies,

This reinforces previous sections of the Recommendation in that matenals
representing various disciplines are to be incorporated in many courses, not
only those in history or social studies The international perspective is
proposed as a context within which national and local matters are to be
considered
a reversal of the trend in many materials to consider local
governmental structures and problems first The existence of a problemsolving focus and the perspectives of different cultures are included among the

specifications for educational materials Finally, the most effective use of
recently developed educational technology is encouraged
Paragraph 39 supports a long-standing program of UNESCO which is also
taken senously by many Amencan educators
the analysts of textbooks to
identify elements w hich may foster racial or international misunderstanding
The role of international cooperation in textbook revision is further noted in
paragraph 45 The last paragraph in Section VIII encourages the exchange of
matenals to promote free access to techniques developed in other nations for
educational personnel

40 According to its needs and possibilities; each Member State should
establish or help to establish one or more documentation centres offenng
written and audio-visual matenal devised according to the objectives of this
recommendation and ac'lpted to the different forms and stages of education

These centres should be designed to foster the reform of international
education, especially by developing and disseminating innovative ideas and
materials, and should also organize and facilitate exchanges of information

with other countnes
Section I X , on Research and Experimentation, is relatively brief The value

of collaboration between different educational agencies is noted,. and the
importance of basic research on the process of social attitude development as
well as the evaluation of specific programs is considered
18
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Member States should take appropriate steps to ensure that teachers and

the various authorities concerned build international education on a sound
psychological and sociological basis by applying the results of research
carried out in each country on the formation Jnd development of favourable

or unfavourable attitudes and behaviour, on atntude change, on the
interaction of personality development and education and on the positive or
negativc effects of educational activity A substantial part of this research

should be devoted to the aspirations of young people concenung international problems and relations
Recognition of the importance of research on the sources of favorable attitudes
as well as common misundeNtandings or unfavorable attitudes is an important
new step taken in this Recommendation If implemented, it could result in a

strong base for the construction of efkctive programs in international understanding -and human rights education The evidence which is presently
av ailable on student attitudes and knowledge is summarized in Chapter VI of

this publication This provision of the Recommendation, however, is

a

justification for a much expanded program of research
The final section of the Recommendation stresses the importance of
international coope rat ion
41

Member States should consider international co-operation a responsi-

Huy in developing international education In the implementation of this
recommendation they should refrain from intervening in matters which are
essentially w ithin r he domestic jurisdiction of any State in accordance w ith
the United Nanons Charter By their own actions, they should demonstrate
that implementing this recommendation IN itself an exercise in internanorul
understanding and co-operation The) should, for example, organize, or

help the appropriate authorities and non-governmental organizations to
organize, an increasing number of international meetings and study sessions
on international education, strengthen their programmes for the reception of

foreign students, research workers, teachers and educator\ belonging to
workers associations and adult educanon ass(ciations, promote reciprocal
!sits b) schux)I,:hildren, and student and teacher exchanges, extend and
intensify exchanges of information on cultures and ways of life, arrange for
the translation or adaptation and dissemination of information and sugges-

tions coming from other countrie,
Just as the rev ision of the Recommendation was a product of international
negotiation and cooperation, so too should programs on the local as v,ellas the
national leel utilize input from other countries and cultures

I V CONCLUSION
The 1974 UNESCO Recommendation, as we have indicated, was drafted by
government representatives whose cultural backgrounds, educational systems
and ideological perspectixes mirror the dixersity that exists among the nations
19
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arid peoples of our planet It is a consensus instrument and consequent])
silt fers from the defects inherent in such documents To he acceptable to many
different nations, precision and clarity are at times intentionally sac rificed in
favor of ideologically neutral and semantically ambiguous phrases To ac
commodate different educational philosophies, conceptual consistency must
gRe way to an approach that is at once doctrinally eclectic and that integrates
ostensibly conflicting educational theories and methods
It W ou l d be a mistake to dwell on its defects, however, while overlooking the
tact that the UNESCO Member States were able to agree on a set of principles
and polii les governing international education Given the world we lo,e in,
this is a signifkant accomplishment because it provides a theoretical basis and
justification for the promotion of international education on a nat ional as well as

a global basis Moreover, the agenda for action set out in the UNESCO
Recommendation is sufficiently compelling that one need not support the
particular organization which has sponsored it to favor realization of the
objectives it proclaims

3J
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CHAPTER TWO

International Education:
An Historical Review
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea emtxxlied in the UNESCO Recommendation that education can
make a major contribution to understanding between countries and to the
achievement of peace is not a new one However, a new approach a new
direction, and a new surge of activity appear to be necessary

As the Preamble

to the UNESCO Recommendation notes. there is a chspanty between
proc laimed ideals, declared intentions, and the actual situation," with regard to
international educat ion

In reading documents of forty or fifty years ago, one cannot escape the
impression that little has changed in this arca .a half a century Along with the
feeling that little change has taken place it seems that if some of the programs
set in motion then had been effectively pursued, we should by this time have
more successfully reduced the level of international conflict The present

publication must therefore speak not only to those already convinced and
committed to international education but also to a new audience
In addition to attracting widespread interest and motivating concemed
indiv iduals to become active and effective in suppon of international educa-

tion, we should prepare the way for maximum institutional support for
programs so that individual commitment can be trar,slated Into long-range
plannmg and implementation
However to promote effective institutionalization, a clear understandmg of
what is meant by the term international education must be developed Of
course. the UNESCO Recommendation identified in its title four requisite
elements, Education for I ) International Understanding, 2) Cooperation. and
3) Peace. and Education Relating to 4) Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms But one must take care not to be too inclusive in the definition,
including material from every program (no matter how organized or toward

what objectives) which provides for the exchange of students between
countries, or which exposes students to the study of other nations (no matter

how ethn(xentric or political the content of the material provided) On the
other hand, if one defines international education too narrow ly , those w ho have

not made an intensive study of the problem will find It difficult to relate the
aims of their programs to the goal% of the Recommendation
22
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The punxise of this brief history of various initiatives toward education for
international understanding, cooperation and peace is to examine a range of
definitions of international education, to consider the way in which individuals
have become involved in developing these programs, and to identify and
describe the Institutional supports which have resulted

II. EARLY EFFORTS
In the seventeenth century, a Moravian churchman, John Amos Comemus,
proposed an international Pansophic College as a means to further the cause of
peace There is no In idence of the establishment of any institution such as that

envisioned by Comemus, whose works relating to this theme were collected
and pubhshed by UNESCO in 1957 During the nineteenth century' several
organizations were established with comparative education as their focus In

connection with the international exposition of 1876 in Philadelphia an
International Conference on Education was attended by representatives of
fourteen nations

John Eaton, United States Commissioner of Education, used

this occasion to present a plan for a permanent organization that would be

responsible for further mternatior al meetings No record of any of this
orgaruzation's activities has survived
In the late 1800's Molkenboer, a Gemian writer: attempted to establish an
organ izat ion w hich would further the aim of educating the children of Europe to
respect each other and to bye together peaceably in a community of Europe

Although mdividuak and non-governmental organizanons were quick to
express interest, governmental agencies were less supportive, and the movement failed

Scankin, in a documenury history of international edueation points to the
period from the close of the nineteenth century to the beginning of World War I
as "the greatest effort in the history of civilization to build a realistic basis for
' During this period Francis Kemeny, a Hungarian, published
world peace
his ideas concerning the existence of an international component in all cultures
A hich he considered to be the result of cultural borrowing, nationalism and
internationalism in his slew complemented each other He suggested the

formation of an organization which would perform the following functions
development of
"the organization of international conferences for teachers,
the
international agreements on the organization and structure of education:

formulation of international statements on the rights of man, the revision of
textbooks to ehminatc hatred and emphasize mutual trust, and a concentrated
effort to eradicate racial prejudice 2 Kemeny was the first author to make
improved relations between races integral to efforts for international education
He hoped to include representatives of governments and professional organi-

zations as well as individuals interested in international education in his
proposed organization in order to maximize its effectiveness and to reach the
most influential audience
Other organizations which were establi,hed witn similar aims included the
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C'arnegie Endow mein for International Peace Mr Carnegie in his letter to the

Trustees in 1910 envisioned a time when war would be "discarded as
disgraceful to cis, ilized men:. at that tirne the Trustees were to consider what
is the next most degrading evil or evils,"'and use the endowment's resources
agaunt it The American School Peace League, whose aim was "to promote

through the schools and the educational public of America the interests of
international Justice and fraternity," was also founded dunng this penod 4 In
the early 1900's schools in the United States, England, France and the
Netherlands celebrate,1 May 18th as Peace Day in commemoration of the
Hague Peace Conference

Because of the success of these programs Fannie Fern Andrews, an
Amencan, attempted to involve both the ministries of education and nongmernmental organizations abroad in expanding the School Peace League
throughout Europe

In 1911. with the approval of President Taft, she took on a

post in the United States Office of Education to set up an international
conference to plan for an international bureau which would include a research
clearinghouse and publications program In 1912; invitations were issued by
the Netherlands to sixteen European countries, the United States, and Japan to
attend such a conference at the Hague Only France and Switzerland accepted,
and the conference was postponed In 1914 the invitations were again issued,
but the beginning of World War I intervened and the conference was never
held.
In the United States in 1912 the National Education Association passed a
resolution praising the work of the School Peace League, the report of the NEA
Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education, issued in 1916,
recommended the des elopment of international world-rnindedness, stressing
the concept of inter-relationships among nations c The effect of these pro-

nouncements of educational organizations seems to have been limited A
review of the cumculum in use during this penod indicated that there was little
international content, social studies in the United States tended Instead to stress

matenal about heroes, stones of Indians, and information about national
holidays ^

HI. LEAGUE OF NATIONS PERIOD
Following the war, dunng the deliberations over the League of Nations
Covenant, the International Council of Women and the Conference of Women
Suffragists (including Fannie Fern Andrews) met with representatives of the
Allied Governments to present a plan for an International Office of Education
They argued that the popular acceptance of the League depended upon teaching
young people about its aims and organization and also that universal schooling
was the only way by which the aims of human freedom expreised by the League
might be realized They therefore proposed that the Covenant of the League of
Nations provide for the establishment of a permanent bureau of education No

such provision was included in the Covenant, and no such bureau was
established In the opinion of many, the lack of explicit recognit;on of the
24
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importance of education in the League's mission hindered the development ot
international education for several decades
Many nations, jealous of their sovereignty, feared that the League would

impose a particular scheme of education on them, and so placed serious
limitations on its activities For example, when a Committee on Intellectual
Cooperation was established, a program of international education was not
included among its responsibilities This, however, did not mean that the
League did not deal with any matters of education In spite of obstacles and a
shortage of funds, the Committee did sponsor international conferences (which
later became a central function of UNESCO) By its mission to China in 1931
it established the pnnciple that international organizat ions have a responsibility
to aid underdeveloped countries and, through the establishment of national
organizations formed to support the work of the Committee, the League set a
model for later UNESCO national Commissions m

One of the lesser known activities of the Committee, which is of great
interest for our purpose here, is the Recommendation of its Sub-Committee of
Experts for the Instruction of Children and Youth in the Existence and Aims of
the League of Nations, which met in Geneva in 1926-27 The League's
Assembly in 1923 had passed a resolution urging governments to make students
"aware of the existence and aims of the League and the terms of its Covenant" ,.
a number of nations officially recognized this resolution and encouraged their
schools to implement it Then in 1925 a sub-committee of experts was
estabhshed to follow up on this resolution The group was limited to proposing
measures and coordinating programs to acquaint young people with the League
and did not examine the broader aims of education The document as
submitted by the committee of fourteen experts in 1927 contained recommendations on methods to make the League of Nations known to young people

and also to develop "the spint of international cooperation among young
children, young people, and their teachers ' fhere is a remarkable resemblance between the 1974 UNESCO Recommendat ion and somc portions of
this 1927 document which sought to implement the League's assembly
resolution

SECTION I
HOW TO MAKE THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS KNOWN TO
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
Schools

I. All children and young people should, before completing their formai
education, receive instruction suitable to their stage of intellecmal development, in the aims and achievements of the League of Nations and, generally
speaking, in the development of international co-operation In view of the
important part played by women in forming the character of the young, cart
should be taken in those countnes where the education of boys and girls is

different to see that this instruction is given to girls as well as boys
2. This instruction should begin in the primary school and should be
continued to as late a stage as possible in the general education of the pupil
25
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The exact place and time to be allotted to this instruction in

the

cumculum should be left to the decision of those normally responsible for
such questions, but it should probably be correlated with the lessons in geography, history or civics or with moral instruction The prominence given
to various aspects of the work of the League and the International Labor
Organization will naturally vary according to the type of school

SECTION II
HOW TO DEVELOP THE SPIRIT OF INTERNATIONAL
CO-OPERAT1ON AMONG CHILDREN, YOUNG PEOPLE AND THEIR
TEACHERS
"To regard international cc-operation as the normal method of conducting

world affairs implies far more than mere instruction in the history and
work of the League of Nations Tne form of words adopted by the assembly
in its sixth ordinary session accepts the principle that co-operation is normal
and strife abnormal in the life of civilized mankind and that in the world of
today co-operation must be evermore widely extended Civilization in all
its princ ipal manifestations is a record of co-operative effort from the family,

the village and the workshop to the vastly more complex institutions of
today To imbue the child with a deep and lasting affection for its family and

country remains today, as in former times, the first principle of sound
education But a true patriotism understands the patriotism of others, and a
recognition of the necessity and omnipresence of co-operation, both within
and without the State, must be emphasized in any education that is to fit
young persons for modem life
Such instruction cannot be :arned out merely as a subject or part of a subject
in the school curriculum It must permeate all the child's surroundings .

A vanety of methods were proposed for furthenng these aims
(a) Children's games, the esnibition of suitable pictures and films, lectures,

displays of foreign handicrafts, visits to historical and artistic museums
(b) Fetes and pagents, perfomiance of music, in fact, all appeals to the
art,stic sense that will encourage a mutual knowleugt of different civilizations and peoples
(c) Inter-school correspondence carried on between classes or other homo-

geneous groups, under the supervision of qualified teachers or leaders.
This kind of correspondence might include the exchange of pictures,
photographs, postage stamps, examples of work and, generally speaking,
any objects suitable for the purpose
Further paragraphs of the 1927 Recommendation concerned the use of printed
material, inclusion of this subject matter in teacher training ourses, the use of
resources of voluntary organizations, and adminictrative machinery to monitor
these educational programs
The influence of League of Nations actions upon elementary and secondary
education w as also as se s se d by Prescott, an Amencaz educator of that period,
he was particularly ,mpressed by what he called "the leverage" upon ,-ational

educational authorities for the introduction of international material proided
by the resolutions of the Assembly and the recommendation of the SubCommittee of Experts Prescott also explored two themes which are echoed
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clearly in the international education literature of today as sk ell He concluded
Committee of Experts Prescott also explored two themes which are echoed
clearly in the international education literature of today as well He concluded
from a study tour which he made in 1926 to six European countries that the

"spirit of the school' was more important in the process of international
education than specific curriculum or practices, finding in some places that
''the subject matter in the courses of study appeared very internationally
minded but the instruction or atmosphere of the school influenced the children
to very different sentiments ' He also cited the conservative force of
tradition that -resists the introduction
of material
that would set
children to thinking about present international relationships, that would
'

inform them about the various solutions that have been suggested or tried
that would demonstrate the extreme interdependence of nations at the present

time and the multiple causes of international friction
Many who wished to establish a force for international education w ith both
governmental and non-governmental support not only at the university level but

in earlier phases of education as well were, of course, disappointed by the
modest efforts of the League and the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation
These individuals formed a pm ate organization, the International Bureau of
Education in 1925 at Geneva, in 1929 this became an inter-governmental
agency

Other well-know n educators such as Maria Montessori during the late 1930's

in Europe were discussing a long-range concem for the role of education in
promoting world peace Montessori even went so far as to view the child
unspoiled by education as a teacher of peace from whom adults could learn,
and proposed the study of the structure of society and the existence of mankind

as a single nation as the basis of "a science of peace
Similar interest among educators in the United States in promoting international understanding and peace is e idenced by publications NW. h as the 1937
yearbook ot the National Society for the Study of Education, which was entitled

Nernauonal Understwuhng Through the Publu 5(hool Curruuhan

IV. POSTWORLD WAR 11 EFFORTS
The establishment of UNESCO in 1945 must be regarded as thc most
important event in the field of international education during the post-World
War II period Its Constitution represel ted the culmination of several years of
work by the Allied Ministers of Education meeting in exile during the war For
a time it appeared that education as such might be excluded from this
Organization's mission for the same reasons of concern for domestic jurisdiction advanced at the time of the League of Nations However, this concern
did not prevail, and an entire sector of UNESCO is devoted to education '1
Moreover. the UNESCO Constitution is permeated with the conviction that
education is an indispensable element in the construction of a lasting peace
Thus its Preamble proclaims
that NI nce wars begin in the minds of men, it IN in the minds of men that the
defences of peace must be constructed,

that ignorance of each other' ways and lives has been a common cause,
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throughout the history of mankind; of that suspicion and mistrust between
the peoples of the world through which their differences have all too often
broken into war
that the wide diffusion of culture, and the education of humanity for justice
and liberty and peace are indispensable to the dignity of man and constitute a
sacred duty which all the nations must fulfill in a spirit of mutual assistance
and concern
that a peace based exclusively upon the political and economic arrangements

of governments would not be a peace which could secure the unanimous
lasting and sincere support of the peoples of the world, and that the peace
must therefore be founded, if it is not to fail, upon the intellectual and moral
solidarity of mankind

The UNESCO Recommendation concerning Education for International
Understanding Co-operation and Peace,. and Education relating to Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms is one of a continuing set of efforts of this

organization to discharge the responsibilities set forth in its Constitution
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the General
Assembly in 1948, is another landmark recognition of the Importance of the
infusion of human nghts Into international education Its Article 26 states that
education ''shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all
nations, racial or religious groups and shall further the activities of the United
Nations for the maintenance of peace."
Early in UNESCO's history (from 1947 to 1952) conferences of teachers
explored how education could best contnbute to international understanding
These conferences seemed to have their pnncipal impact upon the participants,
in 1952 therefore it was decided that a more systematic approach was

needed In 1953, a network of secondary schools closely associated with
UNESCO was established in fifteen countnes (not including the United States),
these UNESCO-Associated Schools conducted projects of their own choosing
with the explicit aim of increasing knowledge of world affairs and developing
internat onal understanding Particular emphasis was placed on three themes,
namely the nghts of women, the characteristics of other countnes, peoples,
and cultures, and the pnnciples of human rights and their relationship to th...

work of the United Nations. The UNESCO Secretariat coordinated the
projects and provided special services of publication and translation.
These early Associated Schools frequently utilized an histoncal approach to

the United Nations including its peace-keeping functions This involved
dealing with the idea that different governments have the right to hold different
points of view and with the role of the United Nations as a public forum ioi the
peaceful resolution of international disputes The problem-centered approach,
focusing on the struggle against disease, the conservation of resources, and the
UN's efforts in solving world problems was also used in many of the projects of

the Associated Schools '4
Every year schools in an increasing number of countnes participate in this
project. A 1975 report indicates 1,000 participating institutions in 63 Member
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States comprising countries with different cultural traditions, stages ot devel-

opment, soc ial and economic systems The largest proportion of these
institutions are seconday schook, but primary schools and teacher-training
institutions also participate The four current themes are the aims and w ork ot
the United Nations and its related agencies, human nghts, other countries and
cultures, man and the environment
Until the estabhshment of a Liaison Committee for the Associated Schools
Project in the United States in 1974, only a handful of schools in this country
were members At present this Committee is attempting to co-ordinate project
participation of schook in six states Those who are most deeply involved in

the attempt to vitalize thh network in the United States include American
educators who have been active in promoting international education through
many structures and media during the last decade One aim IS to achieve
cross-fertilization of the UNESCO-Associated School experience in many
nations with the American global, international, and inter-cultural education
programs which have operated independently of UNESCO
The UNESCO summary of the Associated Schwls programs issued in 1971
concluded that ''the majority of projects have been successful in achieving their
general objectives of increasing knowledge of world affairs, giving pupils a
sounder comprehension of other peoples and cukures, and developing attitudes
Those who examined these
favourable to international understandiog
projects also concluded that the impact of the programs depends to a large
extent on

the precondinons of education for international understanding An especially important factor is the atmosphere of the school
The principles
of human rights should be reflected in thc organization and conduct of school
life, in classroom methcxls, and in relations among teachers and students and
among teachers themselves

The ultimate airn of the Associated Schools Projects is not only to improve the

international understanding of student, in participating schools but also to
insure that this aim is reflected in the curriculum and syllabi promulgated by
ministries of education and other influential groups In this regard it is also
interesting to note that paragraphs 41 and 44 of the 1974 UNESCO Recommendation mention the Associated Schools without limiting responsibility for
the realization of the aims of international education to these particular projects

Another .enous attempt to internationalize education within the special
needs and opportunities presented by an international school is recorded in the
History of the United Nation5 International School in New York From its
beginnings in 1947 the atm of this school for the. children of UN employees was

to give an international dimension to every subject area The 1954 social
studies curnculum of the school included a study of cooperation between
nations of the world The national aspect was reflected in the contribution each
pupil was asked to make to the group's world picture through a study of his own
country ' This early attempt to focus on education regarding international
cooperation, while based on laudable ideals, was dependent upon the informa-
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tion each child could contribute about his own country and the teachers' ability
to place that information m proper perspective It appears that in subsequent
years at the UN school, courses of study deahng specifically with the United
Nations were excellent, the course in wodd history,, on the other hand, often
consisted of bits and pieces of information out of context and with neither a
national nor an international focus Between 1961 and 1963 the comments of
an especially active and insightful teacher indicate the strengths as well as the
weaknesses of the interntional aims of the UN school program

The continued effective existence of the U N is essential to our survival,
and this should be emphasized This may be decried as pohtical indoctrina-

tion and this, of course, is what It is We need not be ashamed of the
fact
Pohtical indoctrination is an integral part of education in every
country, and so it should be in international schools If we believe that
world peace can be secured only through international organization, then we

should make that belief a part of our teaching

.

The teacher in an international school should not adopt a colourless and
neutral approach to controversial topics, nor should slanted and biased
textbooks be withheld from the pupils The distinguishing of truth from
falsehood, the detection of bias, the weighing of evidence, the abihty to
select what is important and to reject the irrelevant
all these are skills
which can be taught within the history course
More instruction about forms and philosophies of governments and economic systems should be included in the cumculum than is usually the Lase in
national systems of education The object should be the realization by the
pupils that many experiments in living have been made in the past and that
many are co-existent in the present and that a very great amount of knowledge is required before value judgements can be made upon their respective

ments l'
The experience of the United Nations School is instructive in many
respects First, the effectiveness of internationalized curriculum depends upon
the teacher Of course, the same is true in every school, but perhaps especially
in this school where curriculum was under continual revision and there was a
special resource in the family and cultural backgrounds of the students Sec-

ond; there will always be forces which make the implementation of mternationalized curriculum difficult
concern for more traditional academic
subjects, slippage between the published cumculum and classroom practice,
limitation of time, difficulty of translating abstract ideas into concrete examples

for young students, and the difficulty in evaluating program effectiveness
Within the American educational system in the years between 1950 and
1970, only a few communities devoted extensive resources to international
education at the pre-collegiate level Glens Falls, New York,, was one of these
communities
In 1960 tpanly in response to the launching of the Soviet Sputnik in 1957) the
pagsage by the United States Congress of Tiltle VI of the National Defense

Edcation Act provided federal funds to stimulate college and university
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instniction in languages and area studies This at least was a begining
Again, the importance of a broader approach to international education was
emphasized in 1966 by Prestdent Johnson in a special message to the Congress

International education cannot be the work of one country

It is the

responstbinty and promise of all nations It calls for free exchange and fun
collaboration We expect to receive as much as we give, to learn as well as
teach Let this nation play its part To this end, I propose

To strengthen our capacity for international educational cooperation
To stirnukite exchange with students and teachers of other lands

To build new bridges of international understanding
The Congress passed the International Education Act in 1966 In spite of the
fact that no funds were specifically appropriated to implement it, its impact

upon the field of international education has been unmistakable One
outcome of the momentum generated by federal effort was the establishment in

1968 of the Institute of International Studies in the U S Office of Education
with the following aims
communicate to an ever-widening audience the concept that the nanonal
interest in education includes an international dimension,
increase our knowledge of the world and its peoples,
infuse an appropriate international dimension theoughout the domestic
educational program,
- stimulate or support research and development projects designed to
improve methods and materials for international education,

- educate more specialists for international studies and services,
- promote ideas and support programs that reduce the disadvantage most
Americans incur because their education does not prepare them to cope with

the International facts of life,
interpret the meaning and importance of international education so that all
programs necessary to serve priority national needs become well accepted

parts of public policy and acquire sufficient status to ensure sustained
support in good times and bad, and
- improve the national capability to cooperate with other countncs in
educational development for mutual benefit and increased international

"

understanding
The Federal Government's involvement in programs to further international
understanding and cooperation has now been mandated by approximately fifty
legislative enactments

V. INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION IN THE LATE 1960's
In 1%6, the Office of Education funded a proposal of the Foreign Policy Association to prepare An Eramination of Objectives, Needs, and Priorities in
International Education in the United States Secondary and Elementary
Schools. frequently referred to as the Becker/Anderson report A series of
papers from wen-known scholars in several disciplines was commissioned
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Recommendations and a typology of educational objectives were evolved hy
the two major authors, these v,e re then submitted for criticism and comment by

a large group of educators at all levels
One of the major values of the report is that it lays out a definition ot
international education which differs from many previously employed This
definition has had considerable impact upon work done since 1968 as well as
upon some of the phraseology employed in the 1974 UNESCO Recommendation The Becker/Anderson report recognizes the problem w ith overly in-

clusive or vague definitions of international education
"International education- is a term of many usages and hence of multiple
meanings We sometimes usc the phrase in referring to cross-cultural or
comparative studies of educational systems and practices
educational
assistance programs to developing nations, as well as in discussions of the
educational activities of such agencies as UNESCO We also think of the
inteniational cm.hange of students and teachers as programs in international
education Obviously none of these usages point to what is meant by international education in the context of elementary and secondary schools
The lack of adequate conceptions of what international education is would
be of only academic significance were the curnculum in our schools based

upon operating, albeit unarticulated, images of international education
congruent with the educational needs of the time
is not the case 2

One suspects that this

The unstated definitions of international education with w hich schools actually
operate seem to be of two kinds first, international education as that vshich
deals w ith other lands and peoples (the "strange lands and friendly peoples
approach") and, secondly , international education as that which is taught in
specific courses such as world history, international relations, or foreign area
studies Becker and Anderson found problems with these definitions, however For example, though one of the more widely claimed purposes of
international studies in the schools is the reduction of students' ethnocentric

perception of the world, if we think of international education merely as
education about other lands and other peoples, a -we-they" distinction has
been built into the very heart of the enterprie

Also the tendency to divide the

world into "things Amencan" and "things non-Amencan", for purposes of
study, obscures the degree to which study of American history, society, and
social institutions has important international dimensions vvhich can serve
either to detract from or augment the development of students understanding of
the world beyond their nation's boundaries 2'
In attempting to formulate a satisfactory preliminary definition, these
authors enumerated three aspects of the international env ironmtnt societies
(terntonally based associations including nation states), social institutions and
associations that cross or span societal barriers (e g . the United Nations, the
World Bank, NATO, business firms, religious organizations, youth associations), and interactions both among groups and individuals across societal
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boundaries in addition to the interchanges between societies themselves

They

concluded, however, that definitions stressing these elements did not sufficiently emphasize the global nature of present world reality and the
revolutionary changes taking place in the direction of interdependence Accordingly. the definition finally adopted was as follows
International education consists of those social experiences and learning
processes through which mdis 'duals acquire and change their orientations to

international or world society and their conception of themselses as
members of that society
For the purposes of understanding human
behavior, it has become useful to think of the human species as has ing
reached a point on the scales of interdependence, common values, and
shared problems where we can analytically view the planet's population as
members of a single, albeit loosely integrated. '0( iety It is fruitful to think
of individual, as hav ing orientations to international soc iety and conceptions
of themselves as members of that society ' 4

In contrast to previous definitions, which had stressed education about other
nations, these authors con,tructed a typology of objectives clustered around
two major themes First they delineated the "objects of international understanding
There were three particular objects through which the school cur-

riculum might be helpful in giving students a fuller understanding of the
essence of international education. I) earth as a planet, 2) mankind as one
species of life ( including both the existence of commonalities and the sources of

human differences), and 3) the international system as one level of human
social organization The last item included "but was not confined to knowledge about the UN in terms of the function it performs as a center of decisionmaking, a site for diplomatic negotiations, an agent in the channeling of
economic resourzes from the developed to the developing nations, a forum for
national piopaganda, a peace-keeping or policing institution 2 ' The proc-

esses by which national societies interact and major international social
problems are dealt with (e g , control of conflict or war; foreign policy
decision-making, reduction of social and psychological cost of world-wide
urbanization), were subsumed under the third object of international understanding Having delineated these three objects which individuals or groups
need to comprehend and make use of in the process of developing better "international understanding", the authors then considered the dimensions of such
comprehension or the capacities whch ought to be developed in individuals -being knowledgeable about phenomena, being able to make analytic judgments, and, following these, being competent to arrive at normative judgments
in the form of attitudes (in particular "humane evaluations"), possessing the
ability to critically observe current history, being able to analyze policy and,

finally, the motivation to act
Little attention had been given prevmusly to specifying the objects or
dimensions of international understanding Education for this complex human
goal had more frequently been assumed to require only the development of
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empathy or positive attitudes toward other countries and negative attitudes
toward war The Becker/Anderson report also is notable for gising a lessened
emphasis to the role of nation states, to the part played by international leaders
as the major world actors, and to the functions of the United Nations and its
agencies These were elements in their much longer list of important "ob-

jects" which should be understood by the individual who strives for international competence

In establishing the educational legitimacy of terms such as "the global
It

perspective in education- the Becker/Anderson report is truly a landmark

has been widely quoted, and has expanded the group of those who pursue such

objectives from an elite group of teachers who happen to have traseled
extensively or studied other cultures to a concerned group of teachers, curriculum specialists, and administrators of various persuasions who have a
s ision of the global system and how education can prepare an indiv idual student

to live more effectively in it
To a considerable extent the phraseology of the UNESCO Recommendation

also echoes the Becker/Anderson report. especially in its references to the
"global perspective" and the "international dimensions' of education, as well
as to the "awareness of increasing global interdependence- Moreover, in its
delineation of a broad range of possible sources of influence upon international

education, the UNESCO Recommendation relies upon this earlier report
However, the Recommendation, emphasizing as it does the long standing aims

of UNESCO u education, recognizing the importance of education for the
realization of human rights, and reflecting the views of people in countries
other than the United States, is somewhat more unisersal in its perspectises
During the same penod that American scholars were contnbuting to the
Becker/Anderson reix)rt, a group of seven experts from as many UNESCO
member states, constituting thc International Commission on Education, were

prepanng the study, Learntng to lie. a general work on many issues of
importance to UNESCO educational programs (which is commonly called the

Faure rervrt after the Chairman of the Committee, who was formerly the
French Minister of Education) This vo!ume addresses itself to the democratic
structure of the sc hool and the way in which individuals ought to participate in
the management of their educational establishments It also briefly discusses

the assumptions underlying political education and education for peace
People confuse political or ideological indoctnnation with preparation for
broad, free reflection on the nature of power and its components, on the
forces working in and through institutions
An individual comes to a full
realization of his ow n social dimensions through an apprenticeship of active
participation in the functioning of social strixtures and, where necessary,

through a personal commitment yi the stmggle to reform them
The deselopment of democracy is required for peace It encourages
tolerance, friendship, and co-operation between nations These are platitudes, but, in the complicated and complex play of politics and diplomacy,
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the attitudes of the people concerned weigh more than might appear,
particulady when they have a realistic and unsentimental idea ot peace
One mission of education is to help mcn see foreigner% not a% abstractions

but as concrete beings, and to discern a common humanity among the
various nations

2 h

Most groups related to the UN and to UNESCO regard the Faure report a% a
major reference source on the broadest issues of education Many of its phrases
are those which occur frequently in UNESCO planning documents, especially
in sections which delineate guiding pnnciples. Any attempt to integrate the
American work on international education with the UNESCO Recommendation needs, therefore, to take the perspective of the Faure report into account
The UNESCO Secretariat also conducted a senes of surveys of the status of
education for international understanding in the ninet-en sixties The unportance of assessing the contribution of education to international understanding

at this pernxi was highlighted by the many new Member States joining
UNESCO and the estabhshment of the First Development Decade This was
recognized not only in the General Conference of UNESCO but also by the
General Assembly of the UN v. hich invited the UNESCO Secretariat to explore
international education at this time A survey of related programs which
UNESCO undertook, in 1960, suffered from the fact that only 24 Member
State% responded although UN organizations and non-governmental agencies
did participate In 1965 the UN General Assembly adopted a Declaration on
"The Promotion Among Youth of the Ideals of Peace, Mutual Respect, and
Understanding Between Peoples" which UNESCO had helped to prepare
In 1967 a survey on "education for international understanding as an integral
part of the school curnculum" was conducted, response% were received from
82 countne% concerning both the laws relating to the promotion of international
cooperation and understanding through primary and secondary education and
actual accomphshments
In 37 countnes out of 82, laws and decrees concerning school organization
and curricula expressly refer to internetional cooperation and understanding
Seventy-eight describe the place given in curneula to international understanding or to the work of international organization%
58 countries refer

to a wide range of difficulties and obstacles,: whether material (lack of
resources), psychological or social (pupil's apathy
the contrary
influence of mass media
relationship%)

). or again pcihtic al (the present +tate of political

2

This survey was followed up by the 'Recommendation concerning Education
for International 11nderstanding a% an Integral Part of the Curriculum and Life
of the School," which was adopted in 1%8 by the International Conference on
Pubhc Education and addressed to the ministries of education of UNESCO
Member States

An effort with similar alms v. hich began in the late 1960's is contained in

5 '.1
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Tmiard u Mankind ,SI hool a report by Goodlad, Klein, Nos otney , and Tye of
an attempt to realize a search for hunun fulfillment and unity in conjunction
ith a new conception ot human rights and understanding ot freedom
The
roots of their approat h are to he found in humanistic philosophy rather than
political theory or I. LSCO principles The elements of the school culture
through A hiLli they attempt to promote this mankind perspectise include,
tor example, the role of routine, the use of extrinsie or intrinsic reward, the
dependence or independence of the student with regard to teachers, the
openness ot the NC hkxIl

This book also reports attempts to implement mankind

curriculum with a group of students aged nine through twelve Here the
authors concluded that the atmosphere and philosophy w hieh persades a school

appeared to be as important in encouraging students to deselop a mankind
perspective as any particular curnculum unit
With the establishment of the Institute of International Studies in 1968, the
U S Office of Education took on a much more active national leadership role in
international education The philosophy that intercultural understanding had
both domestic and international dimensions and that these were inter-related
was articulated in public presentations, professional publications, and Congressional appropriations hearings International/intercultural education A as
also advocated as a basic need in general education at all lesels, to help students
develop a broader concept of citizenship more relesant to an Interdependent
world
USOE efforts to support international/intercultural education were progressisely broadened in program actismes as well as in conceptual approach For
example, "outreach programs were developed to tap the specialized knowledge of the NDEA Title VI foreign language and arca studies centers 41 U S

universities to help meet the needs of e'ementary, secondary, and teacher
education for intercultural insights and curriculum materials in teaching about
other lands and other peoples as well as about the cultural backgrounds of
'-iiy groups in Amencan society (The NDEA Title VI outreach
program also would seem to hold practical potential for significant contributions to international human rights education ) Special summer seminar
programs abroad were initiated to pros ide teachers w ith increased opportunities
to study at first hand in Afnc a, Asia, andtatin America the ethnic origins and
heritage of some major Amencan ethnic groups
In 1974, the total

international/intercultural effort of OE's Institute of

International Studies was further enriched with the establishment of the Ethnic
Hentage Studies program under Title IX of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, as amended This program is aimed at helping each student

deselop a better understanding of his or her ethnic heritage as well as an
appreciation of the contributions of other ethnic groups to the national heritage

The effort of this program to meet what John Carpenter (the first director of
the branch w hich administered this program w ithin the Institute of International

Studies in the U S Office of Education) called "the intercultural imperative'
is also reflected in several paragraphs of the UNESCO Recommendation
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VI. EFFORTS INVOLVING OTHER NATIONS
Our discussion would he incomplete without mentionmg a number of other
conc..erned groups and international organira lions which has e L ontrthu ted
programs, matenals and perspectives to this arca I or e sample, there is
SpeC td1 comern for peace education which links educators in a v anets of
European, Asian, and African countries, there has been an effort to internationahle the umveisity in Ssx eden s I th an anticipated impact on other levels
of education as well, and there have been efforts to implement coordinated
programs of international or intercultural education in the LI S at the state and
fede ral le vels

The work of the Council of Europe in promoting education for international
understanding has extended over the last two decades and has «incentrated
particularly on uvic education relating to European unification Recurring
themes in its publications arc the importance of an active rather than a pass is e
orientation to one's cis ic duty and means by which the child can he encouraged
to See es er widening les els of cooperation and dynamic integration extending
from his own community to Europe to the world The emphasis upon the
importance of a democratic spirit and a regard for human dignity in the conduct
of the class and school helps to guide the student toward the desired goal
uropean Civic Education is not at present one of the intensive projects of the

Council of Europe A number of earlier publications by various agent.
however, pros ide an interesting perspective on international cooperation
'The Documentation Center for Education in Europe and its mt ormation
Bulletin reports on many related activities in the European cou nines
Since the UNESCO Recommendation deals with education for peace, it is
also important to consider peace-education aims as they have been formulated
bv peace researchers A variety of points of view are represented in the volume
Handbook on Pew e Edwanon, sponsored by the International Peace Research
Association's Education Committee Contributor% front fifteen countries on
five continents report on progress as of the early 1970's Although some of the
proposed strategies and programs are suitable only for universities and sonic arc

of limited use because of their highly political approach, other article% arc
relevant Mushakop, a Japanese, comment% on the diversity and definition% of
peace educ ation

For those in Europe who base learned through two World Wars how tragic it
is

for peoples to hate each other, an education for 'international under-

standing' is peace education For the Indian disciples of the Mahatma, it is
in the great tradition of satyagraha and nonviolence that this education finds
Japan this field of pedagogy consists of a colleens c effort
its mot% In
to keep alise the lessons of Hiroshima and Nagasaki In the United States

the long decade of muddling through a war experience in Vietnam lends
education for peace a different tone 1"
Galtung of Norway, a leading peace researcher, highlights the import ant.e of
the structure of education as well as its content
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Peace education has to be compatible with the idea of peace

it has in itself

to exclude not only direct violence,, but also structural violence
Any
educ ational form suggested should be evaluated in terms of the structure it
engenders Does it permit a feedback')
Does it permit general
participation')

Two other contributors to the Handbook, Nickla.s and Ostermann from the
Federal Republic of Germany., speak of stages in peace research and education,
stressing that peace education must prepare for peace action The first stage
they identify is education for international understanding, particularly exemplified through UNESCO's efforts to eliminate stereotypes and prejudice from
textbcxiks
This approach is mainly limited because it suggests a scheme of psychological explanation which concentrates on the individual It assumes that
peace will be assured only if all prejudices in the individual arc dismantled
and all national biases destroyed
The problem of war cannot be reduced
to psychological phenomena of the individual Wars are not the total sum of
individual aggression
A peace education reduced to the psychological
level is bound to fail because it views man only as an isolated individual,
without seeing the social system which mediates the individual structures 2
The second phase of peace research and education according to these authors

is

characterized by the approach of political science
understanding war as a
political phenomenon of the international system In this view cooperation
within the existing international system is central to peace, and peace education
programs need to develop loyalty to international organizations rather than to
existing nations In the third phase, according tc Nick las and Ostermann, it is
recognized that
Peacelessness is built into into the social structure of nation states and at the

sane lime institutionally anchored in the present organization of the
ccmmunity of states

Realistic peace education is pan of a strategy for

changing contemporary intra-societal as well as international reality "
They refer to peace education in this framework as an emancipatory political
education w hich includes a broad range of learning goals, each carefully related

to the structure of education Among the approximately seventy examples
which they give of learning goals are the following
To learn not to accept social conditions as a natural phenomenon, but to

evaluate these conditions in terms of the given possibilities for the
emancipation of man and in terms of the possibility of democratizing
society

To recognize that v iolence has two forms personal and structural violence

To really recognize that peace cannot be sufficiently described as the
absence of war
As can be seen, there is considerable diversity of v iew point among the authors
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01 this volume on peace education, each re Bey ts dtf fere nt assumptwns about the

causes of war One common theme, however, is that school structure is an
important part of effectise education for peace
A series of program and policy statements in Sweden represent an attempt at

broad institutional change in that country , which has a relatisely centralized
educational system In 1972 the Office of the Chancellor of the Swedish
liniversities appointed a Committee to des clop a program to internationalize
university education'
An internationalization of umsersay educ anon seeks to foster interrlational
in line vs ith

cooperation and international solidarity, which (is) also
long-term national interest
lhat committee further noted that education should create

giohal openness, awareness and readiness :o act as well as unders:anding
and respect for ot her peoples and cultures
know ledge related to the wm Id
as a wnole
and the abdity to communicate internationally
One of their assumptions is that education w ith an international component ss

prepare students more effectisely for :.areers after the completion of their
formal schooling Although the Swedish reform is concentrated at the umsersity level, i has ramifications beginning as early as the pre-school At this
les el fundamental attitudes su,:h as tolerance and the ability to cooperate
would be fostered through games, flIms songs, and stories At the primary
and secondary Poets sy dabi and textbooks would be revised to has e truly
world-wide dimension, not merely national or We, tern
At the unisersity

les el a number of programs m specialized areas were suggested, more
important, hosw ever, would he an internationalization of all unis ersity courses
beginning with a three-week multidisciplinary course (or beginning unisersily
students to introduce them to international relations and to problems lacing
mankind te g ecological problems, the arms race) Expanded language
programs and eschange programs were proposed also

C(X)RDINATION 01- INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
PRIXIRAMS IN THE U S AT STATE AND FEDERAL LEVELS
VII

Similar attempts or the United States to stimulate and coordinate intern 'clonal programs w 'thin partii,ular states are being undertaken w ith increasing
reuuency The his,tm it, al riga of this . ../rt are to be found in the programs of
the State of New York Fhis ellort was rZa ',leaded by the creation in the early

1960's of several positions and lostituvonal s:lictures with specific competencies in foreign area studies

In IWO a state plan for international education

was ccepted by the N I Board of Regents, and in 1970 a formal position
hdui 'mon,
paper and polies statement, entitled In:Pi-national Dimentrons
\Ads issued Seven major themes were detailed in that paper, including conflict
resolution and international cooperation, intercultural relations, and comparative urhan rzanon At the- present time the Center for International Programs
and Comparatise Studies is located in the State Education Department at
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Albany, , under the direction ot Ward Morehouse w ho has been the moving
force behind this program The Center's aim has been to strengthen at all levels
ot the educational system opportunities for the study of other areas of the
world It coordinates the activities of the Foreign Area Matenals Center in
New York City, the Educational Resources Center in New Delhi, India, and the
Office of Comparative Education and Educational Exchange in Albany The
Centel is also IMoked in networks such as the Associated Schools Project, the
International Baccalaureate, and the Council for Intercultural Studiev and
Programs (which prov ides a link to international programs at colleges and
unr ersities throughout the United States) Similar state-% ide efforts in North
Carolina, Indiana, Texas, and Wisconsin are making considerable progress 'A series of problems w bath are likely to be encountered in programs such as

these have also been identified For example excellent materials are sometimes not diffused beyond the area where they' are developed because of funding

limitations; there is often a lack of sufficient financial support to complete the
adequate training of teachers to use the materials developed, thc absence of an
effective evaluation implemented throughout the project results in less effective
model building

In some respects the state-wide efforts in the United States are the most
appropriate analogy to the Swedish attempt to internationalize education
However, the International Education Project of the American Council on
Education, an organization w hich has as its members institutions of higher
learning throughout the country, is exerting an important leadership role
through its publications and conferences The ACE's recent report. Education
for Global interdependence A Report with Recommendations to the GovernmerulA«tdema Interfthe Cornrmttee, makes a wide range of recommendations

dealing particularly with the redirecting of funds and the establishment of
priorities of federal and private funding agencies as well as with universitylevel reforms 1' The purpose of these proposals is to fill more adequately the
need for e itizenship education about international issues as weH as tc encourage

expert knowledge of a wide range of languages and foreign areas The study
justifies its statements about the need for additional attention to training for
globally oriented citizens on the information that only about 3% of undergraduate student% have enrolled in any courses dealing specifically with
internationai events or foreign cultures, that barely 5% of pre-service teachers
in the U S have any exposure to global perspectives during their training, and
that less than 2% of the average television week on commercial and public
television concerns international matters In the view of the Amencan Council
on Education, changes in policy to implement its recommendations are
urgently needed
Other national educational organizations which have recently recognized the
importance of international education are the National Commission on the
Improvement of Secondary Education which has included reforms related to
global education in its recent report, 1 'and the National Education Association,
40
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which has made a "Declaration of Interdependencz Education for a Global
Community" part of their Bicentennial program In order to "dramatize the
urgency of teaching for peace and encourage the inclusion of peace studies in
our public schools'. the NEA has sponsored a Peace Studies Exposition A iist

of the materials included may be found in the Appendix

VIII

CONCL.US ION

The progres, in international education during the last several decades seems
to be toward greater realism as evidenced in the setting of more concrete goals
by a clearer perception of the reality of global interdependence and its relation
to the national interest, by an increased appreciation of the interrelationship of

ongoing educational efforts v,ith other parts of the social and educational
system, by the recognition of the importance of the structure as well as the
content of curnculum, by support for teacher preparation a!, well as for the
production of appropriate materials, and, finally, by a sharper focus on
education as a means to enhance the average citizen's motivation to participate

rather than to be a passive observer of world affairs
The UNESCO Recommendation IN a unique reflection of both the perspective on international and global education that American social scientists and
educators have espoused and thc long-standing educational pnnciples that
UNESCO has promoted in the realization of these principles, human rights
education become% an integral pail of international education; life-long
education takes on a higher priority than schooling restricted to the years
from 6 to 16, the value of interdisciplinary international education is recognized, and the importance of knowledge about the efforts of various international organization% in helping to solve world problems is stressed In short,
the UNESCO Recommendation concerning Educat ion for International Understanding, Cooperation and Peace and Education relating to Human Rights and

Fundamental Freedoms not only builds upon progress made during the last
twenty-five years in the United States and other UNESCO Member States but
a ko represents a consensus of the Member States concerning the importance of
e

intensified cloperative effort
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CHAPTER THREE

Major United Nations and
UNESCO Human
Rights Instruments
I

INTRODUCTION

The 1974 UNESCO Recommendation was adopted to promote "international education" and "education relating to human rights
In the preceding chapters we analyzed the "international education" aspects of the
Recommendation Here we shall discuss the concept of "human rights" as
understood and defined by the Recommendation
Philosophers, theologians, educators and lawyers tend not infrequently to
define human rights by reference to different criteria or values ' The resulting
definitions arc determined by the needs and methodology of a given discipline,
by individual political and philosophical beliefs, and by perceived or imposed
legal, institutional and governmental demands or restraints Our task is even
more predetermined, for the UNESCO Recommendation contains a definition
of human rights This definition was adopted to help educators understand and
comply with the mandate of the Recommendation to promote and uevelop

"education relating to human rights
We shall attempt to explain this
definition and provide related information about international protection of
human rights to give meaning to the guidelines of the Recommendation That
I, the purpose of this and the following two human rights chapters
It is important to note at this point that the definition of internatidnal human
rights cannot be separated from the legal, institutional; and factual contexts

within w Filch sanous international human rights formulations have been
articulated In dealing with the definition of human rights, these contexts must
international
be discussed In the other areas of the Recommendation
material w hich would enable educaunderstanding, cooperation, and peace
tors to understand these contexts is more readily available The detailed discussion of the legal, institutional, and factual contexts of international human
rights is therefore not earned over to topics that are discussed in this volume

II. THE INTERNATIONAL BILL OF HUMAN RIGHTS
"Human rights and fundamental freedoms,' declares paragraph 1(c) of the
1974 UNESCO Recommendation, "arc those defined in the United Nations
44
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Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International
Cos enants on EL onofinc, Soc. ial and Cultural Rights, and on Civil and Political
These international instalments proclaim the ba..dc civil and political
Rights
rights that are also guaranteed by the C S Constitution and Bill of Rights But
the Internatkmal Bill of Rights, which is comprised of the Um sersal Declara-

tion and the two Covenants, sets forth additional rights dealing with sot 'at,
economa_ and cultural matters that are not expressly recognized in comparable

Recent federal and state legislation does,
S constitutional mstrumeats
however, pros ide for and accord many of the benefits that these newer rights
are designed to ensure
In the- pages that follow we shall examine each of the instruments that IN
mentionesi in the definition of the UNESCO Recommendation This discussion should c:nahlc us to determine which human rights are today entitled to
international respect and protection
l

4

I he Untied Nation Charier

The United Nations Charter is the first instrument that the UNESCO
Recommendation mentions in defining human rights The Charter is the
constitution ot the United Nations nd, as such, regulates the powers and
functions of the organization It is also a multilateral treaty to which all UN
Member States are parties

As a treaty the UN Charter sets out the rights and

obligations of the Member States
The preamble and seven of the 1 I 1 Articles of the UN Charter deal with human rights These are Articles 1, 1 3 , 55 , 56, 62, 68 and 76 Most important of
these are Articles 1, 55 and 56 Among thc 'Purposes of the United Nations''

enumerated in Article ot the Charter, is the achievement of "international
in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for
cooperation
fundamental 1 reedoms for all sk ithout distinction as to race, sex, I inguage, or
lel igion
Article 55 ,inposes on the UN thc obligation to promote "universal
respect torind obsers am,: of, human rights and fundamental f reedoms for all
ithout distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion
The Member
States in turn, pledge themselves in Article 56, "to take joint and separate
1

action in cooperation with the Organization tor the achievement of the purposes
set forth in Article 55
The- Charter thus commands the UN and its Member
States to promote the obsers ancef of human rights This obligation is legally
the UN
binding under international law because it is embodied in a treaty
Charter --- which the Member States have ratified No UN Member State can
consequently sahdly assert that it is free, as a matter ot international law , to

violate fundamental human rights
Ot course, we- all know that there are governments. Just as there arc
individuals, who do not live up to their legal obligations The existence of thc
UN human rights pros isions is ot great importance, however, because the mereexistence of legal obligations tends to deter or at least to reduce illegal behas ior

individuals and go emments Moreover, prior to 1945 when the UN
Charter entered into forLe, the human rights of the citizens of a state were
of
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deemed under international law to be matters within the domestic jurisdiction of
the state This meant that, with minor exceptions, N t ales did not have an inter
national legal obligation to respect the human rights of their nationals and could
not be called to account by an international body or by other states for violating
such rights

The UN Charter does not Lontam a definition or a list of "human rights and
fundamental freedoms
The human rights prov IS ions of the Charter are
'elastic- clauses in the sense that they apply to whatever specific. rights and
freedoms the UN characterizes, through subsequent anon and measures, as
'human rights and tundamental freedoms
The UN Charter Is very specific,
however, in prodamung the principle of non-discrimination ("w uhout distinction as to race, sex, language or religion") in the enjoyment of "human rights
and fundamental freedoms
The principle of non-dkcnnunat ion thus applies

to all rights and freedoms that come withm the UN Charter definition In
defining human rights by reference to the "United Nanonc Charter," the
UNESCO Recommendation itself accepts the evolutionary character of the
concept of "human rights.' as well as the UN principle of non-discnmination
Among the UN instruments to which one must look to determine what
specific nghts ate today deemed to be "human nghts and fundamental
freedoms'. within the meaning of the UN Charter are the Universal Dec laranon

of Human Rights and the two International Covenants on Human Rights
These are the very instruments that the UNESCO Recommendation mentions
e\preAsl in its defirution of human rights Mere are ako numerous other
international human rights instruments that have their source in the UN Charter
Most important among these for our purposes are the Genocide Convention, the
International Convention on the Ehmination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the l:NESCO Convention against Discrun mat ion in Edui at ion, the UN
Declaration on the Ehrmnatton of Discrimination against Women, and the UN
Declaration of the Rights of the Child (A hst of major international human

rights instnimems is reproduced in the Appendix !
B

The Universal De( laratum

Th'e Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted unanimothly by
the UN General Assembly on December 10, 1948 As a statement of pnnciple
and human aspirations, the Universal Declaration has much in Lommon with
the Magna Carta, the French Declaration of the R ights of Man, the Amencan

Declaration of Independence, and the U S Bill of Rights The UniveNal
Declaration must be ranked with these great histonc documents, if only
because it is the first comprehensive codification of internationaHy recognized

to these milestones in the quest for freedom is
All
hunun
beings are born free and equal in dignity and
unmistakable
rights,- pro( laims Artick 1 of the Universal Declaration and Article 28 adds
human nghts

Its debt

that "es eryone is entitled to a social and mternational order in which the rights
and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized
-36
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Ba.sk Civil and Political Rights
The Declaration's list of civil and political rights includes the "right to life,

liberty and security of person," the prohibition of slavery, of torture and
'cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment,- the right not to be subjected to
arbitrary arrest, detention or exile, the right to a fair trial in both civil and
criminal matters, the presumption of imiocence and the prohibition against the
application of e.% po.st feu to laws and penalties The Declaration recognizes the
right to pr vacy and the right to own property It proclaims freedom of speech,
religion, and assembly

The Declaration acknowledges the right to freedom of movement and
provides in Article 11 that "everyone has the right to leave any country.,
tncluding his own, and to return to his country
This pros ision is supplemented by the right "to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from
nehecunon- and the right to a nationahty
Among the stipuLmons relating to family life is Article 16, which declares
that

men and women of full age, without any limitation due to lace,

nationality or rehgion, have the right to marry and to found a family

It ako

provides that "marnage shall bc entered into only vs uh the free J n d full consent

of the intending spouses

Imponant political rights are proclaimed in Ankle 21 of the Dec !oration
Among thew is the nulls
nght ''to take part in the government of his
country, directly, or through tredy chosen representatives
This pros ision
also declares that the "will of the people shah be the basis of the authority Of
gosemment
To this end, it requires "periodic and genuine elections- by
universal suffrage
2

Ettmotna , Sot la/ and Cultural RtOrts

the economic , social and cultural rights proclaimed in the Declaration hose
their starting point in the proposition expressed in Article 22
4 member of society
is entitled to realization, through
E veryone
national effort and international cooperation and in accordance with the
organizatmn and resources of each State, of the economic, social and
cultural rights, indispensibk for his dignity and the free development of las
personal

In accordance w ith this proposition the Declaration proclaims the individual s
nght to social sec unty , to w ork, and to 'protection against unemployment, to
equal pa) for equal work , and to "just and fay orable remuneration ensuring

tor himself and

his

family an cxtstence worth) of human dignity

,

and

supplemented, if necessary, by other means of souaI protection
The right
"to rest and leisure, including reammabk hmitations of working hours and

periodic holidays vith pay- h recognized in Article 24 Artide 25 of the
Declaration pmc lams that everyone has the right "to a standard of li ing
adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family
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recognizes the individual's right to security in the event of unemploy nient,
sickness, disabihty , vs idowhood, old age or other lack of lisehhtxxl in
circumstances beyond his control
The right to education is dealt with in Article 26 of the Declaration which
pros ides, among other things, that education shall be tree "at least in the
elementary and f undamental stages
It established a 'prior right of parents
'to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children
More
over, Article 26 also declares that
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human
personality and to the strengthening of respect tor human rights and
fundamental freedoms It shall promote understanding, tolerance and
friendship among all nations, racial Or rel igious groups, and shall turther the
activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace
It is inyortant to note that this objective of education finds expression, in

identical language, in the tint "Guiding Principle- of the UNESCO Recommendation =
Article 27 of the Declaration deals w ith cultural rights Arnong those that are
proclaimed is the important principle that every human being has "the right
freely to participate in the cultural life of the community., to enjoy the arts and to
share in scientific advancement and its benefits
3

1 mutations on the Lien tie of the Rights

The Declaration recognize% that the rights it proclaims are not absolute and
permits a state to enact law s limiting the exercise of these rights, provided their

sole purpose is to secure "due recognition and respect for the rights and
freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality public
order and the general welfare in a democratic society
(Art 29(2) ) A
,

government's authority to impose such restrictions is further limited by the rule
laid down in Article 30 that -nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as
imply ing for any State group or person any right to engage in any activity or to

perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms
proclaimed in the Declaration
A government would be deemed to have
v iolated this provision if, for example, it used its power to impose lawful
restrictions and limitations on the exerc ise of certain human rights solely for the

unlawful purpose of deny ing such rights

4 The Legal and Polnual Effect of the Universal Dec laraaon
Over the years there has been considerable debate among international
lawyers about the legal force of the Universal Declaration Since it is not a
treaty and was adopted in the form of a non-binding resolution of the UN
General Assembly,, some governments and lawy en have contended that it has
no legal force Others have argued that the Universal Declaration is an
authoritative interpretation or definition by the UN Member States of the
"human rights and fundamental freedoms- which, under the UN Charter,
48
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these states are under a legal obligation to promote This latter s iew has oser
the years gained wide acceptance among international law yers and, in theory at
least, a majority of governments as ssell

Among the numerous official

government statements substantiating this conclusion is the highly authoritative

"Proclamation of Teheran, adopted at the UN-convened International
Conference of Human Rights, which met in Teheran in 1968 and was attended
by representatives of approximately 100 governments It declares that "the
t.niversal Declaration of Human Rights stato a common understanding ot the

peoples of the world concerning the inalienable and inviolable rights ot all
members of the human 1 amity and onataute$ an obligation for the monheri of
the International ioninu4nity
(Emphasis added) This proposition has been
repeatedly reaffirmed in and by the United Nations

The repeated assertions by gosemments, whether for purposes of propaganda or out of genuine conviction, that the rights proclaimed in the Urns ersa
Declaration are fundamental and inalienable, have clothed that instrument with
great symbolic significance One of the consequences of this development is

that people around the world have increasingly come to believe that governments should respect the human rights proclaimed in the Universal Declaration
and that they have an international obligation to do so Since the political
pressure that domestic and world public opinion generate is often the only
available remedy to prevent large-scale violations of human rights, the legal
character of the Universal Declaration is less important than ihe strongly-held
conviction of millions of individuals in all parts of thc world that the Universal
Declaration proclaims their rights and that governments have pledged to
respect these rights

C The International Covenwat on Human Rtghti
The Covenant on Econormc , Social and Cultural Rights and the Covenant on
Political and Civil Rights were formally adopted by the UN General Assembly

in December 1966. eighteen years after the UN had begun to draft these
the number
treaties Another decade passed before thirty-five states
required to bring the Covenants into force
ratified both Covenants The
Covenant on Economic. Social and Cultural Rights went into effect on January
3, 1976. and the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights on March 23. 1976 "

The Covenants were designed to transform the principles proclaimed in the
Universal Declaration into binding treaty obligations This meant that the lofty
rhetoric of the Declaration had to be translated into precise statutory language
and that exceptions limitations and restrictions on the exercise of various rights
had to be spelled out in detail The Covenants were also designed to establish
an international machinery to supervise and enforce the application of the
guaranteed nghts Given the great reluctance of many governments to assume

The U 5 has thus far ratified wither these nor most other human rights treaties

The U S

positions on this and related issues are discussed in Chapter 5 infra
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unambiguous international ohhgation to safeguard human rights and to aLLept
feLtie international Lontrols for their :ntotLement, it is not surprising that the
protess of drafting the Cos,enants rem,nned for many years bogged dovsn to
endless legalistiL squabbles and parliamentary maneuers rhai the Cos,enams
Vs. Lre ultimately adopted and that they has e nosk entered into forLe is a
signifiL ant aLLompliNhment, notskithNtanding the fat that a strong system of

international umtrok had to he sacrificed to at.hiee it
1

Substamtve Protisions Common to Both Cosenants

ihe Co enart

number of Lommon substanne pros isions

has e

theNc deal Vs. Ith VS hat might be deNL.nbcd as

Tv, o ot

group or Lolleitise rights, to

distinguish them from No L. alled indi 'dual rights Thus Ann. le 1(1) 01 both
(o,enants pro( I aims that all peoples hae the right of self -determination
Both inNtnmlents in ArtiL ic h2) also reLognire the right of all peoples to
f reel) dispoNe of their natural reNourLes and that in no lstNe may a people he
depriNed of its meanN of NuhsistenLe
Mese pros isions Niko the speual
Lontems of the deNeloping and nos ly independent Lountnes vs hose influenLe
%kJ N nummal in I (48, \N hen the linisersal Do_ laranon %kJ\ being dratted, but
ho hy 1966 had already gained a signifiLant OIL e n the I.
Both Co enants
also har dist. nnunation in the enjoymsmt of the rights they guarantee, based on
raLe', Lolor, se , language, religion, politiLal or other opinion, national or
NOCIal origin, property , or birth
,

2

Cosenont on (

Rights

The Latalog of Lis ii and politital rights Npelted out in the Co enant ore that
suhieLt is more pro. iNel formulated and somek hat longer than the list of

Lomparahle rights that the l,ni ersal Des. larauon prodaims An important
addition is the proskion hiih bars states from denying memberN of ethm,..,
rehgious or linguistiL minorities the right,

in Lommunity

ith other members

n ulture, to profess and praLtiLe their ov n
of their group, to enjoy their
n language
religion, or to uw their
(Ci it add PolitiLal Co,enant, Art

27 ) Other rightN guaranteed in the CoNenant on CI ii and Polak.. l Rights that

are not expressk mentioned in the UnierNal Dedaration, imlude freedom
from imprkonment for debt, the right of all perNons depried of their liberty to
be treated v,ith humanity and v, ith ri.NpeLt for the inherent 11:gmt) of the human
per-Non, and the right of eery Lhdd to aLqu ire a na;ionality and to he
at_Lorded "Nut.h meaNures of proteLtion N are required by his status AN a minor,

on behalf of his family, society and the State

(Art

24

)

Among the rights that the lin ierNal Dedaration protlaims hut v, hi. h the'
CoN enant on (IN it and PolioLal RightN doeN not guarantLe. are the right to ov it
propert) , to seek and enloy asylum and to ha e a nationality The right to ov, n
property
AN not int luded in the CoN.enant heLause the sanous ideologiLal
blots repreNcni ' in the UN %sere unable to reaL.h a LonNenu on the s,...me and

definition of this i;ght

6 ,-)

Covenant on I.( onom:(

,

So( iuI and Cultural Rights

'Ms Covenant contams a longer and much more comprehensice IN of
eomorna , social arql cultural rights than are proclaimed in the Unisersal
Dec I aration
may he am ibuted, in par, to the increased stie of the I N
and to the fact that the leaders of many neck ly independent nations regard
cLiinlomii. decelopment and the attainment of a higher standard of hs ing as their
most important prionties, schich may eylain ss hy they are cry sy mpathetic to

the international recognition of econonut. social and cultural rights But It
must also not be forgotten that the United States and countries cc ito siniuLir
political systems hace since 1948 increasingly come to r,.cognire that tomprchensis e social sselfare legislation and the prm ism of economic assistance
to the needy are legitimate go% ernmental I uric tions As Morns P Abram, the
:ormer S Representat e to the UN Commission on I human ".:ihts, put it in
,

1(4)9

,,,eoty years ago, \s hen the Um% ersal Dec laration sc as first adopted,
most A mera ans had psycho'ogit.1 diff iculties ss ith some of ts concepts
tuiversal Dec laratnm seemed a startling statement because it melded
the cis 1 and political rights
freedom of \peech, of assembly , of religion,
etc
ss ith economic and social guidelines from the labor mos ement and
sot ialist ruuo ement as %sell We thought of adequate housing or sufficient
lencure as %cry fine g,.);,,Is, hut %se asked, 'In N hat sense are these rights '
1 cco decades later ct e hase gradually aLcepted these as rights in the termin-

olos,% of the Um% ersal Declaration '
It is equally tax that vc ith the coming t,f Medic are aod Medicaid and the
pro!! I eration of federal and state so t. kJ sc (Mare legislotion in this country. , the
rhetoric of the Cos enant on Economic. Social and Cultural Rii2hts1\ less jamng
to American ears than it %could once !lase been

I he Cm, enant recogni/es the folk VOrig ecoPornic, \ocial, and cultural
rights the right to %cork, s Inch "includes the right of e %cry one to the
ippon unity to gain his h ing ny vcOrk cc hick he freely chooses or accepts, the
tOt to the cruoy mein of lest and fasorable condition \ of \cork, the right to form
and

un trade unions, the urght to sOt.lal sec unt). , including \oc al insurance, the

protec t ion of the family mother\ shildren and young persons, the right tr an
adequate stand ird of !icing, the right to the enit y ment of the highe t attainable
standard of p;1, sic al and mental health, the right ol ecery o9e to education, and

the light to take part in cultural lite
I ach of these pros isions deals un considerable detail u tb s anou aspec Is of
For esamplc Article I 3, sk hick deal\ sk oh education,
contains \eparatc stipulations relating ti primary , 'eLondary and higher
ethic anon It also impose \ on the States Partic\ the %Cry important obligation.

the nght it guarantees

to repect

to choose for their children schook other
the hherty of parnts
than thosc estahlishcd h% the public authorities
to ensure the religious and
moral educ atioo ot their c lithium ni comorm my %soh their ossn cons loons
$

\ o equ.ilk mport lot obligation Is established iii Article 15 w hic h. in proc lairii
the States Parties to the present
(iisenani undertake to respec t the t reedom indispensable tor sc ientit ic reseat. h

ing arious culturol rights, pro% icics that
and .reato,e acm% It
4

Nature of Legal Obligation% under the Cosenants

The UN had initially thought of drafting the Covenants in the form of a single
instrument The decision to separate the treaty on civil and political rights front
the one deali og with economic, social and cultural rights w a% made, in part,
nec ause these two broad categories of rights cannot be implemented b. he
same methods In general, all a government has to do to respect civil arid
political rights is to adopt and enferce appropriate laws The situation is quite
different w ith regard to many economic, social and cultural right% For

example, the enactment of a law providing that everyone has a right to an
adequate standard of' living cannot provide the enjoyment of that right unless
the government has the necessary economic resources
It is clear, therefore, that governments cannot be expected to assume the
same legal obligations to give effect to economic; social and cultural rights as
they are expected to assume for civil and political rights In 1951 when urging
the UN to prepare separate instalments for these rights, the U S representative

noted this difference by emphasizing that "civil and political rights were of
such nature as to be given legal effect promptly by the adoption of such
legislative or other measures as might be necessary

The economic, social and

cultural rights while spoken of as 'nghts' were, however, to be treated as
objectiv es towards which States adhering to the Cover.ant would within their
resouices undertake to strive

Not surprisingly, therefore, the two Covenants impose different legal
obligations on the governments that ratify them A state which becomes a party

to the Covenant On Civil and Political Rights is under an immediate legal
obligation to comply w ith its provisions 8 This is not the case with regard to
the Cov enant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights ft legumes progressive
as distinguished from immediate implementation and merely obligates each
State Party to take steps
to the maximum of its available resources with a
view to achieving progressivel% the full realization of the rights recognized m

the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the
adoption of legislative measures
t Emphasis added) Had this "progressive' or -promotional approach not been adopted few,, if any, governmc
could in good faith have agreed to be bound by this Covenant
5

International Supervision

Each of the Covenants has as own international machinery and procedures to
encourage and to super% ise compliance by the government% of the states that

ratified these treaties

These so-called "measures of implementation" are

much weaker than what would be needed to establish an effective international

system for the protection of human rights
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the Cos enant on Economic,

Sot,

s

and Cultural Right, establishes a

re IN wting «. stem that requires the Member States to file periodic rep<ins w oh
the UN cononuc and Social Council t HCOSOC) "on the mea,ures shich the%
have adopted and the progress made in achieving the obsersance of the rights
rec. ogmzed' in that Covenant (Art I
These reports, suppleine rued by
tormation received rom sariou, specialized agencies of the UN, for

esample. U NI SCO, the International Labor Organization MO), the World
Health Organ liation ( WHO), the I ood and Agneuture Organization AO),
are to be rev tewed
K'OSOC and the UN Commission on Human Rights
The general indings .md ret_ ommendation, of these bodies may thereafter be
reported hy I-COSOC to the UN General Assembly Thi, procedure enable,
the Oeneral Assemhly to debate and adopt re solut Ion, dealing cv ith the matters

.oieied in the reports
Although measures ot implementation that consist only of a reporting system
he desired rom the point of vies,. of
,ould he a mistake to assume they ha, e no value The
their ef acy,
obligation Of the states to report on these economic , social and cultural subjects
NUL h as the one Just described lea, e muc h

go, cs LCOS(X', the l'N Commission of Human Rights and the General
Assembly the legal authonty to deal oh these matters Evpenenee oh other
internatomal reponing sy stems indicates that [hi, power , used inhiginatively
can at times be quite ef ecove in prodding governments into complying sv ith

their international ohligations
( as (viola (al C

and Pohour Ri ghts

The measures of implementation of the Covenant on Cis,d and Polittcal
Right, consist of a reporting system and a procedure alloys ing a State Party to
file a complaint against any other State Party to compel comphanex with the
prov isions of the Covenant

IThe reporting sy stem resembles that provided for by thc Covenant on
liconormc, Social and Cultural Right, But unlike' it, the Covenant on Civ
and Political Rights prov ides that the reports he ,ubmoted to the Human Rights
Committee (a speeial body established by that Covenant) The Conumni.c
ho shall he person, of high moral character and
«insists of IS mdis
(An 28 1 They are
reLognized competence in the held of human rights
nonnruted and elected by the States Parties to the Covenant, but .erve in their
this means that, unlike the UN Commissior, on Human
idua I capacity

Rights or LCOSOC the Human R ights Committee Is a body that does not
gov ernment representativ Cs
«insist
The States Parties are required to submit reports to thc Committee on the'
measures they have adopted to give effect to the rights recognized '
the
Covenant and "on the progre,, made in the enjoyment of those lights
(Art
It is the task of the Comnuree to study this information and to report its
40( )

finding, and conclusions to the State, Parties as well as to ECOS(X'
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The complaint procedure of the Covenant on Co, ii and Po lineal Rights is
optional That is, it may only be invoked by and against states whose
governmems, by means of a speeial declaration, hase authonred the Human
Rights Committee to act on sueh complaints Moreose, not only Is the
complaint procedure .(puonal for states that hase ratified the Covenant, it also
does not provide foi binding adjudieation or arbitration All that is pros ided tor
is a nwdiation and Conciliation process
Fhis sy stem works as follows v.ith regard to states that hase filed the speeial
deelaration s.ubjecting themselx,es to the complaint proce&re Let us assume
that a State Party wineh c shall Lail X. belie es that another State Party (Yl, is
siolatmg the Cos enant State X makes this allegation in a formal statement
addressed to Y State Y must pros ide X w ith an answer to these eharges w ithin
a period of thret months It X and Y do not resolve their differences within a
period of. six months, each of them has the right to submit the matter to the

Human Rights Committee This body will then inv ite the parties to present
their case and to submit whatever evidence they hase At the same time, the
Committee "shall make available its good cffices to the State , Parties concern-

ed with a view to a friendly solution of the matter on the hams of respect for

human rights and fundamental freedoms as re«Nntzed tr the preLent Covenant

(Emphasis added) (/d Art. 4 1(1)(e) ) 111 friendly solution is reached,
the Committee leports the terms of the settlement If no agreement has been
arrived at v. 'thin a period of twelse months, the Committee has to prepare a
report, containing a brief statement of the facts as well as the written and oral
submissions ot the parties (X and Y) The proceedings end with this action

exeept that, Ns ith the consent of X and Y. the Committee may appoint a
so-ealled ad hot Cone ilition Commission, eonsisting of tise Indic 'duals
aceeptable to the parties anu Nerving in their individual capacities The
funetion of nu. group is similar to that of the Human Rights Committee exeept
that, if no friendly soden iem has been reacheu, the Conciliation Commiss.on is
empowered to make its 055 n findings of all the reles ant facts and to suggest how

the dispute should be Nettled The parties are under no legal obligation,
however, to accept the solution proposed by the Commission, but their faileire
to agree ti i he solution i an he noted in the Human Ri.6hts Committee 5 annual
report to thet tIN General Assembly
A [dough this sy stein Is non-obligatory and non-binding it is not neeessanly
In most Lases of large-Neale governmental siolations of human
rights, polmeal pressure hs other gosernments and by international organizations as well as hy pro, its: groups in and outside the count! is often the only
as al lahle remedy Smh pressure is more easily generated when the allegations
mei feens e

of human rights s inlations has e been scribed hy an impartial international
fad-finding body such as the a(I hm Coneiliation Commission, which makes it
much more diffieult for the delinquent state to dismiss the allegations as
anti-gosernment propaganda How effccose this method is in indo. ideal cases
is hard to say

All we know is that it seems to work w ith Nome gosemments at

r-;

I0

certain times and then again it does not at other times or with different
government. Thi., at any rate, has been the experience of influential pro. ate
international groups such ay Amnesty International and the International
Commission of Jun.t that monitor human nght. Yjolations and press goy emIhe very fact that governments are most
mem. to .top .enous violation,
reluctant to accept even as weak a system of international controls as that
'

'

provided for under the Covenants .uggests that they, fear its potential political
and legal eon.equence.

ihe Opnonnl Proto«4 to tlie Colokint on ( Iva wul Politnal Rights
States tend to he %cry reluctant to institute preceedings or file complaints
against other .tates alleging y iolations of human right. And the de:ision
whether they w ill or w ill not take this action is often motivated by political
considerations that have little to do with human rights It is reasonable to
assume, therefore, that no system for the international protection ot human
rq..thts is likely to he y ery e ffec t is e unless inuo. iduals and pny ate groups hay e

the richt to file complaints against the' offending goy ernments before an
international body
Various non-governmental organization \ and human right. speciali.ts consequently .trong ly urged that the right of pn sate petition be incorporated in the
Cos enants This effort xy a. successful only to a very limited extent Since a

malority of governments opposed the right of private petition, it was not
included in the Cosenants themselse. It Is dealt with instead in a separate
treaty know n as the Optional Protocol to the International Cos enant on Civil
and Political Rights The Protocol was adopted at the same time as the
Coy enant. and sets up a procedure enabling MIN 'duals to file petition. w ith the
the' body established by :he Covenant on Cis and
I luman Right. Committee
alleging that their rights under that Covenant were or are
Political Rights
being yiolated (No comparable remedy exist. under the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
The Protocol proy ides that the Human Rights Committee may accept pris ate
petitions only if the accused goy emment has rat if ied the Optional Protocol tt`,
h Such complaints are
%Ad! a. the Coyenam on Coil] and Political Rights
handled in the follow ing manner After receiving the petition. the Human
Rights Committee makes a preliminary determination whether the petition
meets certain formal legal requirements (Optional Protocol to the International
Coy enant on Cis il and Political Right., Art
I If the petition is formally in
order the- Committee requests an explanation from the accused goy ernment
Die gosernment is under a legal obligation to respond to the charges w ithin a
period of six months Ihereafter the I idman Rights Committee examines the
information ,uhnutted hy the goYemment and the mildly idual and makes its
f tidings n the case These findings are transmitted hy the Committee to the
indis idual and to th( goyernment
File Protocol does not contain an express pros i.ion making the Commutee s
disc Isloll binding on the gm. crnme nt

Rut the goy ernment s legal obligation not
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fifth the Coenant guarantees, sa.ould st;;;Ill 10 arr \A Ith it
the dots to retried) a situation that the Committee LharaLterves as a siolation
I he Committee does riot, hoyse er ha \re. JI1) entorLement pov.ers and the onl)
method at its disposal to get states to Ilse up to their obligation, is ArtiLle ô ot
the ProtoLoh ss hith (Wares that the Committee shall intlude iii its annual
report under Atilt le 45 of the Co\ enani on ('is ii and Politidal Rights) a

to iolatc the i i;,2hts

sunanary of as activities under the present Protool
This report is submitted
here it Lail he debated and As here pressure ma.)
to the UN General Assernhl
be brought to hear on the gosernment in question

III

OTHER INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS INSTRUMENTS

In addition to the Unisersal Declaration of Human Rights and the Covenants,
there exist numerous international and regional instruments of human rights
They have been adopted by the UN and as specialized agencies, particularly by

UNESCO and the International Labor Organiration, and by such regional
intergovernmental organizations a \ the Council of Europe and the Organization

of American States Most of them trace their origin to the human rights
provisions
the UN Charter Together they comprise a vast body of
international human rights law principles and policies which, in turn, gives
suhstantie content and a degree of normatise precision to the 'human rights
and fundamental freedoms- that the UN and its Member States art under an
obligation to promote
Space limitations permit UN to discuss only sonic of the more important
international instruments of lluidan rights, namely the Convention on the
Presention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide International Convention on the Elimination of All ForMs of Racial Discrimination, UNESCO
Convention against Discrimination in Education, UN Declaration on the
Elimination of Discrimination against Women, and UN Declaration of the
Rights of the Child
A The Genm ide Convention
The Genocide Convention was adopted by the UN General Assembly on
December 9, 1948 It entered into force on January 12, 1951 and has been
ratified by approximately eighty countries The policies of Hitler Germany,
which led to the extemlination of millions of Jews and members of other
national, ethnic and religious groups, provided the rationale for the Genocide
Convermon, it was adopted in the hope and for the purpose of preventing
similar crimes in the future
The Genocide Convention provides that genocide, whether committed in
time of peace or time of war, IN a crime under international law A "crime
under international law , unlike a violation of international law, is a grave
offense against the entire international community for which the individual
perpetrator himself is punishable It thus differs from a mere violation of
international law, which makes a government liable for the resulting damages
but dots not create criminal liabilities for individuals Article IV of the
=
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Genodc Convention accordingly provides that "persons committing genocide

shall he punished, whether they are constitutionally responsible rulers,

public officials or private individuals
The Convention defines "genocide'. as the commission of certain enumerated acts "with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial
or religious group, as such
(Art II) The acts constituting genocide are. (a)
killing members of the group, (b) causing serious bodily or mental harm to
members of the group, (c) dehberately inflicting on the group conditions of
hfc calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part, (d)
imposing measures intenued to prevent births within the group. (e) forcibly
transfernng c hildren of the group to another group To be guilty of the crime ot
genocide, an individual must have committed one of the foregoing acts v. ith the
specific intent of destroying. In whole or in part. a national, ethnic racial or
re hgious group The killing of some members of a group could consequently
amount to genocide if it was carried out pursuant to a design to destroy the
group or a substantial element of the group By the same token: the killing of
many members of a group by a person who lacked any intent to destroy the
group "in whole or in pan does not constuute genocide under the Convention
An important point that is often overlooked in discussing the Genocide
Convention is that, by outlawing the destruction of national, ethnic. racial and
religious groups. It formally recognizes the right of these groups to exist as
groups Viewed from this perspective: the Genocide Convention clearly is the
mom basic instrument for the international protection of group rights It is
worth noting, in this connection, that the United States and some of its allies
attempted, without success, to include "political groups" among those that the
Genocide Convention protects
The Genocide Convention takes account of the possibility that those charged
with genocide might be tned by an international cnminal court. but it does not
estabhsh such a tnbunal, nor does one exist today The Convention does
provide, however. that a dispute between two or more States Parties can be
appealed to the International Court of Justice For example: f Statc X fails to
take appropriate steps to punish genocide State Y can refer the case to the
International Court ofiustice Its decisions arc legally binding on the parties to
the dispute. and the UN Security Council is authorized under the UN Charter to
enforce the Court's judgments '1 But this Court does not have jurisdiction to
try individuals for genocide Until an international criminal court is estabhshed for that purpose. the punishment of the offenders is left to national
courts This need nobc a meaningless threat, considering that provisions arc
made for extradition and that the criminal can be tried in the courts of the state
where the crime was committed, the courts of the state whose nationality he
has, and most hkely also the courts of any state that apprehends him Although
it is clear that a government practicing genocide will neither try nor extradite
one of its nationals who is accused of genocide, a successor government might
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well take such action The tnal of Nazi war criminals by German courts
illustrates the application of this principle

B International Convention on the Elimination of .411 Forms of Racial
Discrinnnation
The Rac uil Consention NA as adopted by the UN Gcneral Assembly in 1965
and entered into force in 1969 It has in the meantime been latified by almost
ninety countnes "The substantise provisions of the 1965 Consention,'. as

one leading human rights scholar rightly points ow. "represent the most
comprehensise and unambiguous codification in treaty form of the idea of the
equality of races 1 4
The Consent ion prohibits "racial discrimination." NA hic h it defines as "any
distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent,
or national oi ethnic' Origin having the purpose or effect of "nullifying or

impairing thc recognition. enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of
human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political , economic. social,
(Art
) A state which ratifies the
cultural or any other field of public I,fc
Cons ention has the legal obligation to eliminate racial discrimination in its
1

territory and to enact w hateser laws arc necessary to ensure non-discrimination
in the exercise and enjoyment of sarious fundamental human rights To leasc
no doubt w hat these rights are. the Convention contains a long list of basic cr.]]
political, economic, social and cultural rights The list includes all the rights

that the Universal Declaration and thc two Covenants proclaim
The Convention does not only outlaw racial discrimination by governmental
authonties, but also requires ''each Statc Party Ito) prohibit and bnng to an end,
by all appropnate meLns, induding legislation as required by circumstances,
racial discnminatioa by any person, group or organizat.on
(Art 2(1)(d) )
This provision seems to impose a stnc ter standard with regard to discriminatory

practices of private individuals and groups than does current U S civil rights
legislation Moreover, the Convention permits states to takc
Special measures
for the sole purpose of securing adequate advancement
of certain racial or ethnic groups or individuals requiring such protection as

may be necessary in order to ensure such groups or individuals equal
enjoyment or eXercise of human nghts and fundamental freedoms shall not
bz deemed racial discrimination, provided, however, that such measures do

not, as a consequence, lead to thc maintenance of separate rights for
different racial groups and that they shall not be continued after thc
objectives for which they were taken have been achieved (Art 1(4) )
Under this provision temporary affirmative action programs and preferential
quota systems for various minority groups would be lawful, pros ided they arc
designed to remedy the consequences of past racial discnrninat ion and did not
in fact foster other forms of racial discnmination
The enforcement machinery of the Convention consists of a Committee on
thc Elimination of Racial Discrimination whose powers are more extensive
58
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than those that the Cosenant on Cis d and P, fitly al Rights «infer\ on the Human
Riv!hts Committee
The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Di \commat ion consists of I S mdis duals s ho are elected by the State\ Panics but Ners
in their individual eapac Ines It has iunsdic tion to hear complaints by one state
that another state is not comply mg \A ah us obligations under the Cons ention
1 he Committee may also deal YY ith indis idual ptitions sy he ne ver the state
ins olyed has recogrnied the right of pris ate pennons In addition, all States
Part les must suhni it ex tensiy e reports co the Committee
on the legislame,
admiaistrative or other measures N. hiv h they has e adopted and N. hich
go. e effect to the pros ',ions of the Con sermon (Art 9 The Conmottee, iii
turn , reports its findings and suggestions to the States Patties and to the UN
General Assembly Unlike the Cosenants, the Convention also pros ides for
adjudication by :he International Court of Justice of disputes hetYY cen the states
Parties The releY ant provision IN Article 22, which reads as lolloYYN

Am dispute bet xYeen tYso or more States Paries with respect to the
interpretation or application of this Convention, Yshich is ma Nettled by
negoliation or hy the procedures expressly proA ided for in this Cons ennon,
shall, at the rcquest ol any of the parties to the dispute, be referred to the
International Court ot Justice tor decision, unless the disputants agree to
another mock of settlement
Hy ratify ing the Con Yention, a state is deemed to has e accepted the ;wasdiction
of the lnw mational Court of Justice to decide dispute\ relating to that treaty It
should he noted hosAeser, that many loUntres, notably those belonging to the
SoY ict hloA and various Afro-Asian nations have ratified the Cornention %kith
a re- ervat ion to Article 22 This action null.fies the effect of Nrucle 22 and
prey ents other slates from suing the reserving states yy 'Mout their express
consent, for all practical purposes it also gis es them a ptnetanent immurity
f roni Yu!
(

I ',V ,c( 0 Com e rid; m and R ommendalior I

uga(PIw 1)1 11 P unmalton m

bla(
f he C ovsention against Discrimination in Education YY as adopted by the
U 'Y; ESCO General Conference' in 1960 and entered into force in 1962 To date
it has heen rat i lied h!, about 70 countries The Cons ention had its origin in a
sc runination in I du( anon Published in 1957 by the UN SubU
Siuds (!ICom mission on Pre, ention of Discommation and Protection of Minorities, this
report emphasiied the need for international action to combat discrimination in
educ ation

Pie I NIACO Come nnon is much broader in scope than the l'N
ons enuon w hich deals only N. ith racial discrimination The UNESCO
instrument in contrast, seeks to eradicate discrinu nation in education yAhether
be based on "race colour sex, language, religion, political or other opinion
national or siial origin e«momic «mdinon or birth
(Art 1(1) States
rank mg the iTNI SCO Comen
hase an obligation not only to do &Ads ith
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rinnnatorv leg,t1 rules and administranse practices hut must also take
w hates er measures are necessary to promote equalit.s t opportunity and
treatment in education
A pros ision of particular importance is Artale S( l)( a) It reads as follows
Education shall be direc ted to the full des elopment ot the human personality

and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental
freedoms, it shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among
2.11 nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the actisines of ;he
United Nations for the' maintenance of peace
The reader v. ill recogniie that this pros. ision co:Tesponds, word for word, to the

text of Article 26(2) of the Universal Declaration of Hunian Rights, and to the

Guiding Principles of the 1974 UNESCO Recommendation conceming
Education for International Understanding, Co-operation and Peace and
Education relating to Human Rights j nd Fundamental Freedoms This statement consequently reflects the most widely accepted formulation of what the
intematioral community regards as the principal goal of education
UNESCO Member States who are not parties to the Convention nevertheless
obligathm to make a bum fide effort to gise cffect to its pr)visions
thi
This obligation was imposed upon them in the UNESCO Recommendation
against Dtscrimination in Education, '" which was promulgated by the
UNESCO General Confernce at the same time a adopted the Convention

The substantive provisions of both instruments are identical except that,
whereas the Consention requires the States Panics to conform theret j. the
Recommendation merely suggests that they do so Why UNESCO declued to
have both a Consennon and Re,ommendat ion on the subject of discrimination

in education was explained as follows by !he UNESCO Director-General
There was no original intention of formulating a Recommendation, but at

the tenth session of the General Conference of UNESCO a number of
countries remarked that their federal structure would render difficult; and
considerably delay, their ratification of a Con :ention concerned with a
which in their countries was reserved for the
education
matter
provincial (locall authorities
The same countnes, on the other hand, stated that the application of a
Recommendation would not raise the same problems, and in these circumstances the General Conference decided to formulate two separate instruments of different legal bearing Isic I against discrimination in education 11'

Unlike the Convention however, the Recommendation is not a treaty and
consequently does not impose on a state a legal obligation to comply with its
provisi) ns
The UNESCO Convention against Discommation in Education requires the
States Parties to submit periodic reports to the UNESCO General Conference
These reports must contain inforrnat ion on the legislative and adminhtrative
pros isions which they hase adopted and other action v. hich they have taken for
60
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o implement this pro N. isiiiii
it the Cons eflt ion ( Art 7
F )('( ) has trom time to tone requested the Member States to prepare reports

the applic atR 01

revonding to detailed questionnaire. concerning ihe application ot

the

UNt.SCO Member States that has e not ratin:d the ( onNention
Coin ention
( on the
hav e an obligation to prepare similar reports relating to their ettons
Rec ommendation against Discrimination in I ducat loll
Roth sets of reports
are res loved and summarized hv the UNESCO Committee on Cons ennui). and
Rec ommendanons in Educ anon Its findings are subnatted to the I.. NESCO
\CcUI15C Board ard througf it to the General Conference, which adopts a
eneral resolut.on addressimi the Issues that the repot:. raise

To supplement this very weak rooming system, the UNESCO General
Conference in 1962 adopted the "Protocol Instituting a Cunc Mallon and Good
Offices Commission to be responsible tor seeking a settlement of any dispute
which may arise between States Panic., to the Convention against Discrimiaanon in Education
The Protocol entered into force in 1968 and to date has
been ratified hy some twenty-five countries The Commission established by it
consists of eleven experts serving in their individuzl capacities They are
elected by the UNESCO General Conference from a list of candidates
nominated by the States Parties to the Protocol

The Protocol enables a Contracting Party to file a complaint with the
Commission, charging that another Contracting State is not living up to its
obligations under the UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Educat:on If the matter is not satisfactorily resolved by the parties, the Commission
must draw up 'a report on the facts and indicate the recommendations which it

made Ito the parties) with a view to conciliation
(Protocol, Art 17(3) ) The
Commission may also recommend to UNESCO that it seek an advisory opinion
from the International Court of Justice on any disputed question of law bearing

on the controversy But neither the findings of the Commission nor the
adv isory opinion of the Court is binding on the States Parties
ne(laratuni on the Elimination of D:c( romnotion against Women
This instrument was adopted unanimously by the UN General Assembly in

It was motivated by the concern. expressed in the preamble to the
Declaration,. that despite the Charter of the United Nations, the UniveNal
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenants on Human Rights
1967

and other instruments of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and
despite the progress made in the matter of equality of rights, there conttnues to
cost «rnsulerable dis( rinunation against stornen
(Emphasis added) The
preamble accordingly emphasizes the need to e nsure the universal recognition

in law and in fact of the principle of equality of men and women
The' Declaration proclamis the right of women to the enjoyment of various
fundamental human rights on equal terms w ith men and to equality
treatment
before the law == Special emphasis is placed on political rights, nationality ,

civil rights, the abolition of discriminatory penal legislation, traffic in women
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I nilnoral pUrixiscs. and equality in educ anonal opportunities, as well as
eclinonlic and social ryhts The Declaration also expressly pros ides that the
1 or

principle of equality of rights shall be embodied in me constitution or otherM, Ise
guaranteed by law
t Nn 2(a) rhe role v anc e ot this prov ision to the current
l S debate about the need lor an /Aida! Rights Amendment to the I. S
)

Constitution i. ohc ious

The Declaration is not a treaty and it was adopted in the form ot a
non-binding UN Cknera: Assembly resolution It must he remembered,
however, that Member States ot the UN have in the UN Charter assumed the
legal obligation to promote 'universal respect tor, and ohsercance of, human
sex
rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to
(UN Charter, Arts 55(e) and 56 1 The Declaration may therefore be viewed as
an authonti \ e Charter ,nterpreiation or clarification by the UN Member States
of their obligations to ensure equality of right;, of men and women Moreo%irr,
the Declaration restates and
as ,rn official UN publication empha.izes,
consolidates a ,eries of principles, manv of which fere) embodied in earlier
international Instruments emanating trort. the United Nations and the special'1 It should also be noted that the 'World Plan of Action."
ized agencies
which was adopted at the UN sporisored 1975 World Conference of the International Women's Year in Mevh:) Cay is an attempt to begin implementing
,

the pridelples that the Declaration proclaims "

h Deilaration of the Rri;hts of the Child
The Declaration of the Rights of the Child was proclaimed by the UN
General Assembly in 1959 Unlike the human rights instruments discussed
thus far, the Declaration is addressed not only to governments but also to
indis iduals, voluntary organizations and local authorities, all of w horn, of
coune, affect the lives and rights of children
The Declaration proclaims ten principles that are to serve as guides in
promoting the well being of the child 'to the end that he may have a happy
childhood and enjoy tor his own good and for the good of society certain
fundamental rights These principles proscribe di.cruninatory treatment in all
it. forms. UK luding distinctions based on i ace , color, religion, sex, national or
social origin, property or birth Other principles establish the rights of children
to a name and nationality, to education, social security and health care, to
protection from neglect. cruelty and exploitation Principle 5 declares that
children w ho are phy sically, , mentally or sooally handicapped shall be

given "the special treatment. education and care that their panic ular
And Principle 6, after asserting that the chill for the full
and harmonious development of his personality. . needs love and underthe duty to
standing, impose. on "society and the public authormes
extcnd particular care to c hildren w about a family and to those w ithout
, ondit ion demands

adequate means of suppon
The pros isions ot Principle 10 deserve special attention
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They declare that
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children "shall he protected from practices which foster racial . religious and
other forms of discrimination, and call on society to bring up children 'in a
spirit of understanding. u)lerance, fnendship among peoples, peace and
universal brotherhood
1 hese pti nc iples were developed in much greater
detail in the 'Declaration on the Promotion among Youth of the Ideas of Peace.
Mutual Respect and lin' erstanding between Peoples, which was adopted by

the UN General Assembly in 1965 They are also reflected in the 1974
UNESCO Recommendation concerning Education for International l Inderstanding, Co-Operation and Peace and Education rel, mg to Human Rights and
Eundamental Freedoms

IV CONCLUSION
Space limitations have allowed us to discuss only a small number of existing
international human rights instruments But this chapter would be incomplete
it the reader were not at least made aware of the fact that the International Labor
Organitation has over the years adopted numerous consentions and recommendations relating to trade union and worker rights The follow mg are among
tne principal 1E0 cons entions dealing w ith important human rights natters
Convention (No I I ) concerning Discrimination in Respect of Emrlopnent
and Occupation (1958), C ons ention (No I(X)) concerning Equal Remuneration
f or Men and Women Workers for Work of Equal Value (1951 ). Cons ention
( No 87) concerning I reedom of Association and Protection of the Rights to
Organ ire ( 1948). and Cons ention (No 98) concerning the Application of the
1

Principle of the Rozht to Organize and to Bargain Collect:se!) (1949)
Another area hearing significantly on international human rights that should
not he overhioked is usually subsumed under the heading of humanitanan law
rhis is the' branch of international law that has been developed to pros ide rules
designed tor the protection ()I combatants and civilians during military
c ontlicts The best known treaties dealing w ith this subject are the Genesa
Cons entionsof 1949 They consist of the follow mg four instruments Convention tor the Protection of War Victims. Convention for the Amelioration of the
Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the held. Consention
for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded. Sick and Shipwrecked
Members of the' Anued Forces at Sea. and Convention relative to the Protec tion

of Cis ihan Persons in Time of War '" It is seldom realized, hut cenaml)
se orth emphasizing,that these treaties, haying been ratified b) almost es er)
nation in the w orld, are the most w idel) accepted imemational human rights
instrument \ in existence today
Not to he forgotten. in this contest. are regional human rights instruments

rile major ones are the European Convention of Human Rights and the
American 1->ec larat ion on the R ights and Duties of Man, the) w ill he anal) zed in

the next chapter
W hat, 0 any thing do all of these international and regional human rights
instruments add up to ' The answer It 11 submitted, is that their adoption hy the
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N, its spec iallied agencies and the regional gosernmental gani/atIo [IN
flec ts the surpri sing l broad c0110111 that cti,ts in the s orld regarding the
meaning on Llelim non ol bask. human rights

I

does no( mean oh .our.c.,

that most ol these rights arc respec ted h.. all or L s en a Illajorl() oh go% ernments,,
or that the 111.1.0,1e denials ot human rights being committed in sanous pans of

the v,orld s ill Lome to an end in the near future It does mean, how eser, that
despite costing ideological, national and L ultural barriers, the nations ot the
odd hase been able to agree, at least in prim iplc, on the s as that human
beings eser) where should and should not he treated This ,tn important and
indis,)ensable first step tosards the Atka Nall/anon iii theNt. r ight. [ he nest
step
to translorm principle into practice
is of course muc h more dittieutt
Rut the c istence of a brk
/0a,,e1., international
m so: n u on the meaning of
human rights greatt taLilitates the task It helps arouse international public
opinion against s notations of human rights And V, hen all is said and done.
Ilkty e II he the onls rented.), in toda.s 's orld against e osernmental notations
of human right',
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CHAPTER FOUR

International and Regional
Systems for the Protection
of Human Rights
I. INTRODUCTION
In the preceding chapter we discussed the major human rights instruments of

the UN and UNESCO Some of them, notably the Covenants, the Racial
Convention and the UNESCO Convention against Discrurmation in Education, provide for international controls designed either to monaor compliance
hy governments with their obligations under these instruments or to prod them
into doing so These controls consist for the most part of reponmg procedures

of one type or another And, as we have seen, the few instruments ,har
envisage some form of adjudication or mediation are either not yet in force or
give only governments, but seldom individuals, the nght to file complaints
But some more promising developments are also taking place First , two
the Council of Europe and the Organization of
regional organizations
American States -- maintain permanent lastitutions R)r the protection of human
a specialized agency
rights Second; the International Labor Organization
has developed an international machinery to protect trade union
of the UN
and worker rights ' Third, the UN recently established a formal procedure that
makes it possible for individuals and private groups to bring complaints
documenting allegations of large-scale violations of human nghts to the
attention of the UN

These institutions and systems for the protection of human rights, particularly the regional systems, comprise the most advanced international human rights
machinery in existence today Unless we study these systems, we cannot hope
to understand what has thus far been achieved in the international human nehts

field, what is possible, and what remains to be done Since space does not
permit us to discuss all international and regional institutions and techniques for
the protection of human nghts, we shall attempt to describe only the European

and inter-American systems, and the procedures for dealing with gross
violations of human rights that the UN has developed in recent years

11. THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
The European Convention of Human Rights is generally regarded as the most

8 (3
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ach airs ed international sy stem for the protection ot bilfIlar, rights in existence
today
I he Com ention establis'Icil Luropcan Court of Human Rights and a
Lurope..n Commission ot Human Rights ihese institutions hac tht poker to
try arid ilc ide L ases brought hs indodduals against go\ ernments, to &Aar.]

damages and to order goernmcnts to take appropriate remedial action
Approximately 5(X) lomplaints are rect.!! .,ed and decided annually by these
bodies The major opinion, of the Court and Commission are published in the
Yearboo, of the Luropean (ontennon on Haman R,gho. thus far eighteen
xolumes ot this publication tmx e been issued
The European Con xention of Human Rights IN a waty that 4as drai n up
v. limn the framekork of the Council of Europe The Comic 11 of Europe is a
re'gional organization kit democratic Western European countries xx huh c.ts
established in 1949 to promote European unity The folloNAing nations are
members of the Council of Europe and panics to the European Com ention of
Human Rights Austria, Belgium, C; prus, Denmark, Federal Republic of
Germany , Era ice, Greece, Iceland, Irc land, Italy Luxembourg, Malta, the
,

Netherlands, Nory.ay Weden, Sckitierland, Turkey and the United Kingdom
In adopting the Com ention, as the preamble cAplains, these states
goxemments of European countries ,khich arc like-minded and
haxe a common heritage of political traditions ideals, freedom and the rule of
resoIxed

lax+. , to take the first steps for the collectixe enforcement of certain of the Rights

stated in the Unix ersal Declaration [of Human Rights]
The Conxcntion entered into force in 1951 Since then fix e Protocols haxe'
been oncluded 55 his h supplement the Comention h guarante:-ing additional
rights not included in the ooginal Instrument

A ROas Guaranteed im the Convent:on
The Con xention guarantees the right to Me, the right not to be tortured or to
he subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment It outla \ss slaxery as \At:II as
arbitrary arrest and detention, and it proclaims the right to a fair and public trial

In addition to prohibiting ex post facto Itp.ss and penalties, the Comention
protects the' Ind is dual in his prix ate- .tnd family life, it accords him freedom of

thought, cons. tense and rdigion, freedom of expression, and the right to
peaceful assembly

It assures to men and i omen of marriageable age the right

to marry and found a Lundy
The Protocols add the right to the peaceful enjoy ment of one N possessions
and the right to education They contain a pledge by the Contracting Parties to
hold tree and secret elections ind they outlaNA imprisonment for non-payment
of contra. tual debts The Protocols also guarantee the right of indix 'duals to
leae any countrx , including their oss n and to enter the countries s hose
nationals they arc
Pursuant to Article' 14 ot the Com ennon, khish also applies to the Protocols
the enioNment of all the rights enumerated in these instrumcnts must be'selured

ss ithout discrimination based on Sex race, colour, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, association xi ith national
68
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Moreover, in Article
minority , property, birth or other status
of the
Convention, the Contracting States undertake to secure the rights it guarantees
to everyone within their junsdicnon
The Convention consequently protects all individuals in these cou nines. nationals and foreigners alike This
means, for example, that an American living in or v isiting any of the countries
whose governments hay.c ratified the Convention is protected by the Convention
11

Enforcement ()J. the Contention

To ensure that the rights vthich the Convention guarantees arc in fact
enf orced, the Convention establishes an international contiol system that
consists of the European Commission of Human Rights and the European Court

of Human Rights
The membership of the Commission is equal in size to the namber of states
that have ratified the Convention Today the' Commission consequently
consists of 18 members ThQ serve in their mdis 'dual capacity and not as
representativ es of any government

The Commission performs quasi-judicial, investigatory and conciliatory
functions It exercises these functions in two types of cases The first arc socalled inter-state complaints, that is, suits instituted by one State Pany against
another charging violation of the Convention By ratifying the Convention, a
state automatically recogni1es the right of the Commission to deal with these
cases

This is not true of the second category of cases, namely, individual

petitions Here the Convention provides that the Commission may only deal
with ar individual petition if the state against which the complaint is lodged has
filed a wparatc declaration recognizing the nght of private pennon Of the 18
States Parties to the Convention, 13 now recognize this nght, only five
Cy prus. I ranee, Greece'. Malta. and Turkey. -- have thus far failed
countries
to do so An individual tention charging one ot these five countries with a

io1 anon of the Convention will ,onsequently have to be dismissed by the
Commission as inadmissible But an inter-state communication containing the
same' :harges witl be admissible
In dealing w oh b.oth individual and intenstate complaints. the Commission
performs live specific tasks First, it screens all complaints to determine
whether they meo. the various legal re(,uirements prescribed by the Convention
for their adnussibility Second. it investigates and examines the complaints
that were ruled admomble Third. if the facts ascertained bv the Commission
reveal that a v iolat ion of the Con vention has taken place. the Commission
attempts to negotiate a fri,:ndly .ettlement of the disputc Fourth. if no
settlement is reached. th- Commission p-eparcs a report containing its findings
of fact and its legal conclusions Fifth. in certain ci.,es to be discussed below ,
thc Commission may ubmo the dispute tor fi nal adjudication to the European
Coun of Human ft ights
A dispuoe' that ha., not been ,ett led amicably by the Commission must be
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decidcd either by the European Court of Human Rights or by the Comnuttee of
Ministers of the Council of Europe The decisions of either of these t)odies are
final and legally binding on the States Parties to the dispute
The Court consists of 18 judges
It has jurisdiction to decide only those

cases that involve states which have recognized the jurisdiction of the
Court To date 14 out of the 18 States Parties to the Convention have done so,
only Cyprus, Greece, Malta and Turkey have not recogniled the jurisdiction of
the Court A dispute involving the remaining 14 states may be referred to the
Court either by one of these states or by the Commission Ind:viduak do not.
however, have the nght to appeal their case directly to the Court, they have to
go through tne Commission or another state
Cases that have not or cannot be appealed to the Court must be decided by the

Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe Unlike the Court and the
Commission, the Committee of Minis:ers is a political organ consisting of the
foreign ministers of the Member States of the Council of Europe While as a
matter of principle this is hardly a proper body to adjudicate violations of
human nghts, the Committee of Ministers has thus far nearly always accepted
the findings and recommendations of the Commission

C The Uniquenes.s of the Comentwn
The Convention I\ unique among existing international arrangements for the
protection of human rights in that it establishes en international procedure for
impartial quasi-judicial (the Commission) and judicial (the Court ) invc ugation
and adjudication of claims by individuals alleging violations of human rights
Moreover, despite the apphcable restrictions on the right of individuals to be
heard by the Conumssion and the Court, the Convention system has worked
surprisingly wen

-

The restrictions that the Convention imposes on indiv idual applications and

on the jurisdiction of the Court are explained by the fact that even the
democratic states of Western Europe were initially unwilling to conclude a
treaty giv mg 'tido, iduak an automatic right of appeal to an international
tribunal This reluctance to move t()c) rapidly in y ielding prerogatives of
national sovereignty explains. of course. why the right of private petition to the
Commission and the jurisdiction of the Court were made optional It is most
encouraging, however, that over the years such a significant majority Of these
state; has subsequently voluntarily recognized the right of private petition and
the jurisdiction of the Court
The Court and the Commi \Mon, altimugh initlally proceeding w ith considerable caution, have in the last decade ) igorously and effectoely discharged
their responsibilities The Court has on a number of occasnms found governn)ents guilty of violating the Convention and has ( -tiered then) to pay damages
,to the' indiv idual claimants these orders have been complied with in each
instance- Among These countries NAerc Austria, Belgium and thc United
Kingdom The Commission has also ncgaitiated friendly Nettlement\ w ith
70
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governments and obtained payments of compensation for wronged indiv,duals
More important in the long run is the fact that the Commission has been quite
successful in getting governments to res. Ise domestic laws that conflicted with
the Convention This has been done by Austria, Belgium. Federal Republic of

Germany. Norway and the United Kingdom
The pros is ions of the Convention arc treated as directly applicable rules of
law in many national courts of the Contracting States As a matter of fact, in
some countries, among them the Netherlands, Austria. Belgium and Luxembourg. the Conven non enjoys a higher normative rank than most laws. w hich
means that if there is a conflict between these laws and the Convention, the
courts have to enforce the Convention '
The most dramat ic setback suffered by the European Convention system was
the 1967 Greek military «mp which resulted in massive human rights s iolations
in that country Denmark, the Netherlands. Norway and Sweden immediately
instil uted proceedtngy be fore the Commission seek ing to compel the new Greek
regime to live up to that nation's obligation under the Convention For a while

Greece participated in the proceedings and cooperated with the Commission,
which was actually allowed to visit the country and examine w finesses But
once it became clear that the Commission would find the military regime in
violation of Greece 's obligation under the Convention, all cooperation ceased
When in 1969 the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe decided to

suspend Oreece from membership in the Council of Europe. that country

formally withdrew from the Council of Europe and from thc European
Convention The new Greek government, w hich took office after the militarY..
regime was overthrown, rejoined the Council of Europe in 1975 and reranfied
the Cons e nnon

All in all, howeser, the European Consennon of Human Rights is a highly
promising experunew that could serve as a model for other regions of the
world But it would be a mistake not to recognize that it has worked primarily
because it applies to countries has ing a long libertarian tradition, democratic
regimes and substantial elonomic social and political stability Few regions
of the world approy i mate Western Europe in this regard It may consequently
take quite a long time for a similar system to be' duplicated elsewhere

III. HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE INTER-AMERICAN SYSTEM
The inter-American system for the protection of human rights is by no means
as advanced or effective as that established under the European Convention of
Human Rights This should not surprise anyone familiar with the political

realities of the Western Hemisphere and the fact that Latin America in
particular seems to bc a s cry fertile breeding ground for left wing and right wing
dictatorships That an inter-Amencan system for the protection of human
rights actually exists within the framework of the Organization of American
States and that a can point to sonic achievements is consequently a significant
accom plish men t
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The Organization ot American States is a regional intergosernmental
organization w hose membership comprises most nations 19 the Western
Hemisphere, ncluding the U S hut not Canada The OAS Charter, as
constitution, w as drawn up in 1948 and estensisely res !Ned in 1967 The
present OAS Charter declares in Article 3u) that 'the American States
proc laim the fundamental rights of the indisidual w ahout distint. t ion as to
race, nationality creed or sex
The Charter lists the' Inter-Amencan
Commission on Human Rights as one of the organs of the OAS and declares
,

that its "principal function shall he to promote the obsersance and protection of
human rights and to sene .s a consultative organ of the organization in these
matters
(OAS Charter, Arts 112 and 51) Die Charter further pros ides that
the
present' Inte.--Amencan Commission on Human Rights shall discharge

these functions "until the inter-American convention On human right',
enters into force (OAS Charter, Art 1 12 ) Such a treaty was in fact draw n up
in 1969

It has not as yet entered into force because only oxotountnes --Costa

Rica and Columbia -- have thus far been willing to ratify it
The "present Inter-American Commission on Human Rights V. as established in I 960 as an

autonomous entity

of the OAS

Its structure and p()%k ers

were set out in as ''Statute or constitution w hich w as adopted by the OAS
Council The Statute established a sesen-mernber Commission, consisting of
''persons of high moral character and recognized competence in the field of
human rights
(Statute. Art 3) The function of the Commission was "to
promote respect for human rights
(Statute, Art I) These were defined as
the rights "set forth in the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of
Man

(Statute, Art 2)

The American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man was proclaimed
in 1948 by the Ninth Inter-Amencan Conference of American States That
conference also adopted the OAS Charter

But unlike the OAS Charter, w hich

was drawn up as a treaty to be ratified by the nations of the Western
Hemisphere'. the American Declaration was embodied in a non-binding
conference recommendation But sshen the OAS established the InterAmerican Commission of Human Rights in 1960 and charged a with the task of

promoting the human rights that the American Declaration proclaims, a
ushered in a process soherehy that instrument gradually acquired a legal status
within the OAS framework comparable to that enjoyed ss ithin the UN system
by the Um sersal Declaration
1 Today the American Declaration is deemed to
I

define the nghts that the American States proclaim in Article 3(j) of the OAS
Charter as the "fundamental rights of the individual
The nghts prok.laimed in the American Declaration do not differ sigmfican tiv
from those found in the Urns ersal Declaration How es er, unlike the latter
instrument, the American Dec lam ion also c ontai ns a catalog of dunes that each

indis idual is under an obligation to discharge
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Ic males 01 du' Inter-Amera an ( ennm Iss Ion on Human
kmice its establishment in 1960 the Inter-AmeriLan Commission on Haman
Rights has been gradually transformed from an organ ostensibly charged only
v\ith the task of preparing studies imd promotional materials to an institution
that has successfully asserted the power to investigate charges of human ri.,:hts
iolatums by various Vilerican republics In some instances. the Commission
has been quite el lectiv e in deterring or putting an end to such violations Not
u rpr s ng
it has also faded in other cases
The Commission discharges its f unctions through country studies, on-thcnl:NNIOnN, and by acting On Individual complaints
spot
/

ounin Studle and Visiting

,411,50no

The Commission undertakes so called country studies w henever it way ludes . as a result of reports received by it, that large-scale violations ot human

rights max be occurring in an American republic

In

these cases,

the

Commission embarks upori an investigation of the facts, it hears w 'messes,
receives depositions and seeks explanations and remedial measures from the
government involved Brazil. Cuba, Hain and the Dominican Republic,
among others, have been the subject of such country studies
In conjunction with its countr's studies, the Commission often attempts to
obtain perrIllssIMI from the- state- involved to visit the country Some states,
notably Braid. Cuba and Hain, have not aflowed the Commission to enter.
others
example

Chile, the Dominican Republic. Honduras and El Salvador. for

have admitted the Commission to investigate charges of violation
of human rtghts
The Commission can also be' Inv ited by a government or the OAS to dispatch

visiting missions to certain countries to carry cut on-the-spot investigations
Some' of these missions have- proved to be extremely. effective For example,
during the 1965 civil w ar in the Dominican Republic, the Commission. at the
in vitatiOn of both side, to the conflict, dispatched a visiting mission to that
muntry While in the Dominican Republic, the Commission was able to save
many Ii yes, it obtained the release of hundreds of prisoner\ being held by both
sides, and in numerous other ways prov ided valuable humanitarian assistance
As a result of its impressive performance the Commission was subsequently
invited to super% ise the' elections in the Dominican Republic
During the
1969-70 hostilities between Honduras and El Salvador the Commission carried
out on-the spot investigations ,n the v ar Ione Here' too it was able to
discharge important humanitarian tunctions and contributed to reduction in
the overall level of violence
When the Allende-government was overthrown in Chile in the fall of 1971.
the Commission began to receive numerous communications charging the-new
military regime vk ith large scale' v iolations of human rights The Commisston
thereupon began an invc,tigation of these charges and requested Chile's
permission to send a visiting mission to that country The CommIssion was
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e,entually allowed to enter Chile in the summer of 1974 Based on its
mestigation 01 conditions in Chile, the Commis,ion concluded that the
military regime Was guilty of massive s iolations of human nghts and
published an extenske report documenting these charge,
The findings of
the Commission and Chile's failure to take the remedial measures that the
Commission proposed were subsequently cited by the U S Congress to justif

cutting off military aid to Chile
2

Inditidual Complaints

Until 1965 the Comnussion lacked a legal mandate to at on pennons by
indo idual, charging ,iolation, ot human rights In that year, after persistent
lobbying by the Commission, it was authorized to deal with indoodual
commum,:ations alleging ,wlations of Articles I-1V, XVIII. XXV, and XXVI

of the American Declaration uf the Rights and Duties of Man These
prov kions guarantee the rights to life, liberty, and personal security (Art I)
equality before the law (Art II). freedom of religion (Art III), freedom of
expression (Art IV), a fair trial (Art XVIII); freedom from arbitrary arrest

(Art XXV). and due' process of law (Art XXVI)
Since it was first empowered to deal w ith pmate communicatio -is, :he
Commksion has recei,ed approximately 50 to I(X) petitions annually that
alleged large-scale denial, of human rights as well as mdkidual siolations In
dealing w ith these petition., the Commission attempt, to ascertain
facts in
the ease by calling on the gowmments and individuals in, ()Red to pro, ide
hateer e,idence the Commission requests Under its rules of procedure, the
Commission has the power to presume the truth of an indo, idual's allegations
henever the accused government fails within a period of 180 days to supply
the information that the Commmion has requested from it If the Commksion
dett-rmines that a go,emment has in fact committed a ,iolation of human rights,
it addresses its findings to that government together ss ith its recommendations
regarding appropriate remedial measure,
Implementotion and Life( tiveneSs of Commission Decisions
ihe Cimimission has at it, dkposal only two method, to obtain go,ernmental

compliance w ith its deci,ions 1, may transmit it, finding, to the principal
political Organs of the OAS (the OAS Council and General Assembly) and it
may publi,h its report, anc' finding. Although the political organs af the OAS
haw the power to impose ,anou, ,anc non, again,i non-comply mg Member
States. th.!y haw thus far failed to make J sumo, effort to ,upport the
Commi,sion It remain, to be seen v hether the recent U S deci,ion to pre.,
the,c txxlie, for a formal dkc us,ion of the Commission's reports, which!, an
important step forward, will re,ult in a change of policy on the part of these
OAS organ, '
A. far as the publication ot the Coninns,ion s finding, are concerned, it 1,
difficult to ,ay what effcct the threat of thi, action has on ,ariou, go, ernment.
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Governments often go to great lengths to prevent the publication of these
reports, once they are pubhshed, expegso e press campaigns are sometimes
mounted to ref ute the charges This would suggest that at least some
governments iess the publication of an adverse Commis,ion report as a serious
matter The threat of publication may in certain cases therefore deter future
violations or improve over-all conditions in a country One possible explaantion may be that the Commission's status immunizes it against the charge that
its findings are propaganda, \khich lac Whites efforts to mobilize domestic and
international public opinion against a government's activities lt is quite cicar,
hoswver, that the Commission needs the strong support of the political organs
of the OAS in order to haw a significant and lasting impact on conditions in the
Western Hennsphere

IV. THE UN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
A

The TN Human Righh S\vem
It is of ten not realized that the UN Charter itself provides the legal foundation

upon which a umwrsal system for the protection of human rights can he
hulk That it is still in a prinutoe stage is not due to the ab,ence of an adequate
legal basis or mstitutional framew ork needeu for the establishment of such a
system What has been lacking is the s illingness of uN Memtxr States to
pernut this system to exist and grow
The needed law , as we hae seen in the receding chapter, is to he found in
the human rights prim, isions ot the UN Charter and the human rights

instruments that haw been adopted under the Charter Die basis for an
institutional framework is proy ided by Article 68 ot the UN Charter, \k hR h
mandates the e,tahhshment of a commission "for the promotion of human
rights
The l. N Commission of Human Rights has in the past few years do eloped a
rudimentary sy tein for dealing w ith human rights y rotations Although only

the.e (lec elopments ccli he analy zed in the pages that follow it should he
remembered that all UN organs, including in particular the General Assembly ,
Security Councd, Pconotnic and Social Council, Commissior on the Status 01
Women 1 rusteeship Council and Secretariat, deal kk ith human rights matters
They may be c tewed as «nuponents of a single UN system for the protection 01
human rights ihis system also embraces the- institutions established under
Yarious t N human rights instruments, notably under the Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights and the Racial Com ennon
7he

( onnnomum on Human Righis

The I- o-si /loom !cam

he UN Commission on Human Rights was established in
subsidiary organ ot the

I.

194(

Fc onomic and Sot al Council I ECOSOC)

membership has been pemmodicalI

as a
Its

vu rea.ed to keep up \1/4 ith the expansion of

the UN and it now consists of 12 representato es Although it had been
original] x hoped that the Commission members would serve in their mdis idual
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capac ities, thc states represented in I COS(X' !timid this proposal UrhiLceptahle
and determined that the ( onimission bc composed ot goserlimeni delegates
The mdiv iduals who serN+e on the Commission [Oust as a result %oh: .nid ac t in
accordance %kith the eistruc non', of their gosernments rather than as impartial
human rights e s pens
Under ,A formula adopted hy I COSOC, the Commission currently consists of
government representatiscs from the follow ing geographic regions eight
members t rom African states, six from Asian states, soc from Latin American

states, eight from Western European and other states, and four from the
socialist states of Eastern Europe The U S and Canada are included in the
"Western European and other states' group

The terms of reference of the Commission, as originally approsed by
ECOS(X', read as follow s
-I he N. ork of the Commission shall he directed towards submitting proposals, recommendations and reports to the Council I ECOSOCI regarding

(a) an international bill of rights.
It)) international declarations or consentions on cis II liberties, the status

if: women; freedom of intommtion and similar matters,
fc I the protection of minorities,
nil the pre sent ion of disc rim inat ion on grounds of race , se,c, language or

religion,
(e) any other matter concerning human rights not covered by items (a),
(b), (c) and (il`,
This language, particularly subparagraph (e), was suffkiently broad to permit

the Commission to submit :o ECOSOC reports dealing V.Ith violations of
human rights But the Commission chose not to avail itself of this opportunity
Instead; it decided at its first session m 1947 that it lacked the power to act on
complaints charging violations of human rights ECOSOC ruled on this issue
in Resolution 75(V1 of August 5, 1947 by "approving the Commission's
cimclusion that it has no power to take any action in regard to any complaints

Resolution 75(V) was formally reaffirmed by
concerning human rights
ECOSOC Resolution 728I. (XXVII) of July 30, 1959
Until this policy w as resersed a few years ago, the Commission proceeded on
the assumptum that it lacked the power to discuss any of the 20,000 to 30,(X)0

complaints charging siolations of human rights and pleas for help that are
received annual'', hy the UN Instead, the Commission desoted most of its
energies to drafting the Universal Declaration; the Covenants and other human

rights instruments, and to reviewing the reports and studies of its SubCommi,sion on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities
While the Commission was performing these functions, numerous largescale siolations of human lights were being committed in many parts of the
world From time to time some of these events would arouse public opinion
suffic tentl, to prompt one or more governments to complain to the UN General
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or ,,ecorii ( (Athol Among the complaints dealt v. oh in this
manner wore the polic les of racial disc r inunat ion and apartheul being prac t iced
in south \ Inc a and Rhodesia So ict slase labor camps, and the s iolanons
human r i g h t s that (lc curred

in

I 'bet

colonial territorres, and during major

ietnam, iiungar\ in
and military conflicts

'south

s aru)11.

Whether or not one belies es that the as ti(ms ol the UN General \ sseruhls and
Seyunry Comic il had a beneficial effect in any of these cases, it is L ear that thes

had important legal consequences

I I le oef IlL reasing number of human

rights debates in and resolutions (il the General Assembly and Se. ut
()uric if
ref uted the claim that human rights were ss Ohm the domestic junsdic ;ion of the

UN Member States and consequently could not he dealt ss ith by the IN
I his ss as the %cry claim, of Loilise, that had been consistently msoked in the
L'S Human Rights Commission to deny it the lxmer to deal v( ith human rights
s a matter of lass this position became less and less tenable the
siolations
more human rights complaints vsere discussed and soled on by the General
Nssembly and Security Council I of if domestic Jurisdiction c laMis did not
present the General Assembly and Security Council f rom dealing ss oh these
human rights notations. they could not provide a s (did basis for barring the
Human Rights Commission f rom dealing ss ith the same siolations In ans
event, the domestic jurisdiction defense always lacked legal substance vs hen
ins oLd by a government that en&aged in large-scale siolahons of human rights
because such a government ss as M default of its international obligation to
promote universal respect for, and obserNance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms
(UN Charter, Arts 55 & 56 1
The ssnllingness of the
General AssemblY and Security Council to deal %kith these cases merely
confirmed the s less that the domestic. Jurisdiction clause of the UN Chaner Jiu
not require the Commission to remain machse Interestingly enough, as early
as 1949, the UN Secretary -General submitted a memorandum of law to the
Commission demonstrating that the Commission had the power to deal w ith
human fights coMplaints But many of the states represented on the Commis
slot), including the Sos let Union and the- United States, vsere opposed to the
assuMption of that power by the Commission

The mvolsement of the General Assembly and Security Council ss ith human
rights !natters has intensified in thd last fifteen years In the years following the
Noe lamanon of the' Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countmn and Peoples, v., hid) vsas adopted by' the General Assembly in
1960,
ence'

' many new countries, particularly in Africa, gained their independThey' began to put increasing pressure on the UN to play a more active

role' in combatting the policies of racial discrimination and apartheid being
prac t iced by white regimes in southern Africa One of the consequences of this
effort which has also lead to numerous other UN anti-apartheid measures.
\xas an extensise reassessment of the passers of the UN Commission of Human

Rights that began in the micl- I 960's '" Some of us results are described
beloys
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C Prmedures for Dealtng wsth Cross Violations of Human Rights

In Resolution 2144A( XXI) of October 26, 1966, the General Assembly
invited "the Economic and Social Council dnd the Commission on Human
Rights to give urgent consideration to ways and means of improving the
capacity of the United Nations to put a stop to violations of human rights
wherever they may occur This resolution was followed by ECOSOC
Resolution 1235 (XEA) of June 6, 1967 It reversed the Council's longstanding policy that the Commission lacked power to deal w ith human rights
complaints The resolution authorized the Commission to
make a thorough study of situations which reveal a consistent pattern of
violations of human rights, as exemplified by the policy of apartheid as
practiced in the Republic of South Africa
land] racial discnmination as
practiced notably in Southern Rhodesia, and report, with recommendations
thereon,- to the Economic and Social Council
The resolution specified that this study was to be undertaken by the Commission and its Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection
of Minorities, following an examination of "communications' receised by the
UN that revealed "gross violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms,
as exemplified by the policy of apartheid
and racial discrimination'
practiced in southern Africa
There followed three years of inconclusive squabbling between the Human
Rights Commission and the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination
and Protection of Minorities (The latter body, although a subsidiary organ of
the Commission , is composed of twenty-six experts who serve in their personal
capacity and, unlike the members of the Commission, are not government
representatives ) The disagreement between these two bodies related to thc

interpretation of ECOSOC Resolution 1235 (Mil) A majority of the SubCommission construed it to apply to all "gross violations of human rights"
wherever occurnng Various Afro-Asian states represented in the Commission,
w ith the support of Soviet-bloc nations, sought to limit the application of the
resolution to aparthetd and racial discrimination in southern Africa, enabling
them to condern white racism without taking comparable action against other
gross violations of human rights

The next important development came in 1970 when the Economic and
Social Council adopted Resolution 1503 (XLVIII) It is worded in a less
ambiguous manner than the 1967 resolution and seems to support the
proposition that the Commr,sion has the power to deal with any gross violations

of )iuman rights wherever committed and whoever the victims What is even
more important, the resohition establishes an institutional framework and
procedures for dealing with such violations Thus, almost twenty-five years
after it was created, the UN Commission on Human Rights was finally
authorized to do what it should have been doing all along
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Pro( edure for Deo I.11,(;

I

ith Communi«ition,

1VOSOC Resolution 1501 establishes a multi-stage procedure for dealing

w ith complaints by indis 'duals and non gosernrnental orgamiamms that
a ppc,. r to reseal a consistent pattern of gross arid reliably attested s iolat ions of

human rights and fundamental freedom.
The procedure consists ot a
preliminary screening by a fis e- member wanking group of the SohCommission on Presention of Disc nnimation and Protection of Minorities Its
function is to refer to the Sub-( onmussion only those communications that
res cal a consistent pattern of gross and rehably attested s iolations it huni4n
rights The Sub-Commission resie \As these finding. and determines ss het her
aoy of the cases should he referred to the Commission 'Die' Commission, in
turn, is empowered to undertake 1 thorough study of the situation or to order
estigehon by an rui hoi committee follow ed, in either csent, hs a
an
report to LCOSOC
Resolution 1501 does not tell the Commission w hen to undertake a study or
to order an ins estigation It does pros ide , how e ser, that an investigation may
not be instituted w ithout the permission of the state to be investigated Since

this permission w ill be granted only rarely, it would appear that not many
investigations w ill be earned out pursuant to the' pros isions of Resolution
1501 But the Commission does not need permission to undertake a thorough
study of a situation that appears to reseal a consistent pattern of gross and
rehahls attested s iolations of human rights This then is the route that the
Commission w ii hase to follow in order to implement Resolution 1503
2

.ippfsing the New Pro«qure

A year alter ECOSOC passed Resolution 1501, the Sub-Commission on
Pres ennon of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities adopted detailed
rules of procedure for the submission and disposition of communications that
appear to reveal ,1 consistent pattern of gross siolations of human rights
These procedures were applicd for the first time in 1972, when a working group
of the Sub-Commission screened more than 20,(X)0 individual complaints and
refen-ed sonic; of them to the Sub-Commission for further action
At tss 0

subsequent sessions, the Sub-Commission reviewed these cases and the
comments it had solicited f rom the gos ern rnents insolsed

Finally , in 974 it

relerred some' of them to the Commission 2
Despac this action by the Sub-Commission, the Commission has thus tar not
proceeded against any state under the procedures pros ided for in Resolution
1503 Instead, it has in the past few years adopted various resolutions
condemning the practices of sonic countries, notably South Africa, Portugal,
Rhodesia, Israel and Chile But in doing so, the Commission has studiously
asmded invoking the Resolution 1503 procedures and has relied instead on the
earlier ECOSOC and General Assembly resolutions In 1975, howeser, the
Commission did decide to establish a working group to review the findings of
the Sub-Commission prior to each session of the Commission and to propose
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how they should be dealt with '' It is to be hoped that this step will make it
easier tor the Commission to undertake a serious and orderly rev less of the
findings of the Sub-Commission, this has not been done thus far
It is obs tous to all who have followed the work of the Commission over the
years that many gos crime nts represented in that body and in the UN generally
do not kmk w oh favor on the Resolution 1503 system, precisely because it
enables indis [duals to bring conditions in these countries to the attention of the
UN ' They has e therefore surrounded the system with numerous procedural
1

obstacles and legal pitfalls, all designed to protect gos ernmental interests and to

effectively impede the ability of indis iduals and private groups to enforce
goy ernmental respect for human rights ' '' Among these obstacles is the rule of
wLreLy, , w hich excludes indis 'duals and their lawyers from participation in any
of the proceedings before the Sub-Commission and Commission, and generally
keeps them in the dark about all developments in the case

All this notw ithstanding however, as the Secretary-General of the International Commission of Jurists has correctly obsersed, "the advantage of the
Resolution 1503 procedure is that it is the only procedure, universal in its
application, for considering complaints by individual victims and by interested
non-governmental organiLattons concerning violations of human rights It is a
1 There is also some
tender plant, w ich rt.eds careful nourishment
evidence to suggest 0 at the mere possibility of Commission action may have
benefit. ial results For ocample, a few days be fore the Sub Commission was to
k)ok into a large number of complaints against the Greek military regime in
1973, Greece proclaimed an amnesty releasing many of the imlitical prisoners
who had filed the complaints This action seemed to be designed to strengthen
the argument of the military regime that the case should be dismissed " If the
Resolution 1503 system can have these and similar consequences; it certain] y is

worth preserving and developing

V. CONCLUSION
Depending upon one's perspective, a partially filled glass of water is either
It is not much different when one attempts to assess
existing international systems for the protection of human rights On the one
hand, it is readily apparent that we are dealing with relatively weak institutions
lacking the power to compel uncooperative governments to respect human
rights It is also clear that many more such systems arc .equired to start the
work that needs to be oone On the other hand, the very fact that the systems
described in this chapter exist and that they can point to sthre successes is an
important achievement Their existence testifies to the gradual, albeit slow and
often grudging, recogni:ion by governments that the international community
has a legitimate Interest in the manner in which governments treat human
beings and in preventing governmental abuses that conflict with international
norms
Many governments arc still unwilling, of course, to accept the legitimacy of

half full or half empty
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III

this international concern or to subject themsel es to international controls
And the governments which submit to such controls are often the ones that are
least likely to engage in serious violations of human rights, and vf«,

tena These are phenomena that should surprise no one
But international institutions for the protection of human rights are beginning
to be established and at times acquire considerable political leverage that et en
unsympathetic governments do not always find easy to disregard The reasons

are obvious

Governments are subject to many conflicting pressures In

today's world no government is immune to change nor free of the restraints that
domestic and international political and economic realities impose Specific

governmental conduct is determined by the interaction of divergent policy
considerations and by attempts, t>oth conscious and unconscious, io reconcile
conflicting and changing but by no means always clearly understood military,
political and economic as well as personal interests and needs The resultant

unpredictability of modem international relations plays havoc with the ability
of governments to adhere with any degree of consistency to the policies they set
for themselves It is therefore not uncommon for governments to find
themselves compelled to adopt a policy on a specific issue that they would like
to oppose but are forced to follow in order to achieve some other or new objective Since international protection of human nghts is rapidly emerging as a

political issue of enormous moral force, many governments opposed to the
whole idea may for a variety of foreign policy reasons feel compelled to go
along with it The interaction of forces that brol_ght about the adoption of UN
procedures for dealing with gross violations of human nghts illustrates this
point

The process by which the international community develops international
norms and institutions has always been slow and cumbersome To expect that
governments will overnight agree to the establishment of effective international
institutions for the protection of human nghts is unrealistic All government
fears and opposes restraints on its freedom of action, whether it be internal or
external A typical local example is provided in the by no means successful
efforts to establish civilian police review boards in N. anous U S cities All one
can hope for and expect is a process which starts with the establishment of basic

norms and institutions that art gradually refined and strengthened The
importance of the existence of the European Convention of Human Rights and

of the inter-Amencan systems therefore trancends their geographic reach
Their existence legitimates the principle of international human nghts controls
and makes it easier to promote the establishment of comparable institutions in
other geographic regions and other international organizations
It would be a mistake to assume, however; that even the most sophisticated

international controls can put an end to all violations of human nghts Many
of the most serious violations of human nghts have their roots in political,
economic and social problems that cannot be legislated away They can be
resolved, if at all, through national and international efforts that will require
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substantial economiL resourLes, a great deal of pat len Le and understanding, as

w ell as wise and irnagmatise sutesmanship Americans familiar with the
problems being emountered in the implementation of the ,w_hool desegregation
decision of the 1: S Supreme Court in Bnnt n thmrd of Edu«mon shouki not
find it diffkult to understand that legislation and judicial deLrees are often onl)
the first steps on a long and arduous road towards the peaLeful resolution ot
complex ,,OCI eta! problems

-
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Chapter Four: FOOTNOTES

The ILO has developed a complex human nghts system involving judicial. quasijudicial and concihation techniques Space hmitations prevent us from dealing with this
1

subject

The reader may accordingly want to consult the authonties dealing with this subject. they

are cited in Chapter III, footnote 25
The Yearbooks arc edited by the Directorate of Human Rights of the Council of Europe and
2
published by Martmus Nuhoff, Publishers. The Hague, The Netherlands
3

On thc Council of Europe generally, see A H Robertson, The Council of Europe

(Manchester Univ Press 2d cd 1%1), A H Robertson, European Institutions

Integration. Unification (London Stevens & Sons, 3d al

Co-Operation,

1971)

Two most recent books in English on the European Convention are F Castberg, The
European Convention on Human Rights. (ed by T Opshal & T Ouchterlony) (Dobbs Ferry,
N Y Occana Publications, Inc , 1974), F Jacobs, The European Coiwention on Human Rights
(Oxford Clarendon Press, 1975)
4

For these text., sec L Sohn & T Buergenthal, Basic Documents on International
Protection of Human Rights, p 125 (1973)
5

6
For a report of one such case, which resulted In ajudgmcni in favor of a U S serviceman
stationed in Germany. see L Sohn & T Bucrgenthal, International Protection of Human Rights,
p 1259 (1973)
7

Thc size of the Court is equal to the number of statcs that are nimbus of the Council of

Europe

For a useful survey of thc activities of the Convention Institutions, sce the penodic reports
published by the Council of Europe. entitled StocA-Taking on the European Convention on Human
Rights- A Periodic Note on Ole Concrete Results Achieved under the Convention Up-to-date
8

versions of this note are availabk free of charge from thc Council of Europe, Strasbourg.
France See also A H Robertson, Human Rights in she World, pp 5179 (1972) Many of the
decisions of the European Commission and Court of Human Rights as well as important judgments
of national courts deal ing with the Convention arc reproduced in Sohn & Buergenthal supra note 6.

at pp 9991265
On this subject generally, M Ball, "ksues for the Amencas Non-Intervention versus
9
Human Rights and the Preservation of Democratic Institutions,'" International Organizations vol
15 , p 21, (1961). sec A P Schreiber, The Inter-Amerscan Commission on Human Rights (Leyden

A. W Siphoff, 1970)
Ekvcri ratifications are needed to bnng the Amencan Convention on Human Rights into
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CHAPTER FIVE

The United States and
International Human Rights

Ii

I. INTRODUCTION
By ratifying the UN Charter the United States assumed important international human rights obligations These obligations, as we noted in Chapter
III, were clarified and expanded by the adoption of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and the normative status it has gradually acquired The U S has
also assumed international human rights obligations by becoming a party to the

OAS Charter whose human rights provisions hase undergone a similar
transformation through the adoption and application of the Amencan Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man The U S has not, howeser, ratified any
major international human nghts treaty It is not a party, , for example, to the

Genocide Convention, the International Cosenants on Human Rights, the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, or the
UNESCO Consention against Discrimination in Education Among the few
human rights agreements that the U S has ratified are a convention for the
suppression 01 slavery and one on the treatment of refugees * The U S is also

a party to the 1949 Geneva Conventions on the Law of War and related
international humanitarian arrangements applicable in war time
It would be a mistake to assume, however, that the failure of the U S to
ratify major international human rights treaties proves that the U S violates the
rights they guarantee By the same token,, it does not necessarily foll s that all
the states part ies to these treat ieslis e up to their obligations thereunder This is
not to say that no useful purpose would be sersed by U S ratification of these

instruments, nor that their ratification by some states that do not beliese in
human rights is necessanly a meaningless gesture The matter is More
complicated

This chapter will therefore explore the reasons why the U S has thus far
failed to ratify any major international human rights treaty the c msc4ucnces of
this neglect, and the changes that U S policies relating to international human
rights are currently undergoing
In I 976

hen this h4,0k v. a,. alreath in press the 1 S het. ame J parR to ihc
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Comrention on

H. THE POST-WORLD WAR H DECADES
The U S is among a small number of countries that deserves most of the
credit for bringing about the inclusion of human nghts pros isions in the UN
Chaner and the adoption of the Univerval Declaration of Human Rights Moreover, there are not many nations in the world whose domestic systems for the
protection of human rights are as well developed as that of the U S At the
same time, very few countries have a worse record than does the U S w hen it

conies to the ratification of international human rights instruments
U S foreign policy relating to international protection of human rights can
be described as a bundle of contradictions dictated by sometimes
irreconcilable domestic and intemational policy considerations The U S
entered the Second World War committed to fight for "a world founded upon

best

four essential freedoms,' identified hy President Franklin D Rooseselt on his
famous 1941 "Four Freedoms message to the' U S Congress) as freedom of

speech, freedom of religion, freedom from want, and freedom from fear
Although the U S remained for sonic time
everywhere in the world
thereafter a strong adsocate of international human rights, its attitude on the
implementation of this policy began to change gradually in the late 1940's '

A Human Right, 1 reune
Although in the early 1940's the U S Depanment of State began to promote
a future world organization to he established b.) a treaty which would contain an
international bill of rights, this idea was no longer seriously pursued at the time
the UN Charter ,Atis being drafted at San Francisco For one thing, the Soviet

Unam and the United K ingdorn w ere opposed to such treaty obligation% s
Moreover, the Sos let Union would not agree to any intenianonal codification
of human rights that did not include economic, social and cultural rights The

proposition that indisiduals had "rights to economic, social or cultural
benefits was opposed by many Americans in the late 1940's and 1950's as

"socialist' dot trine which, as a consequence, the State Depanment could not
readily ads (Kate
It must also he remembered that in the late 1940s and 1950's stron
opposition deeloped in the S Congress to those international human rights
efforts that would insolse treaty or other International law obligations for the
U S To understand this Congressional opposition to the assumption by the
S of international human rights obligation, it is necessary to recall that until
the 1960's sery little significant progress had been made in doing away ss ith
racial discrimination in the U S This was the period before B-own I Board of
t.diu alum, when the doctrine of separate but equal education was still the
law of the land, this was the period of state poll tax and anti-miscegenation

laws, of restnctise comenants and numerous other state laws that perpetuated
racial as well as sanous other forms of discrimination in the U S , this was the

period before federal legislation and judicial decrees had outlawed de jure
racial discrimination in the U S This was also the period when a coalition of
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inch v duals believing in states' lights and i epresentatives f rom the "Deep
South held sufficient power in the Congress to prevent the adoption of strong
federal c vii rights legislation

Some civil rights ,idvoeates consequently began to search for other legal
methods that would serve the same purpose as federal legislation One

solution, obviously , was action by the coons, both state and federal, to give
the Fourteenth Amendment and related pros isions of tne U S
Constitution The other solution, w h,ch for a w hile seemed more promising
because of prior adverse judicial precedents relating to the Fourteenth Amend
ment was the UN Charter or the so-called "treaty route

effect to

ro understand the reasoning behind the second approach, the reader needs to
know that under the U S Constitution federal laws and treaties have the same
normative rank This means that whenevei there is a conflict bow een a federal
statute and a treaty which the U S h ratified, American courts, whether state
or federal, must apply the one that entered into force last Moreover, since the
supremacy clause- of the U S Constitution provides that the Constitution,
federal laws and treaties shall be the supreme law of the land,- duly ratified
treaties concluded by the U S supersede all prior and later state laws There
are two exceptions to these mks The firm IS that American courts will not give
effect to a treaty whose provisions violate the U S Constitution The second
exception is that a treaty Will only supersede state laws and prior federal statutes
if the treaty is self-executing in character A self-executing treaty IS one whose
provisions are sufficiently unambiguous to allow American court s to give legal
effect to them without awaiting federal implementing legislation

lt follows that a self-executing treaty which is not unconstitutional can, as a
matter of law , accomplish the same results as a federal statute Civil nghts
advoeates in the late 1940 s consequently believed that they could achieve
some of their goals through U S ratification of international human rT! ^5
treaties Since the U S had ratified the UN Charter and since it contains a
non-disc rmu nation clause, a did not take American lawyers very long to invoke
the UN Charter to challenge discriminatory legislation As a matter of fact,
U S Supreme Court Justices Black and Murphy were among the first to rely on

this theory, cuing Article, 55 and 56 of the UN Charter in their separate
concurnng opinions in a 1918 Lase that Involved discriminatory state legislation
In that case Justice Hack fx)inted out that "we have recently pledged
ourselves to cooperation with the United Nations 'to promote
universal
respect for, and observance or, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all
without distinction as to race, sex. language, or religion How can this nation,- he asked, "be faithful to this international pledge if state laws which bar
land ownership and occupancy by aliens on account of race arc permitted to be

enforced'''.
These arguments received national attention in 1950 when an intermediate
California state court rendered its decision in Set Fujn v. California The
court invalidated the California Alien Land Law on thc ground that it conflicted
88
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w ith the UN Charter and the Cmsersal Declaration ot Hurmin Rights fhe
potential _onsequemes ot this dec ision were readily apparent to American
Bricker of ()filo, among others, to warn
on the Senate floor that if thc / itpt case should eventually be affirmed by the
t ,nited States Supreme Court, or .t the principle _announced therein should be
sustained, literally thousands ot federal and state lass S w ill automatically he
Senator Brickerconsequently argued that "something must be done
law yers and prompted Senator V%

to

prevent manes from has mg such tar-reaching and unintended con-

sequences

When the State of California appealed the Set I apt case to the California
Supreme Court that court held in 1952 that the challenged California law
Constitution and was conseRdated the Fourteenth Anumdment of the U
quently ins alid But this court also ruled that the lower court s reliance on the

human rights pros isions of the UN Charter was in error because these
provisions were non-self-executing and therefore could not invalidate any
otherwise applicable law
The State of California never appealed this case to
the I S Supreme Court and so the holding of the California Supreme Court
regarding the UN Charter went unchallenged It is worth noting that ihe U S
Supreme Court has yet to rule on this point, in those cases that might have
pre sented this issue the Supteme Court has thus far preferred to rest its decisions
on the Fourteenth Amendment And once the Fourteenth Amendment became

an effective weapon to sink, down discriminatory legislation, American civil
rights advocates no longer felt any need to rely on the hunun rights provisions
of the UN Charter
But the opinion of the lower court in the Set hot case had alerted many
Congressmen to the fact that treaties might be used to effect domestic reforms
Moreover, since the treaty-making power had not been extensively interpreted
hy the U S Supreme Court, there was considerable disagreement, conf usion
and fear among American lawyers about the uses to which it might be put The
fears were kindled by partisian political charges that secret treaties, in the form

of so-called executive agreements, had been entered into by Presidents
Roosevelt and Truman at Yalta and Potsdam, giving the Soviet Utfion a fire
hand in Eastern Europe This supposed "sell out" was attributed to the misuse
of the executive agreement technique which enables the President in certain
circumstances to assume international obligations by means of executive
agreements without the advice and consent of the Senate or legislative au thorQat ion from both Houses of Congress While these charges were being voiced,
the UN had already adopted the Genocide Convention (1948) and the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights (1948) The UN seemea also to be making
consideraNc progress in drafting the Covenants on Human Rights, envisaged
as a comprehensive international human rights treaty, whose ratification by the
U S, might have had far-reaching domestic legal consequences

Citing all of these developments and what he conceived to be the real and
potential threats of the treaty-making power Senator Bncker in 1952 intro89
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duced a proposed amendment to the U S Constitution, sp,,,nsored by him and
This action ushered in the so-called "Bricker
58 other U S Senators

Amendment debate which did not die down until the late 1950's The
proposed amendment went through a variety of different versions
But one
of the expressed aims of all the drafts was to ensure that no treaty could become
U f, law, , even if it received the required advice and consent of the Senate,.

unless both Houses of Congress had also enacted a statute authonzing its
domestic application If adopted; the "Bricker Amendment would have
ensured, among other thikgs, that no international human nghts treaty
concluded by the U S could ovemde inconsistent state or federal laws unless
an Act of Congress so provided
it ultimately failed by
To obtain the defeat of the "Bricker Amendment'
one vote to receive the approval of the Senate
the Eisenhower Administration gave assurances to the Legislative Branch that the U S did not intend
to become a party to the proposed UN Covenants on Human Rights and other
international human rights instruments = This position 1k as also formally
communicated to the UN

President Kennedy, followed by Presidents Johnson, Nixon and Ford,
reversed the policy of the Eisenhower Administration and urged U S adherence to international human nghts conventions Little progress has been made
thus far; for the U S ratified only a very small number of such treaties after this
policy change Constitutional objections continue to be voiced by some
American opponents of these treaties They argue that the treaty power may be
used only to regulate matters of international concern and that human nghts are
not properly marten of international concern Most American constitutional

lawyers reject this view a3 applied to human rights '1 The President's
Commission for the Observance of Human Rights Year 1968 addressed this
issue as follows

It may seem almost ar.achronistic that this question continues to be
raised It is nearly a quarter of a century since this country used the treaty
power to become a party to the U N Charter one of whose basic purposes is

the promotion of human nghts for all The list of parties to the various
human nghts treaties proposed by the t I N has become longer each year In
each of the last 2 years the U S Senate has approved a human nghts treaty
without a single dissenting vote In December 1968 thc ChiefJustice of the
United States noted that "We as a nation should have been the first to ratify
the Genocide Convention and the Race Discnmi nation Convention
And
yet the suggestion persists that this Nation is constitutionally impotent to do

what we and the rest of the world have, in fact, been doing Is
It is true, of course, that vanous provisions of a human nghts treaty may raise

constitutional issues This is the case, for example, with regard to some
clauses of the Racial Convention which appear to prohibit the dissemination of
racist ideas

Such a prohibition violates the freedom of speech guarantee of the

First Amendment of the Constitution The U S would accordingly have to
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ratify the Convention with an appropnate reservation, this is what some other
countnes have in fact done and which we should do whenever a treaty provision
presents a possible constitutional issue Obviously, the U S neither can nor
should ratify a treaty that conflicts with any constitutional guarantee unless the
conflict can be satisfactonly resolved by a reservation to the treaty This very
sound approach was adopted, for example, by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee when II recommended U S ratification of the Genocide Convention ' b It is interesting to note, in this connection, that the Amencan Bar
Association, which had sInce 1949 opposed U S ratification of the Genocide
Convention, reversed itself in February 1976 and now supports U.S ratification with appropriate reservations
In the past two decades federal legislation and judictai decisions brought
about most, if not all, of the domestic legal reforms that vanous civil rights
advocates in the late 1940's and early 1950's hoped to achieve through
international human rights treaties This would suggest that the individuals
who in the past opposed U S ratification of such treaties fur the very reasons
that the civil nghts advocates supported them have little to lose if they are
rat i lied
II

Human Rights Policies
During the first fifteen year, of its existence, the UN engaged in two

principal human nghts activities The first consisted of the development of
international human rights norms through human rights studies and the drafting

of human rights instruments The second principal activity consisted of the
gradual development of the so-called "human rights law of the UN Charter
This is the body of law that the various organs of the UN evolved by interpreting

and applying the human nghts provisions of the Charter
Although the U S had initially been very active and influential in the UN
drafting effort, its announced decision not to ratify any human nghts instruments greatly diminished its influence in this area The U S did, however,
play an important role during this same period in promoting human rights
debates in the political organs of the UN and in supporting UN resolutions on
various human rights issues, including resolutions relating to racial discrimination in South Africa It can of course be argued and it is no doubt true
that some U S human rights stands were motivated by ''cold war" considerations for they were directed mainly at activities of the Soviet Union and its
allies But it must also not be forgotten that some of these activities,
particularly the Soviet slave labor camps and the violations of human rights in
Hungary and Tibet , were gross violations of human rights that deserved to be
condemned by the UN

By supporting these efforts m the UN, the U S played a vital role in
establishing two important and interrelated legal principles first, that a UN
Member State violates its obligations under Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter if
its government pursues a policy involving massive violations of thost, human
rights that are proclaimed in the Universal Declaration, and second, that a
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Meniher State engaging in suLh siolations may not salidly ins oke tha domestic

jurisdiction clause of the UN Charter to prevent the UN from adopting
resolutions condemning these practices

Although the U S supported various human nghts efforts in the political
organs of the UN, it sided in the late 1940's and 1950's with the Soviet Union
and the United Kingdom, among others, in opposing efforts to empower the
UN Commission of Human Rights to deal with human rights complaints by

individuals n These countries took the position that such action by the
Commission would constitute intervention in the domestic affairs of Member
States and was not authorized by the UN Charter The U S position was in all
likelihood motivated by two considerations First, as we have seen, this w as a

period when the treatment of vanous racial minorities in the U S was not
reLeiving the legislative and judicial attention that it should have received It
w,as quite clear. Lonsequently, that private petitions submitted to the UN from
some of these groups would have been politically embarrassing to the U S
Second, the very Congressmen and other U S leaders who opposed U S

ratification of international human rights treaties aho opposed efforts to
weaken their position that human rights were matters of domestic concern For
if human rights were matters of international concern, it could not be argued

very convincingly that the U S. lacked the constitutional power to conclude
human rights treaties

By not supporting efforts in the UN to empower the UN

Human Rights Commission to receive private complaints, the Executive
Branch no doubt avoided Congressional charges that it was "intemational-

izmg human rights

III. A NEW ERA
United States pohcies relating to international human rights began to change

in the mid-1960's The Vietnam War impeded and slowed down these
developments; but the past three years have witnessed significant changes in
U S international human nghts policies They have been brought about in
large measure by Congressional action, this is not without irony given the fact
that Congress, more than any other branch of the U S Government, bears the
responsibility for reversing the early pro-international human rights policies of
the U S

In the fall of 1973; U S Representative Donald M Fraser of Minnesota;
chairman of the Subcommittee on International Organizations and Movements
of the House Foreign Affairs Committee ,. began to hold hearings on human

rights and U S foreign policy " The heanngs marked the first time that
Congress availed itself of the opportunity to give serious consideration to
current developments in the international human rights field, to examine
proposals designed to strengthen the role of the United Nations in protecting
human rights, and to explore the advisability of giving human rights a higher
priority in the hierarchy of foreign policy objectives of the United States '9
Flom these hearings emerged a thoughtful and well-informed report, entitled
92
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"Human Rights in the World Community A Call for U S Leadership

= '' It

contained twenty-nine separate recommendations, addressing the major international human rights issues of the day as they relate to U S foreign pohcy '
=

In addition to urging U S ratification of vanous international human rights
conventions, the Fraser Committee called on the Executive Branch to play an
active pro-human rights role in vanous international organizations and to give
human nghts considerations serious attention when formulating U S foreign
policy These recommendations and the penodic follow-up hearings that
Congressman Fraser has held have already resulted in important changes
After the Fraser Committee chided the Department of State for assigning
only one official on a permanent basis to deal with human rights matters, the

Department established the post of "human rights officer" in each of its
Bureaus The Fraser Committee had urged some such action to provide an
adequate bureaucrat,c structure within the State Department to ensure that
human rights issues received a hearing at various policy-making levels In the
meantime, the State Department has also established ar "Office of Coordinator

for Humanitarian Affairs- that reports directly to the Under-Secretary of
State The Assistant Legal Adviser for Human P cots, also a new position. i.s
responsible for legal matters affecting human rights Thus, for the first time in
our history we now have an institutional structure which gives U S foreign
policy-makers the opportunity to be informed about the human rights implications of their actions This is an important innry.iation that other foreign
offices should also be encouraged to adopt
In the past few years the U S has reversed its earlier position and come out

strongly in favor of UN procedures for dealing with individual complaints
charging violations of human rights. A recent statement on this issue, made by
Ambassador Phihp E Hoffman, U S Representative to the UN Human Rights
Commission, signals an important U S pohcy change that was recommended
by the Fraser Committee Speaking on behalf of the U S , Ambassador
Hoffman said

Perhaps the greatest difficulty which the Human Rights Commission
labors under in its delicate and difficult tasks is the propens!ty of sovereign
if not furiously -- aware of the shortcomings of other
nations to be fully
cmntnes relating to human rights
but to remain blithely unconscious of
their own delinquencies There seems to be an overwhelming tendency by
most governments to express concern only when human rights violations
occur elsewhere
and to invoke "domestic' jurisdiction- as a barrier to

examination of violations within their own boundnes

Under the procedures laid down in Economic and Social Council
resolution 1503 (XLVIII) nation states will now have the opportunity to cast
to recognize such human nghts violations as occur on a
their gaze inwards
gross and consistent basis within their own boundnes and to ascertain the
degree of international concern with regard to these matters
And this international concern is justified. It is justified if the existence of
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or that of the United Nations
the Human Rights Commission is justified
itself Claims that abasement of man, the cruelties or oppressions inflicted
upon him, are matters for internal concern only are not appropnate on the
pan of nations subscribing to the United Naions Charter And this applies
to oppressions ranging from unjustified imprisonment, torture, and restrictions on freedom of speech, of movement, of ideas, all the way up to that
apartheid What is the purpose of the
most egregious of all violations
Human Rights Commission if this is not the case"
Mr Chairman, to indicatc my Government's determination to support
these procedures we have decided on the following general policy When
the Subcommission refers a situation to the Human Rights Commission as
revealing a consistent pattern of gross and reliably attested violations of
human nghts requinng consideration by the Commission under ECOSOC
the United States will support a thorough study
resolution 1503

The U S made clear that it was committed to support such UN studies even if
the allegedly delinquent state was an ally of the U S
The U S recendy adopted a similar position in the Organization of Amencan
States Here the U S was instrumental in seeing to it that the General Assembly
of the OAS discussed the annual reports of the Mier American Commission on
Human R ights, which had not been done in the past Of particular importance,
in this connection, is the statement of U S Assistant Secretary of State William
D Rogers to the 1975 rneenng of the OAS General Assembly Speaking with
particular reference to the Inter-Amencan Commission's report on conditions

in Chile, Mr Rogers noted
The primary issue here, now, is not whether there may have been some

defects or inadequacies in the IAHRC Report It is now somewhat
the deep concern which we
dated. The more important issue is the future
all have for the promotion of respect for human nghts and the elimination of

human nghts violations whereer they occur, and our abihty to build and
strengthen an international system to consider matters so vital to the
common human values of this hemisphere In this connection the suggesnons and recommendations of the Commission for the future deserve the
attention of all, including the Government of Chde
We do not regard human rights as an exclusively domestic concern The
states who are members of our Organization adopted and have subscnbed to
an international series of standards These standards are set down in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in the American Declaration of
the Rights and Duties of Man We are fortunate that the OAS has given the
responsibility of inquiry, reporting and recommendation, when violations of

these standards are alleged, to its autonomous, independent and expert
Inter-American Human Rights Commission
My delegation further believes that the IA Human Rights Commission
should remain sewed of the issue A process of inter-action between the
Government of Chile and the Human Rights Commission is desirable.
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including opportunity for the Commission to keep its information up-to-date
by all means appropriate
In conclusion, I would stress that this agenda item represents a test of the
system and of the capacity of the menthers of the Organization of Amencan
States rationally, objectively and effectively to weigh human rights issues
collectively In d sense, all of us are on trial here all of as, in our capacity

to articulate a continuing standard and to develop fair and effective
procedures for the application of that standard to individual cases
Consistent with the foregoing statement, the U S lobbied for and obtained the
adoption of a resolution by the OAS General Assembly that called on Chile to
heed the recommendations of the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights and autl onzed that body to keep conditions in Chile under

observation ='
The Hoffman and Rogers statements are important not only because they
reflect the increased willingness of the U S today to actively support and
initiate efforts by international institutions to develop effective methods to deal

with violations of human rights The legal consequences of these policy
statements are equally significant, for they constitute an unambiguous acknowledgement by the U S Government that it considers human rights to be
matters of international concern This position has been formally affirmed by
Secretary of State Kissinger =4' It follows that it is the view of the U S
Government that international lav, today permits one country to protest against
and challenge senous violations of human rights by another country without

being guilty of unlawful intervention into that nation's domestic affairs
In the long run, the most significant action involving international human
rights that has been taken by the U S in recent years may well be a series of
Congressional enactments Thus; in i 974 Congress passed an amendment to
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, which read as follows.

Sec 46 Chapter I of part II of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section
"Sec 502B Human Rights (a) It is the sense of Congress that, except
in extraordinary circumstances, the President shall substantially reduce or
terminate security assistance to any government which engages in a
consistent pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized human

rights, including torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
pumshrnent, prolonged detention without charges, or other flagrant denials

of the right to life, liberty, and the security of the person
"(b) Whenever proposing or furnishing security assistance to any
government falling within the provisions of paragraph (a). the President
shall advise the Congress of the extraordinary circumstances necessitating
the assistance

"(c) In determining whether or not a government falls within the
provisions of subsection (a). consideration shall bc given to the extent of
cooperation by such government in permitting an unimpeded inestigation
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of alleged iolations of internationally recognized human rights by appropriate international organizations, including the International Committee of
the Red Cross and any txxly acting under the authority of the United Nations

or of the Organization of American States
"(d) For purposes of this section , 'security assistance means assistance
under chapter 2 (military assistance) or chapter 4 (security supporting

assistance) of this part, assistance under part V (Indochina Postwar
Reconstruction) or part VI (Middle East Peace) of this Act, sales under the
Foreign Military Sales Act, or assistance for public safety under this or any

other Act
Whereas the foregoing law merely expressed the sense of Congess that there

should be an aid cut-off, a law adopted in 1975 makes the aid cut-off
mandatory

It reads as follows

Sec 310 Part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended by
inserting immediately after section 115 the following new section
"Sec 116 Human Rights (a) No assistance may be provided under
this part to the government of any country which engages in a consistent
pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized human rights,
including torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment,
prolonged detention without charges, or other flagrant denial of the right to
life, liberty, and thc security of person, unless such assistance will directly
benefit the needy people in such country
"(b) In determining whether this standard is being met with regard to
funds allocated under this part, the Committee on Foreign Relations of the

Senate or the Committee on International Relations of the House of
Representatives may require the Administrator primarily responsible for
administering part I of this Act to submit in writing information demonstrating that such assistance will directly benefit the needy people in such
country, together with a detailed explanation of the assistance to be provided
(including the dollar amounts of such assistacce) and an explanation of how

such assistance will directly benefit the needy people in such country If
either committee or either House of Congress disagrees with the Administrator's justification It may initiate action to terminate assistance to any
country by a concurrent resolution undcr section 617 of this Act

"(c) In determining whether or not a government falls within the
provisions of subsection (a), consideration shall be given to the extent of
cooperation of such government in permitting an unimpeded investigation of
alleged violations of internationally recognized human rights by appropriate
international organizations, including the International Committee of the
Rcd Cross,. or groups or persons acting under the authority of the United
Nations or of the Organization of American States

''(d) The President shall transmit to the Speaker of the House of
Representatives and the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate, in

thc annual presentation materials on proposed economic development
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assistance programs, a full and complete report regarding the steps he has
taken to carry out the provisions of this section
By adopting these laws Congress has determined to promote a U S foreign

policy that assigns a relauvely high priority to human rights and to efforts
designed to ensure that they are not violated A policy that results m the cut-off
of U S aid to governments engaging in large-scale violations of human nghts
will of course not always bring about the end of such violations But it can
ensure that the U S will not be identified witl. those forces in a particular
country which commit violations of human rights These pohcies no doubt
reflect the behef of Congress that, w h ate ver their short-term political costs, the
U S has an ovemdIng long-term interest in a world in which human rights are
respected
It is irueresting to note, in this connection, that the Congressional legislation
speaks of "a consistent pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized
The reader will recall that this wording corresponds subhuman rights
stantially to the language of ECOSOC Resolution 1503 which established the
new UN procedures for dealing with individual complaints =7 This formulation reflects a conscious effort on the pan of Congress to demonstrate that its
policies arc designed to promote the principles upon which Resolution 1503 is
based and to anticipate charges by the affected states that these pohcies amount
to illegal U S intervention into their domestic affairs This concern is
reinforced by the emphasis Congress places in the legislation on the need for
impartial international investigations of charges alleging violations of human
rights

It is also highly significant that the Congress speaks of "internationally
What we have here is federal legislative acceptrecognized human rights
ance of the proposition that such rights exist under international law and that

states have an obligation not to violate them The willingness of the U S
Congress to give legislative expression to this proposition and to give active
support to the enforcement of "international" human rights efforts signals a
new era of Congressional concern for and awartness of the human rights needs
of the international community This concern was also reflected, for example;
in the dec ision by the Congress to reduce security assistance to South Korea for
the fiscal year 1975 "until the President submits a report to the Congress
stat mg that the government of South Korea is making substantial progress in the

observance of internationally recognized standards of human rights ''28
It can only be hoped that the momentum of Congressional interest in
international human rights will not be slowed by the 1975 UN General
Assembly resolution characterizing Zionism as racial discrimination This
action by the UN is; of course; a shocking pubhc display by various UN
Member States of their willingness to sell out the struggle against genuine racial

discrimination as it is practiced in southern Afnca, for example, to gain some
short term propaganda victories But since this attitude is typical of many
governments who have never been known as advocates of human rights; it
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would not serve U.S. interests to withdraw from the struggle for international
human rights and let these nations shape and determine future policies and
actions in this field.

IV. CONCLUSION
The preceding discussion indicates that the U.S has in the past few years
begun to support international human rights efforts with much more vigor than

at any time following World War II. This does not mean that U S. foreign
policy currently assigns to intemational human rights issues an ovemding or
even a very high priority. It is clear, however, that the human rights aspects of
foreign policy issues are today finally receiving some attention from our policy
makers. How much importance is assigned to these aspects is difficult to say at
this point The Congress seems to be pressing the Executive Branch to assign
higher priorities to international human rights considerations than it is currently
domg. The Executive Branch, in turn, seems to be concerned that too vigorous
a human rights policy will have an adverse effect on other U.S. military and
foreign policy interests The Executive Branch also favors greater tact or
"quiet diplomacy" in pursuing human rights objectives and has doubts about

the efficacy of congressional policies involving aid cut-offs and public
condemnations. It will no doubt take some time before these conflicting
approaches are reconciled and a coherent U S foreign policy on human rights
is developed.
One of the basic prerequisites for such a policy is still missing. It has to do

with the failure of the U S. thus far to ratify the major international human
rights instruments. Until the Senate indicates its willingness to give its advice
and consent to our ratification of some of these treaties, 2 ' the U.S. will not be

able to pursue a truly effective international human rights policy. For one
thing, the U.S. is politically and strategically vulnerable in the UN and other
international bodies when it accuses other states of violating human rights.

Thus, in reply to U.S. charges that Soviet emigration policies violate
fundamental human rights, the Soviet Union loudly proclaimed that these
measures are not in conflict with the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, which has been ratified by the Soviet Union but not by the
United States. It matters not that the Soviet claim is subject to serious doubt;
what matters is that the United States is hardly in a strong position to challenge
the interpretation of a treaty to which it is not a party Moreover, no assurances

to the contrary or refined constitutional explanations can dispel the propagandistically very effective contention that the failure of the U S to ratify
human rights treaties demonstates that it does not guarantee the rights they
proclaim.
But the failure of the U S to ratify any of the major UN human rights
instruments affects not only our human rights image and propaganda stance In
the long run, its consequences are much more detrimental Nonparticipation

by the U.S
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in these treaties prevents us from playing a role in their

11 '7

interpretation and application This means that, if we continue this policy. the
United States will not have a significant impact in shaping the international
human nghts bw of the future 2 And, what is more important, many of the
nations that will be shaping it are not particularly known for their comrmtment
to libertanan ideals.
Moreover, the failure of the U S to ratify these instruments also helps

explain the low level of understanding which American adults and young
peopk have regarding international human nghts efforts and problems The
structuring and promotion of human nghts education having a global perspec-

tive or component is consequently important as well as difficult in this
country It is dear, however, that the effort must be made, lest our young
people be denied both the opportunity to understand one of the most Lritical
problems of our time% and the ability to contnbute to its solution,
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CHAPTER SIX

Major Research Findings
Concerning Students'
International Knowledge
and Attitudes
I. INTRODUCTION
Meaningful education for international understanding that will incorporate
the necessary concern for human rights requires knowledge of the processes of
international relations and international human nghts institutions If programs
in international education are to be effectivdy designed, we need to be able to
draw on a sy nthesis of research concerning the basic knowledge and attitudes of

students which pinpoints their common misunderstandings regarding other
nations and peoples It is not enough to devise appealing lists of educational
objectives
One source of information for this synthesis is polital socialization research
which in the past fifteen years has dmumented vanations in the political
information and attitudes of different groups of pre-aduhs, however, this
research has in large measure emphasized domestic pohtical onentations A
summary of available research in the international socialization of children as it
pertains to the development of a sense of national identity, onentations toward
other nations and peoples, toward the United Nations, toward the United States

as an important participant in international affms, toward the more abstract
concepts of war and peace and, finally, toward the future of international
society, is included in Remy, Nathan, Becker and Torney They drew the
following conclusions '

I. International learning begins early in life
2. International learning is cumulative

what children learn at one age

bililds upon and is influenced by what they have previously learned
3. The time of middle childhood (grades three through eight) is an
important period in mternational learning
4. The beliefs, attitides, values, and knowledge individuals develop about
the world differ
each individual student brings his or her own particular
configuration of orientations toward the world
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5. The mass media, especially television and newspapers, play an important role in children's international learning
A thorough knowledge and understanding of the specific faLtors hich operate
to mold the perspectives, attitudes, and knowledge of students are essential to
the development of sound educational prograrns and procedures Accordingly,
our purpose in this chapter is to provide an overview of the available research
findings on these topics

RESEARCH ON STUDENT ATTITUDES AND KNOWLEDGE
A

Sense of Nononal Idenntr

The sense of national identity appears early, is subject to httle change, and is
therefore one of the most important of the child's perspectives The most

informative studio of the emergence oi this sense of identity have been
conducted with young children

Connell, reporting on his inters iew study with

Australian children, points out that ideas which young children hold about
potential external enemies which pose a threat to their country (and these often
include all foreign countries) are related to primitive and diffuse fees that thc
safe places of their own lives will be disturbed
This causes an intensification
of support for their own national system and the status quo Connell concluded
that as a result of these basic fears and feelings of threat, dunng early Lhildho(xi
nationalism tends to become sery strong and resistant to Lhange in Australia

Cooper, in a study of English and Japanese students, identified a "patnotic
filter" which was in existence by the age of 9 or 10. and which screened out

negative images of the home country, thus inducing a "we"-"they" dichotomy It seems reasonable to assume that both of these processes operate
among children in the United States
This early positive attachment to one's national community is estabhshed
largely with the aid of national syrnbols Since the ch.ld's initial identification
with his country is a.ssociated with httle real information about it, symbols like
the flag and, in this country, the Statue of Ltherty provide concrete hnks The
connection between prominent symbols and Abstract terms like liberty and
freedom is illustrated by this interview with 3 second grade boy
I

What does the Statue of Liberty dor)

R Well, it keeps liberty
I. How does it do that')

R. Well, it doesn't do it, but there are some other guys that do It
I

Some other guys do it for the Statue of Liberty '

R The Statue is not alise
I
Well, what does it do')
R

It has this torch in its hand and sometimes they light up the torch

lithe

Statue were gone, there wouldn't be any liberty
According to Hess and Torney. throughout elementary school. American
children focus on symbok like the flag and the Statue of Liberty There were

1 2'
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sonie differences between children 'rl ihe 2nd-4th grades, whose pride in
their American national identity wa, linked to material elements ( e g
'Americans are generous' or America has beautiful parks- ), and those in
later grades, w ho stressed ideological factors such as freedom and the right to
vote A further difference noted by the same authors was that young children
tend to foc us on personalized representatives of gosertment rather than upon
institutions as being unponant
In the same study it was observed that a strongly positive affective

attachment to the nation is developed by the second grade, when an overwhelming proportion of students agree, for examole, that America is the best
country in the world
Although their knowledge about America may be full
of misconceptions about geography and our system of government, and naive
with regard to political realities, this strong sense of national identity is present
quite early and does not change during elementary school It is only late in the
elementary school years that America is seen as part of an organized system of
countries These findings suggest that there is little reed for the school to

devote extensive resources to socializing a positive national identity for thc
older student since that is already a relatively stable aspect of his orientation
The study conducted by lEA (Thc International Association for the Evalua-

tion of Educational Achievement) of thirty-thousand pre-adolescent and
adolescent students in nine democratic nations s demonstrates some vanations
between countries in the strength of this sense of national identity, specifically

in the emphasis placed on national patriotic rituals or symbols and in the
strength of positive evaluations of thc govemment For example, students in
Israel are very. much like thosc in the United States in having a strong national
identification, and considerable time in school is devoted to patriotic practices,
students in thc Federal Republic of Germany, Finland. and thc Netherlands, on

thc other hand, are very different and present what might be called an
anti-nationalistic position
Studies conducted by Piaget in Switzerland, ^ by Jahoda in Scotland; by
with small
samples in eleven parts of the world (including the U S and Japan, as well as
African and European countries) have demonstrated common developmental
trends in the cognitive aspects of national identification, beginning with a very
concrete and undifferentiated world view (both geographically and politically)

Jaspars in thc Netherlands, ' and by Lambert and Klineberg

and progressing to a more sophisticated one However, some differences in thc
strength of positive orientations are observed whcn two or more countries are
compared An unwavering support for one's nation and attachment to national

tradition is clearly more important n some countries than in others
Some possible parallels may be found between thc development of personal
self-esteem and national cstcem Some research has indicated that individuals
with a moderate level of self-esteem arc capable of a high level of interpersonal
functioning These individuals are not so convinced of the validio of their own
point of view that the views of others are considered unimportaat, nor are they
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lacking in a feehng of the basic worth of all people The same prinuple may
hold with respect to the level of national esteem An indiNidual ho has an
exaggerated lesel of positise feehng for his country may downgrade other
nations and cultures, while an indiv idual w ith a moderate level of such feelings
will be more open to international contacts
It appears that young people also have the abihty (which may be underestimated) to relate to and identify with a variety of membership groups In
Connection with intercultural education in this country, through the study of
domestic ethnic groups, attempts have been made to inquire whether intensifying a student's Italian-Arnencan. Insh-Arnencan or Mexican-Amencan heritage and identity will weaken psychological nes to the nation as a whole One
can ask children themselves "whether it would be better if everyone forgot
-American (naming the child's own ethnic group) and Just
about being a

concentrated on being an Amencan

The younger children frequently

support cultural idennty by reference to celebrations and concrete aspects of
the r ethnic heritage

A 10-year-old Polish-American boy responded It would be a bad thing
because if you forget atx)ut your nationality you won't be able to do those
special things in your nationality Like if you are Spanish, you celebrate
birthdays with Pinatas, and you wouldn't have Pinatas if you were Just
American
A 9-year-old Lithuanian-Amencan girl answered I think that inery person
should have his own nationality, he could cdebrate the things their way If it
was just Arnencan then it would be a boring place to live in
Many older children, on the other hand, have a remarkably sophisticated view

of the values of plurahstic ethnic identification in American society

A I2-year-old Itahan-Arnencan girl answered A law to forget your
nationality would be bad
what America is about

I like being Italian, it's people's identity This is

A sixteen-year-old Croatian-American boy said It would be bad to have a
law like that because America couldn't be as constructive in views and
things that she does Different groups make America unique and strong

Vtews of Other Nations
One's own national identity may ako set a kind of perspective for viewing
other countnes Remy, Nathan, Becker and Torney concluded that
Developing a sense of self is predicated upon an awareness of others and
Identification with one's own country (we) may be
their expectations
predicated upon an awareness of other countries (they)

This differentiation of "we and "they may be an adversary one involving
considerable chauvinism, on the other hand, it has the potential to foster an
abihty to see the interdependence of ourselves and others and to appreciate the

views of those in other countnes
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Most of the investigators who have studied children's attitudes have
themselves viewed the wodd as clusters of nation-states and consequently have
asked chddren for their opinions of these national units When Scottrsh six-tonine-year-olds were asked for their preferences. Jahoda found that they judged

other countnes favorably in proportion to perceived similarity to Scotland II Preference for forergn countries that were similar to one's own was
also noted by Jaspars among students in the Netherlands ' = Lambert and
K lineberg, ' 1 in a study done under UNESCO sponsorship. interviewed
ten-, and fourteen-year-olds in eleven areas of the world in 1959 They found
that some stereotyping or labeling of the charactenstics of people in their own
country was charactenstic of younger children, while older children were more
likely to apply labels to rople in foreign countries Educators tend to view
stereotypes as wholly undesirable characteristics of children's views of others.
which stand in the way of true international education However, it might be
more reahstic instead to view the stereotype as a kind of concept by which
children organize masses of information So long as our educational efforts are
based on presentrng students with quantities of information about the unique
characteristics of the peoples and customs of each of a collection of nationstates, rather than encouraging them to look at dynamic interrelationships in the
world community, stereotypes may be the best device avadable to organize this
information In other words, stereotypes may be used by children as a way of
coping with the mass of information they are given about other nations and
peoples A teacher who stresses the relationship between peoples rather than
exotic facts about them may make stereotyping unnecessary
But, on the whoie, chddren, particularly those between approximately eight

and twelve years of age, seem relatively open to new approaches to and
information about foreign people. Lambert and Klineberg found that American
children before the age of fourteen were interested both in individuals seen as
dissimilar to themselves and in those seen as similar By the age of fourteen
they were less open Jahoda also discovered among Scottish children a shift in

attitudes about other countnes beginning at about ten or twelve years of
Hicks and Beye,s,'' who collected data from 3.000 Arnencan ,eventh-

age

and twelfth-graders, using a map-related technique. also found that stereotypic

concepts associated with Africa (natives tribes, cannibals) and of Russia
(enemy. , dictatorship) increased from the seventh to me twelfth grade
It is also important to consider the interplay of cognitive factors during this
age penod There is evidence that beginning at about the age of seven, the
child enters into a period of rapid cognitive development especially in the arca
of perspective and role taking Middle childhood (before the onset of puberty)
might even bc called a cntic al penod in attitudinal development since after this

there is a decline in the malleability of attitudes

The term "critical penod" was onginaHy used by psychologists and
ethnologists to describe an age-bounded period during which the social

behavior and learning of young animals demonstrates a high degree of
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plasticity Once the end of this period is reached, there is a turning point, and
behavior organized in a certair pattem becomes extraordinarily difficult to
reorganize ' ' It may be appropr.ate to consider middle childhood as a cntical
period for the development of international attitudes and global perspective;
given thc evidence of attitudinal changes during this oenod, the achievement of

important cognitive abilities, and the existence of attitudinal flexibility
followed later by a tendency toward ngidity Even if one does not fully accept
the concept of cntical periods, however, middle childhood should be recognized as a time of important developmental changes in many attitudes, a penod
during which certain barriers to a global perspective have not yet been erected,
and therefore one which IS especially appropnate for beginning international
education programs

That is not to say that there arc no negative attitudes among chddrcn in
middle childhood Studies of Scottish children, and of Dutch children, as well
as the study of children in eleven other countries by Lambert and Klineberg, ' ^
and an interview study by Torney, ' ' have noted the similar pattern of national
groups which c hildren seem to dislike Younger children tend to reject or see as
dissimilar to themselves peopk from countnes which are perceived as having

strange and exotic customs; or an being culturally backward (often Asian or
African countries), or as having recently been involved in a war (Vietnam,
Germany) or as speaking a strange language For example, when asked how
other countnes differed from their own country, more than seventy percent of a
group of American children of agcs six through twelve years spontaneously
mentioned the difference in language spoken For example, these responses
were given by an eight-year-old boy.

I. how are people in other countries different from you"

R Most talk Mexican
I

Anything else"

R Most talk different frorn us
Do you think it would be better if everyone in the world were American'
I
R: Yes; because I want them to talk normaL the way we do
This is perhaps an extreme example of hnguistic ethnocentnsm, but it reveals

the tendency among certain age groups to place great importance upon a
common language as a cntenon for acceptance Language differences are also
perceived by some children as an obstacle to communication between ethnic
groups in the United States When asked how these groups differ, one student
responded, "I'd rathcr be around people who are the same as me By the time

I'd learn Spanish, they d have grown up and died
Psychological research has linked thc development of language ability in
children to the development of cognitive processes Speaking and heanng
language appears to have a discernible influence on social development
also A variety of studies (in addition to those of Jahoda and of Lambert and
Klineberg) find that among older children political and ideological factors arc
I07
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much more critical in determining dislike for certain foreign nations For
example, Hess and Tonics ' Glenn,
Targ,
and Hicks and Beyer
tin
testing conducted with Arm:rican children from 1962
1969)commented on
the negative view of Russia and of other countries perceicad as Communist
They were seen as untrustworthy., atheisti( , lacking in freedom, characterized
by dictatoNhips In spite of these negative images at nat.onal governments
'

however, several of thew studies have ako indicated that many children
perceive that tolerance and friendliness should be extended to the people who

live in another country even if the political leadership of that country

is

perceived in a negative way If children are able to distinguish between the
people and the political leadership of other countnes, they may also be able to
make complex distinctions between different aspects of a nation's pohcy For
example, they may be able to understand how it is possible for the United States

to collatmate with Russia on a space flight or R) engage in trade with them
without approving of aspects of their political system

A dichotomy which pits national vs international often fosters an oversimphfied iew This is undesirable if one is attempting to make the point that
national feeling and international feeling are not mutually exclusive or that the
existence of one does not presume the lowenng of the other It is useful,
howecer, in considering patterns of knowledge and interest regaiding national
and international topics which exist in different countnes In Torney, Oppenheim and Farnen's survey, students were asked how frequently they
discussed different topics with parents, friends, and teachers Students in the
United States ranked fairly high on total amount of discussion engaged in and
on other aspects of active civic interest or participation However, there was a
difference between countries in the topics that actually interested students
Fourteen-year-old students in the Federal Repubhc of Germany, Emland Italy.,
the Netherlands and New Zealand on the average discussed with parents and
friends the subject what is happening in other countnes more frequently than
"what is going on in our country in government and politics.' In Ireland and
krael, national politics were of slightly greater interest to students than events
in other countnes Thc United States was the only country (of these eight)
where there was substantially less interest among fourteen-year-olds in international pohtical discussion than in the discussion of national political affairs
with friends and parents Similar patterns characterized the perfor ,.nce of
pre-university students The lEA data ako show that the discussion of
international topics in which American students tend to engage is especially
likely to occur in school and with teachers Another study of American
secondary school students conducted in the late 1960's concluded that there is a
peak of international interest in the later high-school years which declines in the

immediate post-high school period

=

The cognitive portion of the lEA questionnaire dealt with knowledge of
domestic and international matters The average Amencan fourteen-year-old
is more knowledgeable about domestic political institutions and processes than
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the average fourteen-year-old in any other country except Israel In contrast,
the American fourteen-year-old is less knowledgeable about international
institutions and processes than the fourteen-year-olds in any other nation except
Ireland An opposite pattern (that is. higher scores on knowledge of international processes and institutions than on aLqua mtance v. ith domesti c. institutions and pmcesses) charactenLes students in the Netherlands and the Federal

Repubhc of German) at thi., age
The relatively greater knowledge of national institutions and processes (in
comparison to international ones) among students in the United States (and to

some cxtent in Israel) is congruent with a pattern noted previously in the
analysis of patterns of attitude Students in these two countries showed the

higliest scores on the lEA scales measuring attitudinal support for their
respective national governments Israel and the United States were also the
countnes which reported the highest level of participation in patriotic ntual in
their classrooms In summary, it appears that not only do Israeli and American

fourteen-year-olds show a high level of support for their own national
government but they also tend to know more about national than about
international issues and are more interested in discussing national than
international mattcrs
In attempting to understand these knowledge and interest patterns; the
National Case Study Questionnaire collected by lEA and pubhshedlryy Passow,
Noah, and Eckstein = 4is helpful They formed an index of foreign contact for
each nation in the lEA survey For example, of the countnes which conducted
tests in Civic Education, the Netherlands ranked the highest on percentage of
the Gross National Product which enters world trade (40%), and the United
States ranked the lowest (6%4 Similar indices of the percentage of films and
textbooks imported from other countries and of the volurne of International mail
and telephone services again placed the Netherlands as the highest and the
United States as the lowest in foreign contact Data from a 1973 UNESCO
survey (unconnected with the lEA research) indicated that only 1-2% of the
average program week on commercial and public television in the United States
lower than in any of the other one
is devoted to international programs
hundred countnes surveyed An important obstacle to a global perspective for

Americans may be the lack of international contact in the form of books,
movies, and mass communication This lack of readily available international
input may make it especially important for teachers to ennch the teaching of aH

subjects with material obtained from other cultures and with other national
perspecnves
If one examines the differences between nations included in the lEA study so

far as the high and low points of student performance art concerned, there
appears to be considerable congruence between knowledge, attitudes, and
active participation in discussion The pattems arc somewhat more complex
when differences between students art viewed within any single country. In
fact, the student who is well informed about international matters may not also
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be the student who at.tively participates in discussion of them In general it
would appear one cannot plan on increasing positive attitudes or participation
skills simply by pumping students full of facts about other countnes
In order to judge students.' perspective on the future of the national and
international system, a study of Amencan high school seniors was made by
Remy and Nathan = s When asked to make hypothetical predictions about the
solution of problems such as the distribution of wealth, inter-group relations,
and the management of violence in the year 1990, students demonstrated much

more pessimism about the future of international society and the solving of
international problems than about the prospects for solving problems on the
national level. Changes which these students predicted would occur in
international society tended to be changes they viewed negatively (e g "The

bigger industrial countries of the world will economically dominate the
smaller, poorer countnes "), those which they viewed as likely to occur in
national society were more hkely to be those they perceived as positive (e g

,

"Blacks and whites will be on much more friendly terms in the United
States"). Remy and Nathan suz;gest that this greater pessimism with respect to
international matters may be due in part to a lack of any centrahzed steenng

mechanism which would assume the role in international society that the
national government takes in the domestic system It has been frequently
demonstrated that students learn less easily about political processes than
about concrete institutions and persons In acquinng knowledge of the
international system students may need as much concrete material as can be
provided by the school
The World in Columbus" has
An Ohio project, "Columbus in the World

investigated the linkages between cities of the world rather than between
nation-states The discovery of the way in which one's own city is linked to
others by the trade; travel; and cultural activities engaged in by ordinary
citizens has a tremendous potential for fostenng a global perspective in children

as well as among adults 2'
C Attitudes Toward and Knowledge of the United Nations

As compared to the number of studies of children's attitudes toward
nation-states, there are only a small number of studies of children's knowledge

of the United Nations, (certainly the most important international organization) Young Amencan children tested during the 1960's tended to be aware of
the UN at about eight or rune years of age and to associate it with helping hungry
Among Amencan children tested in 1962 in the
children and making peace
grades from 2 through 8, there was a pronounced shift away from seeing the
United States as keeping the peace toward seeing the United Nations as having
this responsibility. While children remembered the United Nations as a topic
discussed in school more often than many other issues presented to them on a
list, they did not report "taking sides' in this discussion because the activities
of the UN were not presented to them as involving ,ontroversial issues Ele-

mentary school students tested during this penod tended not to agree, for
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example, that the UN should increase its power over its Member States It was
seen pnmanly as an organization doing good works

A survey of high schwl students and their parents, conducted in the late
1960's; found that more than 85% of both students and parents were in favor of
continued U S suppon of the United Nations and that there was a nuxierately
high level of agreement between students and their parents on this issue =

An important insight into the extent of students familoanty with the United
Nations is given by the results of the National Assessment of Educational
Progress in its survey of Social Studies in 1972
The educational level of
achievement of 9-year-olds, 13-year-olds, [7-year-olds, and young adults
(ages 26-35) insofar as it met various objectives of Social Studies education
was ascertained

Only two questions out of nearly 200 specifically focused on the United
Nations and probed knowledge of its role in promoting peace More than 67%
of the 13- and 17-year-olds and more than 80% of the adults answered both of
these two questions correctly Only one question pertaining to the UN was
administered to the youngest age group, and here 47% gave correct answers

This showin, on the questions about the UN compared favorably to that on
other questions under the heading of Major Developments in World History

The questionnaire used in the lEA cross-national survey included UN
related items to measure both cognitive and affective outcomes 1" In the
cognitive area of civics, seven questions (out of the forty-seven multiple-choice
questions administered to fourteen-year-olds) dealt with the United Nations
To give an example of the findings among students in the United States more
than sixty-five percent knew that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

does not guarantee the right to disobey national laws if one's family is in
danger

(This question, also administered to high school seniors, had a nearly

equivalent percentage of correct answers in that group ) More than sixty
percent of fourteen-year-olds identified the UN Charter as the document (out of
five listed) which contains the most accurate description of the organization,
structure and functions of the UN Approximately fifty percent of the fourteenyear-olds knew that the Security Council (out of five listed UN units) is charged
with major responsibility for the keeping of peace The proportion of students

in 'each country who answered these questions correctly is reflected in the
ranking of knowledge of national and international processes reported previously
In addition to these cognitive items in the area of civics, which measured
knowledge of the UN, there were a senes of ratings of the UN in a part of the
There, students were asked to
lEA instrument called " How Society Works
indicate what effect each of ten listed institutions had upon the realization of a
senes of values These students rated the UN relatively high on achievements,

such as "creates bctter understanding so that people can live and work
together' and "settles arguments and disagreements
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Amencan fourteen-year-olds, however, see other institutions as equally
effective or more effective in promoting values of creating understanding and
settling disagreements, in particular. Police and Laws tend to be rated at as high
as or a higher level than the UN in all of the participating nations (including the
United States)
In the U S students see the United Nations as one of several institutions
promoting harmonizing values High school seniors tend to hold perceptions
of the UN similar to those of fourteen-year-olds (if anything, the seniors are
slightly less favorable)
We may summanze these data by saying that in the U.S thc rnajonty of both
fourteen-year-olds and seniors in high school have accurate knowledge about
the major activities of the UN, however, it is not an institution about which they
have extensive knowledge; a clearly developed image or have strong positive
attitudes There is a very small change between the fourteen-year-old and the
high school senior level with regard to knowledge and exposure to information
about the UN or clarity of attitudes toward it This contrasts markedly with the
considerable changes shown for this age period in responses to the many items

with domestic political content
If the years before the age of fourteen are thought of as a cntical penod for the

acquisition of knowledge and attitudes about international organizations and
processes; it is important tc, begin programs in these areas during the middle
school years in ordcr to have maximum impact It follows that it is important
also to meet more effectively the needs of the student in these respects dunng
the high school years in order to avoid having that period become a kind of
plateau so far as international knowledge and attitudes are concerned

D. Attitudes Toward Human Rights
Although many UNESCO Associated School projects have focussed specifically upon the work of the UN's specialized agencies and upon the subject of
human nghts; there are not many sources of information about the existing

attitudes of students toward these agencies or toward UN activities in the
protection of human nghts Investigators concerned with political attitudes
sometimes include questions about human rights in democratic society,. but
these items tend to focus on the realization of these rights within the domestic

political system or as protected by the national constitution or laws. Those
who have done research on political socialization, pnmanly Amencans; may
themselves be reflecting an impediment (common among those educated in
this country) to the understanding of what is meant by international protection
of human rights Since Amencan civic education presents terms like "nghts

and freedoms'' almost exclusively in the context of study of the U S
Constitution and Bill of Rights, there is a tendency among Amencan students to

think that the nghts and freedoms guaranteed to Amencan citizens in those
documents are unique in the world society This natio-centrism regarding
human nghts is reflected; for example, in the tendency of many children to
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heliese that ours is the only country in which the right to peaceful assembly or
the right to a fair trial is guaranteed This may conceivably load young people
to the mistaken impression that people in other countries do not really care
about having such rights and freedoms assured to them American students
may have special difficulty in recognizing that they share a belief in human
rights w ith people in underdeveloped countries whose appearancc and language
arc very different from their own If the language spoken sounds strange to
American ears, does the speaker have the same right as Americans do to express
his opinions freely') Some young Americans might think not Weissberg, who

has reviewed a number of socialization studies, concluded
For young children democracy is America and America is democracy
other countries may have this democracy but for a variety of inarticulatable
reasons other peoples' democracy is not as good as the American sersion

The same may also be tnie tor other people's human rights

Those studies which have focussed upon Amer:can students' belief in
democratic values are not particularly optimistic even with regard to their
support for the political rights of groups with diverse opinions as guaranteed by
the U S Constitution and Bill of Rights Another problem often associated
with the matter of human rights is that although students may approve abstract
statements in favor of such rights as free speech, they may nevertheless be
willing to den y these rights in specific instances invoking particular unpopular
groups whose convictions do not agree with their own 2
A study of American, British, and West German students found a substantial
increase during adolescence in the understanding of the importance of the

protection of individual freedom
Not only is the eighteen-year-old more capable than the eleven-year-old of
recognizing intrusions into the privacy of the indiv,dual, but
also
recognizing the need of safeguarding certain freedoms with formal legislation

"

S tudents of high school age sometimes perceive that wars are fought over the

denial of political rights, and express the &site to avoid such wars; but they
seem unaware of the potential of international cooperation in preventing
conflict The matter of support for social and economic rights for those in other
countries may_have become confused for some children because the stress in the

past has often been on American chanty rather than on the complexity of
economic redistribution The support for the international protection of political rights is related both to a knowledge of the functions of the United Nations
and to a perspective on the universal nature of these rights
1.

Per,epnons of War and Pea«'
Children are aware of war at an early age

most studies indicate by the age

of six Younger children's images are, of course, concerned with concrete
I 13
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objects of war such as guns, tanks, and planes

As older children become
capable of reciprocal reasoning and are able to see an issue as it appears from
more than one side, they become more sophisticated about the cause. of war
For example, a young child when asked how one can tell which side is right ma
war is likely to say something like the one who wins is nght'' , or "they should

look on a paper to see which one owns the country
Older children can
understand that one's own personal preference for one country over another
may determine which side seems to he right One twelve-year-old states his
conclusion in this way 'No country is right or wrong Each one believes that
it is right or it wouldn't be fighting But it depends on your point of view about

which is right and which is wrong Nobody can say for sure who is right
Young people tend to define peace as the absence of war and not to see the
actise processes of cooperation and conflict-resolution which are necessary to
sustain peace Children's ideas also become somewhat more sophisticated
with age on the subject of maintaining peace One young child who w as asked
how wars could be stopped answered "no guns, no bombs, no hand grenades' ,
but when queried further about who could stop war by eliminating these things,

he replied "the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force". Older children are
somewhat less focussed on stopping wars by eliminating their concrete
aspects Some prescribe education (e g , "teach people not to fight, get others
to like us' '), others focus on politics ("send letters to Congressmen, you have to
work for it to get peace" or '"elect the nght government people
people who

are for peace")
A less encouraging aspect of children's attitudes toward war is the evidence
that many children see war as inevitable, necessary, and likely Cooper in a
study of English children found that 14- to 16-year-olds see greed; lust hate',

and desire for power as immutable human motivations which make war
likely 14 Tolley's more recent study found that many American children
acknowledge the importance of fighting for national defense, somewhat fewer
saw war as necessary to combat communism. 1' However, more than ninety-

percent felt that stopping war was "hard" or "very hard"
Tolley also commented on the apparent importance of the 5th and 6th grades

in developing children's ideas about war In these grades there was greater
' opposition to war than in either the higher or the lower levels, these grades also
showed the greatest rise ir level of information about specific wars attnbutable
to television or newspapers.

The lEA survey also included some attitude items concerning war (e g ,
"war is sometimes the only way in which a nation can save its self respect",
"talking things over with another nation is better than fighting' ') 1 ' The large
majority of the students in all nations rejected war as an instrument of national
policy War was most strongly rejected in the Federal Republic of Germany

the Netherlands; And Sweden 4 0 )
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III. RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF EDUCATION
The General Effect of Educational Programs on International Knowledge
ond Attitudes
A

There is evidence that the kinds of attitudes we can expect of adults in the
future are determined in part by educational events in the present It is true that

the cognitive development of the individual takes place independently of
specific educational input and thlt specific occurences of turmoil and conflict in
the future cannot be predicted Nevertheless we are presently educating
children who will, by their actions as adult citizens in the 1980's, determine the
shapes of law anu the administration of justice, social and political institutions,
and whether a state of war or peace will prevail It is difficult to take such a
long range view but we are, whether we realize it or not, creating our own future
through the kind of education provided to young people
The effect of education upon international attitudes and skills has received
only limited study Although estimates of the influence of general schooling
and especially of civic education on the acquisition of political knowledge and

attitudes vary considerably, there

is

general agreement that even when

influences such as home background are held constant , classroom practices and

teacher attitudes still play an important part
The LEA data, however,, indicate the complexity of the influence of civic
education practices For example, there appears to be a certain degree of
incompatibility between some positively-valued outcomes of civic education
A stress in the ,,.chools on patriotism and nationalism, which seems to contribute
to adolescent support for the national government and active civic participation

in many countries, may foster those outcomes at the expense of support for
democratic values
The possible incompatibility of certain attitudinal outcomes makes the task of program reform in civic education an especially
difficult one If practices increase one positively valued civic outcome at the
expense of another, wc shall have to find imaginative new approaches and new
practices, ones which will foster intended positive effects and minimize the
unintended negative ones
In the LEA study the only school-based variables that seemed to contribute in

-

what may be called a consistently positive direction to the students' achievement of three identified positive outcomes of civic education were measures of
in particular, whether there are
what is often called classroom climate
indications that students are encouraged to express their own opinions. Reports of this type of classroom functioning were characteristic of the students
who were more knowledgeable, less authoritarian, and more participant The
large mtijority of those who have written on the subject of education for the
fulfillment of human rights and international education since the 1920's have

pointed out thc importance of this influence, for which the IEA study has
provided research evidence It is this aspect of the school experience which is
probably most difficult to modify, however requiring as it does considerable
change in teachers' orientations
1
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Levine, an anthropologist, descnbes the sources of "slippage" in the social-

izmg process that confront the socializing agent with unplanned and often
undesired processes and outcomes, and points to the need for empincal
research directed at these probkms
First, the sociahzers are at best imperfect psychological engineers (they do
not command the necessary but as yet ill-known laws of behavior acquisition), second, they must operate within the hmits set by their trainees' pre-

existing behavioral dispositions acquired genencally and through "accidental" events of early expenence Recognition of this shppage
bnngs to our attention two major sets of vanables related to socializat ion the

conscious aims, concepts, and knowledge of thc ,,ocializers and the
relationship between unplanned and dehberate influences in the child's
behavior development The most urgent objective for empincal research on
socialization is to understand the relation between the planned and unplanned aspccts of social learning "
Unplanned outcomes of pracnces, particularly in the socialization of global
orientation are of great importance A given educational practice (for ex
plc,
a school pohcy !muting the discussion of contmversial issues) may ave a
series of planned outcomes such as less conflict in the classroom, but also

.

unintended ones (a behef by students that freedom to express one's opinion is
not a universal or important pnnc iple) To take another example, a map on the
schoolroom wan which presents the North American continent in the center
with other countnes as borders may tear:h geography. but it may also transmn in

an unintermonal way the relative importance of one part of the world in
companson to another Most teachers do not intend to discourage children
from learning about other nations or acquinng a global level of awareness The
barriers to that learning and awareness, however, may be the unplanned and
even unrecognized consequence of some current educational practices
Attempts to introduce a child in the early years of elementary school to an

awareness of local events and institutions, such as fire departments, are
common in school cumculum Only in later years of schoohng is the
international perspective discussed From an early age however, the child is
hkcly to absorb large masses of information about ihe globe which art not
discussed in school The child has intle encouragement either at home or at
school to seek help from adults in understanding the information he is exposed
to in the media and ekewhere

Difficulnes in constructing educational programs may ako result from a
lack of information on the part of teachers concerning prevailing attitudes and
rmsunderstandings common among children For example. in a domestic

intercultural education project recently conducted in Chicago. one of the
activities was an ethnic picnic The purpose was to famihanze children with
domestic ethnic cultures through experience with different foods and games.
The teachen did not ieahze that children were unfamiliar with the concept of
German-Amencans. Italian-Amencans, etc , the result was that many students
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assimilated the experience of the picnic to their ideas about Germans in
Germany, Italians in Italy, (and so on) When interv iewers asked the students
what they had learned from the picnic, they tended to give answers such as
"people in different countnes eat different foods and play dif ferent games" or

"ethnic means the food from different countries and cities and states

hough it is likely that the students were capable of undeNtanding cultur41
heritage in America, they needed the teacher's help in doing so
The teacher's own attitude toward international and intercultural topics is
important to successful teaching in these areas since a determines the emphasis
placed upon them, how much time is devoted to them, and the kind of matenal
presented In the !EA survey, both national and international problems were
seen in aH nine countries by most of the teachers of fourteen-year-olds as more

important than six other topics " In comparison to each other, national and
international problems were seen as being of about equal importance by the
majority of teachers in the P.,leral Republic of Germany. Italy, and New
Zeakind In Finland, Ir..1.4r a, and the United States national problems were
rated as somewhat more important No data on teachers in Israel were
available in the !EA study Generally speaking, teachers in the nations
surveyed tended to regard infonnation on non-Western cultures as less
I.iportant than material concerning national and international problems (and
other civics topics) A somewhat greater interest in non-Westera cultures was
shown, however, in New Zealand, Sweden, and the United States
The report of the American Council on Education, cited earlier, indicates
that only a small proportion of teachers are trained to teach from a global
perspective Other sur.eys indicate that in secondary schools courses on
American history and American pioblems are taken by studenh far more
frequently than are those NA hich concentrate on world history or international
problems Morehouse comments as follow s upon the national and international study in schools

While no one A ou Id dispute the central importance of study of our natonal
history and government in the school curriculum it is frequently carried
out
beyond legislative requirements In New York State, one of the
most sal
more progressive states in international education matters
on U S and New York state history and governdents in fact spend
ment, close to 70 per cent of their time, and give 85 per Lent of their attention

to Western civilization and its contemporary manifestation on the North
Amencan continent, leaving a scant 15 per cent of the curriculum for the
study of the rest of mankmd
Sonie attention is paid to other nations in all school carncula, of course
With regard to learning about Africa south of the Sahara, Hicks and Beyers
found in a multiple choice test of factual know kdge that 7th grade students have

very limited nfornution and numerous misconceptions about factual matters
concerning foreign countries and continents As an exampk of this these
authors L ite the large number of students (457 ) who chose the wrong answer to
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such questions as, "Most of Africa wuth of the Sahara is covered by jungles'.
by grms lands), and In terms of dollar value the most
(Correct answer
important exports of Africa south of the Sahara are mineral products' (Correct
agricultural products) The kind of curriculum material which may
answer
result in student misconceptions and which these authors believe should be
drastically revised is illustrated below

The problem with instructional matenals is usually less one of accuracy of
what
information than it is one of lack of balance and up-to-dateness
may have been true of A frica five years ago may very well not be true of it
today Lack of balance is especially noticeable in the elementary grades
Here instruction about Afnca south of the Sahara tends to focus on the
strange and bizarre There are very few pygmies in Africa in relation to the
as a result
total population yet they are often the Only Africans studied
these (elementary) students get the impression that pygmies are a major
or, in some cases, the total population Since
segment of the population
pygmies live for the most part in rain forest areas, the image of Africa as a
land covered by jungles is reinforced

The content of curriculum involving the study of other nations in general is

lacking in some important respects, according to Goldstein's review of
elementary social studies texts and curriculum guides
stress that all people on the earth have the
Many of the texts and guides
yet when
same basic needs, are interdependent, and need to cooperate
individual countries are discussed It is clear that an implicit, and sometimes
explicit, standard of industrialization and democracy is used lndiscnmmate westernization is the standard used to measure the underdes eloped

countries '2
This ,bias toward technology and industrialization r.sults in Northwestern
European countries and Englib %peaking countries (as well as countries like
Israel and Japan which arc highly industrialized democracies) being praised in
The less industrithe texts as "skillful,' "energetic''and "freedom loving
alized nations of Southern Europe and all less developed countries are

presented as using inferior substitutes for modern technology, as being
uneducated, and as suffering from many problems associated with poverty It
is little wonder that children report a dislike for people of these countnes
because they art perceived as backward
Hanvey has pointed to a major assumption which schools and television
a belief in the naturalness and goodness of both
programming share
economic growth and technological innovation Young people lack sensitivity
to the global consequences of technological decision% made by individuals,

corporations and nations; the human rights issues which are raised by
technological development are seldom presented to students
cludes,
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Hanvey con-

The Western twdel of economic growth is strongly oriented by the values of
efficiency and by the goal of maximuni production It does not attend,

typically, to the problem of equitable distribution '1

In other words, enhanced human rights will not necessarily follow from
industrialization in the developing countries The unanticipated negative
consequences of technological innovation need to be part of students awareness

Goldstein's survey of texts and guides also indicated the generally inadequate presentation of international human rights issues
When personal freedom is discussed (the texts) suggest that there are no
personal liberties in Russia while there are virtually no I,mitations or conflict

over civil liberties in the United States "
Charles Maynes suggests still another way in which the s:hool has tended to
shape children's attitudes toward human rights
For children, fairness is a
very important concept and one which they understand at a relatively early
age In the United States most school curricula present t.,e status quo in the
domestic social order as basically fair Generally speaking, in our society we
tend to think of individuals who are rich as having earned that reward by hard
and diligent work and, conversely, of those who are poor as in one way or
another deserving their poverty By analogy, the established international
order is seen as relatively fair If nations are judged in this framework, there
seems little reason to protest the affluence of the United States The assumption
appears to be that merely by being Americans we have earned our affluence and
the individual human rights we enjoy , other countries might have accomplished

sinmar ends if they had worked harder and been more inventive
Tolley studied several aspects of the schools' influence on children's
attitudes toward war in general and in particular toward the war in Vietnam
When he correlated student attitudes with those of their classrooni teachers

there was a relatively low' correlation However, he did find that "children in classes where teachers believe they should expressly support the
government's policy display the greater support for American involsement in
Vietnam
The greatest overall difference he found was between boys
attending schools operated by The Society' of Friends and those w ho were
cadets in military academies He concluded
Formal instruction stressing a philosophy of non-violence or an appreciation
of military values significantly affects children s outlook on war By the
same token, children participating in the patriotic observances of the public

school display' greater national loyalty than those in private schools '
Those who have evaluated the global perspective in American c urncu la vary

in their opinion as to whether instruction is improv ing or deteriorating in this
respect and w hether more time or less is being spent on international issues in
the average student's educational experience One problem in assessing this,
of course, is that the states vary a great deal in their cumcula and practices
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However, a recent U S Office of &location report on teaLhing children about
the United Nations, compiled from reports by the Chief State School Offkers in
the perKxi from 19701974, reached the following conclusion

The most signifiLant development regarding teaLhing about the United
Nations in the United States in recent years may well prove to be that suLh
teaching has tended to become fully integrated in instruction at all levels and
is less

likely than before to be singled out as a subject for special

attention There has been a more problem-oriented and interdisciplinary
approach to learning (e g the rights of minonties and the environment)
Although the need for more information in textbooks and better, more adequate
teacher training is indkated, the authors of this report feel that progress is being
made The UNESCO Recommendation assesses the position of international
and global education in vanous nations and also concludes that it is improv ing

rather than declining,

that

attention should be directed to including an

international dimension in all subjects rather than giving special Lourses on this
subject separately, and that considerable additional efforts in careful teacher
training and the development of appropriate teaching materials are needed

The Effectiveness of Specific Units and Materials on International Knovt
ledge and Attitudes

B

In addition to research which considers the general effect of the school on
civic attitudes and studies which deanbe the amount and kind of experience the
average student is likely to have with world history or the United Nations, there
are a few studies which have attempted to evaluate the effect on international

orientations of specific curriculum units or practices
Two studies have compared the effects of traditional education with more
innovative curriculum having an international focus Williams used two
cumcula concerning the geography of West Africa with 13- and 14-year-old
British students. 49 The expenmental curriculum, which was taught by the
author emphasized the ''details of everyday life, the nature of currtnt
problems facing the people of the area, and the help which was being given by

such international bodies as the specialized agencies of the U N " The
traditional curriculum (also taught by the author) studied the physical,
historical, and regional geography of West Afnca A scale regarding attitudes
to West African Negroes was constructed for both groups before and after the
twenty-lesson curriculum. The mean score of the group given the standard
cumculum was changed by 2 points in what the author called a favorable

direction, the change reported in the experimental group was 7 6 points
Elley investigated the fostering of attitudes favorable to international
understanding in 14-year-old boys in a New Zealand secondary school "
Attitudes toward war and toward thirteen national groups were investigated
An experimental course, emphasizing international understanding, was taught
by the author to the experimental group, a second class was taught by the author

according to the regular curriculum, a third group was taught the traditional
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course by another teacher After a four-month course of study, all classes were
retested to ascertain attitude shift, and the experimental group was also tested

two months later All students were below average in intelligence and from
groups of relatively low social status The experimental social studies curriculum included topics such as the following causes and effects of war,
attempts to keep the peace, with emphasis on the League of Nations and the
United Nations, illustrations of the interdependence of nations, detailed study
of the life and problems of people in India, China; Japan, Holland; and Russia
Active participation in discussion was encouraged The control group studied
the same geographical areas with emphasis placed on climate, vegetation, and
products In this group there was some additional stress on the geography of
the Pacific region, and more traditional lectures were used The experimental

class increased in their tolerance of all national groups, particularly those
chosen for special study The change in this class was maintained at the testing
two months later No such change occured in the control classes which had
studied the same countries using a more traditional focus Attitudes toward the
Japanese were somewhat more resistant to long-lasting change in both groups,.

petaps because of films of World War 11 shown to these students in
compulsory military training The author's conclusion was that "schools
make little contribution to international understanding unless teachers deliber-

ately plan to foster it

"

The reports of Williams and Elley have several common factors First, both
were conducted by teachers using curnculum plans of their own making and
tailored to the special needs and abilities of their classes Second, these
curncula were expressly designed to contrast with traditional curriculum both
in content and in structure of the class although the same general topics were
covered Third, although both authors are appropriately cautious about the
generality of their findings, they suggest that schools must make a conscious
effort to foster international understanding with explicit tasks and methods,
rather than expect increased knowledge of geography or political structures to
result in improved social attitudes
Bellak's study is of particular interest because of its findings concerning the
slippage between prescnbed curriculum and its actual classroom implementation
A curriculum unit on international economic problems, with stress on
the value of free trade, was taught by each of fifteen teachers Pupils were
given pre- and post-tests based on materials in the booklets they had
studied Teacher-student interactions were observed and coded. All teachers
devoted a major proportion of their time to discussion related to the general

topic, but there was great variation in the amount of time spent on specific
sub-topics For example, in one class, exports and imports were discussed in
23 5% of the verbal interactions, in another class, this topic occupied only 5%
of the time Free trade was discussed in 3R 4% of the interactions in one class

and in only 4 7% of thc interactions in another These variations existed in
spite of the fact that the curriculum guides and student booklets were identical
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According to the classifications of the observers, teachers used the majonty of

their interactions with students to state or explain facts The students of
teachers who used these modes more than 859k of the time were less successful
on the tests than those of the teachers who spent a smaller proportion of their

time stating or explaining facts
Riestra and Johnson taught a combined Spanish language and culture course
to elementary school students s Their data from pre- and post-tests indicated
that studenti, attitudes became more favorable not only to the particular culture
studied but also to Spanish-speaking cultures in general GIN en the critical role
of language in children's orientations toward other cultural groups, some sort of
accompanying language study may be necessary for international and intercultural understanding to develop to the fullest extent

IV. CONCLUSION
Designing international education programs to meet the needs and aspira-

tions of students is facilitated by knowledge of their existing attitudes and
beliefs and the processes by which these onentauons may change Research
concerning students' orientations to thcir own and other nations, international

organizations, international human nghts, war, and peace has been summanzed in this chapter It shows that positive national identity is established
very early and forms part of the child's perspective for viewing the activity of
other nations and of his own, as well as the future of international society The
period before the age of fourteen is especially important because the child's
openness to diversity in this period is more likely to foster positive international
attitudes Exaggerated support for his own national government in some cases
may curtail the child's positive orientations toward other nations In the United
States negative stereotyping still exists among children, particularly with
respect to Asian and African countries, and countries where wars have recently
taken place In the United States students tend to pcssess less knowledge about
international than about national matters and to be less motivated to participate
in discus,ion of international affairs outside the classroom than are the students

of other countnes
There is relatively little research dealing with young peoples'. orientations
toward international organizations and almost no data concerning their ideas
about the international protection of human rights Studies of attitudes and
knowledge about the UN typically conclude that children perceive it as an
organization which feeds the hungry and tries to make peace The ideas of
adolescents arc somewhat more sophisticated The absence of research concerning human rights in an international perspective may result from a tendency
in this country to think about human rights exclusively in terms of the U S Bill

of Rights
Though the attitudes of young people toward war arc nearly always negative,
a perspective on its causes, knowledge of ways in which it may be prevented,
and skills in conflict resolution appear to be less common In many respects
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students perspective on war is tied to other aspects of international socialization In the child's mind justification of war may be linked with strong

feelings of nationalism and a desire to preserve the nation's well-being from
outside threat Perception of other countries as hostile and power-seeking may
serve as a justification for war The awareness that people in some parts of the
world are denied fundamental human rights and know of no other method than
active rebellion by which to seek justice, introduces a more complex dimension
into the thinking of older students Perhaps education toward respect for
human rights for all peoples of the world should be thought of as the most
important component of education for peace and international understanding
Action to improve education must take place on all levels of instruction and
in a variety of mode% An international or intercultural dimension should be an
explicit and implicit part of classroom functioning There appears to be no
reason why the global perspective cannot be fostered through many subjects of
study without detracting from the master- of prescnbed subject matter But
teachers need special preparation for these new roles which will help them to
utilize not only available materials but also possibilities for meaningful
interaction among students and between student and teacher The practice of
patnotic rituals and the imparting of factual matenal will need to be supplemented by more dynamic discussion Materials of instruction dealing with
other countries should be improved and brought up to date Research on
children's understanding of International human nghts is needed to serve as the
basis for materials concerned with this subject

The UNESCO Recommendation has given the appropriate breadth of
focus In listing areas of action it has specifically recognized the importance of
materials and methods "attuned to the needs and aspirations of the participating
A new course here or a new extra-curncular project
young people and adults
there will not even approximate the degree of understanding of other peoples of
the world, their problem% and aspirat ions which will be needed by present-da)

students to become well-balanced and socially effective adults
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Selected Student
Materials:

A Review
and Evaluation
Richard W. Fogg
State University College at Buffalo (N Y.)

I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a critical review of selected student
materials dealing with the four principal topics (international understanding,
cooperation, peace and human rights) of thc UNESCO Recommendation. This
effort is intended to help classroom teachers, curriculum wnters, administrators and policymakers locate effective student matenals and identify existing
needs The chapter contains suggestions for background readings followed by
detailed information about matenals for students that deal with the principal
topics of the UNESCO Recommendation. The brief review of each book or
pamphlet suggested for classroom usage includes a content description and
evaluation as well as other useful information
The reviews found in this chapter are organized into five sections. The first
presents reviews of teaching matenals that address in a reasonably integrated
fashion all topics of the UNESCO Recommendation. The remaining sections
review matenals for students that deal with only one of the four pnncipal topics
of the UNESCO Recommendation. The chapter concludes with suggestions
on how to organize these materials for use in a single course and on how to
integrate them into existing courses.

II. BACKGROUND READINGS
The preceding chapters of this book contain specialized background information on all of the principal topics of the UNESCO Recommendation as well
as helpful bibliographic references The chapters dealing with international

human nghts are, moreover, designed to provide the non-specialist with
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accurate up-to-date information on this subject and citations to leading bc)oks

and articles in the field
An international relations tem providing useful and concise background
information on international cooperation is K J Holsti, International Politic s
(Englewood Chffs, N 1 Prentice Hall, 1972) I know of no recent txx)k
sumrnarzing peace research, but a good, thorough reader is Peace and War by

Charles R Be,tz and Theodore Hemian (San Francisco W H Freeman,
1971) Herbert.; Abraham's World Problem.% in the Classroom A Tem her' s
Guide to sotne United Nations Tasks (Pans, UNESCO, 1973) is a first rate
source of information on United Nations activities involving international
peace, human rights, and related economic and social problems Stimulating

analytical questions appropriate for classroom discussion are included in each

chapter of Abraham's book Some Suggestions on Teaching about Human
Rights (authored and published by UNESCO, Paris, 1968) is thorough, but
part tall y outdated

The same is true of A Guide to Human Rights Education by

Paul D Hines and Leshe Wood (National Council for the Social Studies,
Bulletin 43, 1969) Both books contain valuable bibliographic information
and the texts of major human rights documents Another more narrowly
focused source is Apartheid Its Effects on Education, Science, Culture, and
Information (Pans UNESCO, 1972) The development of international human rights instruments and an excellent introduction to the subject as a whole
are included in Louis B Sohn, "A Short History of United Nations Documents
on Human Rights, in The United Nations and Human Rights pp 39-186 (18th
Report of the Cornm'n to Study the Organization of Peace, 1%8), available
from Oceana Pubhcations, Inc , Dobbs Ferry, N Y A non-technical work on

mternational law, written for high schod students but also appropriate for
teachers who wish a general introduction to international law and organizations, is Richard Deming's Man and the World, International Low at Work,
(New York Hawthorn Books, 1974) William Nesbitt and Andrea Karl's
Teaching lnterdependeme Esplormg Global Challenge Through Data (New
York Center for International Programs, 1975) is a good source of data for use
in inquiry teachmg methods

In addition to those works, there are other books which deal primarily with
the teaching of peace and justice For example, Chnstoph Wulls Handbook
on Peace Edu«ition (1974, available from the Institute for Wodd Order, New

York, N Y ) is a collection of essays by scholars from vanous countries
discussing peace education from a number of different perspectives William

Nesbitt's Teaching about War and War Prevention (N Y

T Y Crowell,

1971) performs a similar task, although its approach is more practical w ithout

however, being unscholarly Learning Peace by Grace Abrams and Fran
Schmidt (Philadelphia Jane Addams Peace Ass'n, 1972) is a fine junior high
school resource unit on the same subject

The Nahonal Education Association'

has recently prepared a most useful list of materials related io global
interdependence

It includes media prograim and simulation garnes in addition
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to the student matenak res iewed in this chapter The list is reproduced m the
Appendix
A periodical for teachers that focuses on peace and Justice is Inier «mi
(Center for War/Peace Studies, 218 E 18 St , New York, N Y 10003) lt
contains complete lesson plans which are suitable for students of all ability
levels This Journal also provides teachers with current information about
peace and justice issues and alerts them to new teaching rnatenals

III. REVIEWS OF TEACHING MATERIALS
.4

Review Criteria

Six sets of c ntena have detemunf d the choice of the materials selected for
review in this chapter First, global education criteria were applied to ascertain
whether the matenal is truly global in its perspective, that is, whether it helps
students see the world as an interacting social system Second, cntena derived
from the social studies reform movement of the last lecade were taken into

account by inquiring whether several cognitive and affective levels are
covered, whether a vanety of disc iphnes are drawn upon, and whether different
presentation styles are used Third, the selection was also influenced by more
traditional educational cntena which are concerned with the question whether

the material is interesting and promotes a love of knowledge (e g history as
story telhng), and whether discussion questions that are likely to pool ignorance

are avoided Fourth, criteria commonly used in textbook selection and
adoption which look to the appropnateness of the reading level, whether the
matenal :s up-to-date, whether the non-pnnt matenal is attractive, etc , were
also taken into account Fifth, teacher-acceptability was another relevant
criterion, for example, whether teachers will order the matenals, whether they
are too expensive or contain unduly lengthy items on single topics Finally, the
value of any curmulum material depends in part upon the assumptions of its
authors The final set of cntena upon which the sekction has been based
therefore concems the appropriateness of these assumptions judged in terms of

whether they promote the principles of the UNESCO Recommendation
The trouble with using a complicated set of cntena like the above is that none
of the suggested matenals measure up to all of them Due to space limitations,

moreover, some good matenals that meet these criteria may have been
omitted
Teachers may also find that the materials reviewed and categonzed

in one way here may be useful in their own classroom for purposes not
anticipated in this chapter

B Materials Covering All Four Topics of the UNESCO Recornrnendanon
I Peacemaking A Guide to Conflict Resolution for Individuah. Groups, and
Nations (paperback with Teachers Guide)
Barbara S tan fo rd

Bantam; 666 Fifth Ave., New York, N Y 10019
1976; grades 9-12; 320 pages.
sce, in ihix (.onnection. tbc NEA Peace Stu( les ExpoxitionLixt of M..itcnals repmduced in Inc
Appendix to tht. book
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Note The reading level is at the 8th grade or belosk for about half of the txx)k
and at the upper high school level for the rest Applicable for nearly all courses
since all social science disciplines and history are represented

Dexription and evaluation This is a t:look of read:ngs with exercises It
contains materials that is interesting, accurate, and sophisticated

ills the most

recent, and one of few, curricula that provides a thorough treatment of the
pnncipal topics of the UNESCO Recommendation
This book deals with conflict resolution (including nonviolence), aggression, global identity, force and diplomacy, , reorganizing society, , and what the
individual can do for peace Human rights, however, receive only minimal
coverage
One of Stanford's assumptions for developing materials is that students will
themselves want to make changes in their own ways of thinking and behaving

Thus an exercise suggested for reducing racial prejudice, for example.

explicitly invites students to examine their own attitudes on this

issue

Because this reader is a survey, the teacher may wish to add depth and
additional points of view by using the sources listed in the bibliography
Public Issues Series/Harvard Social Studies Project
30 pamphlets (available separately) 50¢ apiece
General teachers' guide and individual ones, including tests (free)
2

Donald W. Oliver and Fred M Newmann
Xerox Education Publications
Education Center; Columbus, Ohio 43216
1967

grades 9

l972,pp. 64 and 48 Ca: pamphlet, grades 7
12 for all students

9 for average students,

Note Appropriate for all social studies subjects except psychology and
economics U S history is st7essed
Description and evaluation This cumculum contains a broad selection of
case matenals dealing with the ideas basic to a liberal education and raises
issues about them which have persisted through history, this has kept the senes

from becoming dated,
This series teaches a value justification procedure which can help students
make choices concerning the subjects of the UNESCO Recommendation
Moral issues are broken down to encourage students to choose between two
good values in seeking a solution to a problem, rather than following the too
frequently used method of having students reason out moral issues by pitting
"good values against "evil ones Issues are also broken down into factual,
definitional, and prescriptive ones
The discussion questions in these matenals start with a highly specific

instance and then proceed to a more general issue, often by means of
nnaginative analogies The materials include case studies and several role
playing games Many of the readings are taken from recent classics What
makes this curriculum particularly useful are the thoroughly researched
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histoncal, fictional and toumalistic accounts v.hih were found interesting by
students in trial teaching situations
Four of the pamphlets in this series were prepared as a umt on international
conflict control They are entitled The Limits (4. War, Resolutwn and World
Pol,tu s, Organszanons Among Nanons, and Diplonuic and International
Last This unit deak with international conflict control and includes such
topics as non, v iolence, the causes of war, successful practices in avoiding war,

and proposals for intemaional structural changes
Other pamphlets in the senes, Communist Chum, Colonial Africa The
Kensa hrpertence deal with different cultures Still others. for example,
,Stwu.s and The Age of Jackson. arc concerned with human nghts issues and
egalitarianism Human rights matcnal is also included in a section on
Rehgious F reedom Ilia focuses on early Christian martyrs and shows what it
was hkc when people who professed beliefs similar to those held by many
students today were denied their rights Another case, discussed in Diploma(
tjnd International Lats deals w ith apartheid in Namibia It requires students to

apply the Universal Declaration of Human Rights to judge conditions in
Namibia and then invites them to apply thc same standard to conditions in their

own country
Seseral assumptions about the learning process a, it relates to international

education underlie this senes of materials Among these are, rirst,

that

international problems can be considered most effectisely if broken down into
speLif IL issues and taken up one at a time, second, that concern for human nghts

issues and for people of other cultures .s likely to develop out of sympathy for
real or fiLItona characters, and third, that through guided class discussions
students w ill learn to make analytic distinctions, reason carefully , and therefore
make wisei decisions regarding international matters
Teachers must, however, be alerted to problems inherent in this curriculum It stresses questions dcahng v.ith policy , and demands a high levei of
moral matunt) on the pan of students when they grapple with the dilemmas
presented by the discussion questions The cumc alum, furthermore, attempts
to teach both reasoning and subject maner simultaneously

Pea( ekeeping (paperback) by Jack Fraenkel, Margaret Carter, and Betty
Reardon 1973, 90 pages, 99e, grades 8
12
3

The Struggle for Human Rights (paperback). same authors, 1975, 71 pages,
99c, grades 8
12
The Cold War and Belond (paperback), by Lawrence Metcalf, Betty Reardon,
and Curtis Colby, 1975, 7: pages, grades 8
12

War Criminals, War Victims (paperback) by Betty Reardon et al, 1974, 57

pages, 99c, grades 8 12
Note Teachers' manuals for each 66, minimum order 10 copies This
unified program comes from two series The first two titles are from
Perspec toes in World Order. Jack Fraenkel, senes editor The second two
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titles are from Crises in World Order, Lawrence Metcalf, series editor Random House, Dept E3, 400 Hahn Rd., Westministcr, Md 21157 Appropriate
for courses in current affairs, law, government, modem world history, and
peace studies

De.scription and evaluation This series of books, produccd in cooperation
with the Institute for World Order, is comprehensive enough to serve rnoi,t of
the purposes of thc 1:HESCO Recommendation and does so more fully in some
ways than other mateals reviewed in this chapter Five values underlie this
raising levels of economic welfare, expanding social
sere% limiting v

justice, broadening opportunities for people to participate in public policymaking, and achieving global ecological balance
The underlying concept of these books is global system change The
teaching method consists of five steps Students are first guided in examining
the nature of the existing international system Next they arc asked to consider
what life might bc like if present trends continue This step is followed by an

effort to have students explore how to deal with trends they disapprove of
Thereafter students attempt to test thc proposals for resolving cnsis situations

that thc case studies provide The final step consists of an exploration of
possible methods to implement the various proposals

What is most exciting about this senes is that it enables students who are
dissatisfied with the present international system to examine some specific
alternatives to it Conceptually, this series is also among the most advanced in
dealing with the topics of the UNESCO Recommendation At the same time,
its reading level is simple
Most of the books in this series contain complete historical, current or
futuristic' case studies However, the teachers will need to supplement the
transitional sections with materials that suggest methods for bringing about
change
Turning now to the individual books in this series, it should be noted that The

Struggle for Human Rights is the only thorough curriculum I know on this
subject

The quality is high

The book develops a sense of what human dignity

means by descnbing its opposite. for example, the untouchable system of
India It deals with the concept of human rights by descnbing violations of
human rights, including mistaken or illegal police raids on people's homes
Another sect ion deals with possible future international human rights developments and has students consider proposals for a world wnt of habeas «irpos
and a world ombudsman

The format of this book consists of well integrated text matenal and quoted
news items Its high level of interest stems from a sense of outrage that is
generated by the described violations of hurnan rights, many of which are
unfamiliar to high school students Moreover, the book assurnes that the reader
is mature enough to grasp sophisticated concepts and yet the writing is simple,
which is a rare combination in cumculum rnatenals
One way in which this book carries out the UNESCO Recommendation is
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that it provides information about ludo, iduak and groups who has e v.orked to
improse situations in which human nghts hase been iolated for example, a

group of high school students in Northport, New York, joined Amnesty
International Just as many other members of that human nghts organization
were doing at the time, these students wrote to Last Gemi an of t-IL lak urging that

a political prisoner be released The pri,oner wa% esentually released Another
example is the work of the New York City Human Rights Commission and the
European Commission of Human Rights

The learning dynamics suggested by this material reflect the standard
approach of the new social studies teaching method The concept, human
rights, is thoroughly taught through inquiry as well as salues clarification and
justillc anon
The second book in the above series, The Cold War and Beond, begins by
[minting out certain strengths and weaknesses of the bipolar international
system For example, major war has been avoided, but sometimes when two
cnses ()cc urred at once, the system was oserloaded, which was the case dunng

the Suez and Hunganan conflicts of 1956 This book discusses several
proposed international systems, including one envisaging a concert of the
world (resembling the 19th centur) Concert of Europe) and a system of world
Background matenals for the study of these systems deal mainly with the
1,1Vv

Hungarian invasion, the Cuban missile cnsis, and the 1973 Arab-Israeli
conflict This book generates interest through well descnbcd cases and
suggests alternatives to the present international system
The third book in the senes, War Crinunah, War V u tons. describes cases
w hich indicate what consequences may follow from the failure of individuals to
object to injustice and brutality It indicates case studies of people ordered to

shoot innocent civihans, people who discovered immoral top secrth in
government documents, and people who were opposed to a war but did not
meet the critena for conscientious-objector status to avoid serving in it The
four war cnmes cases presented deal with the trial of the commander of the
Andersonv il le pnsoner of war camp after the Civil War, the Nuremberg tnals,

the Shimoda case (related to the Hiroshima bombing), and the My Lai
massacre One of the most valuable sections of this book discusses the
so-called Nuremberg Pnnoples and the norms which emerged from tnals of the

Nazi war cnrninals
The interest of this book lies in the cases themselves Intriguing discussion
questions are included and international law is shown to have a greater impact
than most students realize It provides an excellent, clear and short (57 pages)
account of the growth of international law and effectively integrates the four
pnncipal concerns of the UNESCO Recommendation No ot her item reviewed
in this chapter does this as well

The teaching method suggested for presenting this material requires that
students be confronted with dilemmas that their present belief systems will not
handle The assumption of this method is that the approach it prescnbes will
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develop the students' belief systems to such a degree that they will be able to

cope with the dilemmas they are likely to encounter in real life

C Materials on International Understanding
I
The Human Experience (hardcover) $ I I 56, 624 pages, 1974, Subtitles
(available separately in paperback, SI 86
copy), Human OriginA. The
Economics of Survival, Cities through Time: Communicating across Time
and Space; The World of the Family, Rules, Rights and Revolutions, The
Scientific Spirit, The Artistic Imagination

David Weitzman and Richard Gross
Houghton Mifflin, Hopewell-Pennington Rd , Hopewell, N J 08525
Grades 9
12, 6th grade reading level and above

Note Appropriate for world history

Individual booklets for economics and

humanities.

Description and evaluation The Human Experience

is

a cumculum so

exciting that it made me want to go back to high school The authors have the
rare gift of being able to take some of the most significant ideas to be drawn
from a liberal college education and make them interesting and comprehensible
both to their low readiag-level students in an inner city technical high school
and to me. Their book is appropriate for students of all levels of intelligence.
Weitzman and Gross have included material that appeals to turned-off
students They start with the assumption that their students will not go on to
college and consequently believe that their task should be to expose these
students to the great ideas of world culture rather than giving background for
later education.

The authors aid in the development of international understanding by
infusing the book with the idea that the "unusual" contains elements of
universality, logic ,. and value This technique is as old as classical literature,
yet mused rather self-consciously and incidentally in curriculum materials. An

imaginary conversation between a girl from India and one from the United
States illustrates this technique The Indian asks, "So a shy girl who doesn't
push herself forward might not be able to get married (in the United States)9
Does that happen?" "Sometimes," replies the girl from the United States.

"In our system we girls don't have to worry at all We know we'll get
married," says the Indian
Following the development of this theme a discussion question asks,

"Would you trust your parents to choose a mate for you9" The typical
response will be, "No," in spite of the reading. Then the clincher comes.
"Can you think of circumstances that would cause you to insist on having a say

as to whom your son or daughter is to marry?" Many people will answer
"Yes", because of the reading. But the answer, ii turn, requires a clanfication of values, aided by contrasting ones own to the values of another culture

The learning psychology developed in Weitzman and Gross' book is a
traditional one The reader is first given a sense of awe, then of significance,
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and finally an important concePt is applied This book, more than any other
reviewed here, conveys a broad respect for humanity
The teacher may want to add modern parallels to some of the material The
teacher may also wish to include more material dealing with human rights
issues For example, the book includes no reference to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights Also lacking are signifkant discussion questions
relating to the U S Bill of Rights
2
World Inquiry Series (paperback)
Africa, Stcphen Marvin, 1969, $2 28
Arta, Daniel Birch, Robin .1 McKeown; David Weitzman, 1969; $2 28
Europe, Stephen R Holman, Alfred Jamieson, Robin .1 McKeown, 1973,

$2 28

Lunn America, Alfred Jamieson, 1969, $2 28
Progress tests on duplicating masters, $9 75
Sample kit
$17 94
Sample kit of tests
9042
Field Education Publications, 2400 Hanover St

,

Palo Alto, Calif 94304

Teachers' guides for cach title; 900 160 pages per title, grades 7

12 (reading

level mostly gradc 5 0)
Note Appropriate for area studies, and world history This sencs could fill
out a Western-onented world history text Each book in the senes contains
twenty-five readings with questions, each reading can be completed in one
45-50 minute class period
Descoption and evaluation The World Inquiry Series is one of few cumcula
that helps build a sense of respect for people of foreign countncs by pointing out
their positive characteristics It also includes basic information about each of
the continents studied and stresses historical events For example, the trial of
Socrates is used to raise questions about the best size for a jury

This cumculum attempts to develop in students an understanding of
international relations by concentrating on issues that relate directly to that
topic For example; thc book on Latin America lists a chronology of events
that !ed Latin Americans to resent the United States To help students gain
respect for othcr cultures, this series includes descnptions ot specific behavioral patterns, such as the way in which the Chinese combine productive
work and learning at the elementary school level In trying to have students
feel a part of another culture the book on Asia, for example, describes the
various forms of beauty admired by thc Japanese In answer to thc question
about what thc United States can do for other countnes, thc book on Latin
Amenca describes how a new form of potatoes was introduced to Peru and what

was done with the profits from the sale of thc potatoes
The learning dynamics of th.s series show students how specific histoncal
events may be interrelated and how they influence contemporary events Thc
book's universalism and the historical emphasis of the senes has kept it from
becoming outdated
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3. Learning about Peoples and Cultures

(paperback) 119 pages, 1974, $2 79
Seymour Fersh,
McDougal Line 11 & Co., Box 1667 Evanson, III. 60204.
Teachers' guide 96¢; gradcs 10
I I.
Note: Appropriate for area study courses

Description and evaluation. This book attempts to teach students to avoid

condemning other cultures because they are different.

It

tries to combat

ethnocentrism, for example, by relating a Mark Twain story that describes the
earth as a wart in the universe and by presenting an account on "Nacirema"
(American spelled backwards) that indicates how bizarre the United States

might look to someone from another culture. The author attempts to help'
students to relate to people of different cultures by explaining differences which

at first glance might seem offensive to Americans. To help students gain
respect for differing customs the author points out their functional similarity to

American ways of doing things. But although this book concentrates on
building respect for differences, it scarcely mentions themes which deal with
common humanity; nor does it point out the advantages of the various customs

that are described, which also need to find their way into international
curricula.
This book is interesting and stimulating. The learning dynamics employed
by this book are the discovery method followed by a statement of what the
author hopes the students will conclude. His straightforward manner sometimes takes on a preaching quality which teachers may wish to counteract. A
strong respect for cultural achievement permeates this book; not adequately

explored are questions about human dignity unrelated to great cultural
achievement.
4. PercepttonlMisperception China/USA, 1975. $175.00.
5 filmstrips with 5 cassette tapes

[MAC.

8 role playing cards
30 student booklets
David C. King
12
Teachers givr.te. grades 9
Schloat I-NiLlications (Prepared by the Center for War/Peace Studies) 150 White
Plains Rd , Tarry,own, N Y. 10591.

Note: Takes up to 6 weeks to teach. Appropriate for ama studies and
psychology courses or for a race relations unit
Description and evaluation This curriculum attempts to teach students to

avoid stereotyping and condemning people from different cultures. flaborate
material is presented on the psychology of misperception and or. the history of
ways in which China and the United States devebped hostilities towards one

After the students have been placed in a frame 'If mind to avoid
stereotyping, matenal on contemporary China that might tempt them to
another
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stereotype is presented This is a clever and effective teaching method,
particularly because it is accompanied by fascinat.ng visual material
Student interest is generated through the use of misperception exercises and a
thorough role play ing exercise on collectis ism versus mdis idualism The tx)ok

also explores the dilemma inherent in China's accomplishments and the
regimentation that was requited to achieve them, which is likely to be
interesting for the student This curiculum in somewhat limited in scope and
therefore should be supplemented with additional policy -oriented materials
D

Materials on International Cooperation

Very few materials are available that deal exclusively with the topic of
international cooperation Some parts of the previously reviewed curricula
would be useful, however, in developing this theme Two good examples are
Organizations unions Nations and Diplomats and International Law from the
Oliser-Newmann series They contain interesting case material, discussion
questions, and i simulation game that raises questions about disarmament
These booKs deal, among other topics, with the Concert of Europe, the League
of Nations, the United Nations, and the Organization of American States
I

Simulating Social Conflict (pamphlet) 21 pages, 10-pack $5 97, 1971
Prepared by Sociological Resources for the Social Studies Episodes in Social
Inquiry Series, sponsored by the American Sociological Associat, xi
2

Robert C Angell and Robert A Feldmesser, Project Directors
Allyn & Bacon, 470 Atlantic Ave , Boston, Mass 02210
12, average reading level
Instructors' guide, $I 59, grades 10

Note Appropriate for courses in sociology, current affairs, government,
psychology, and peace studies Seven days is the expected teaching time,
which can be broken up

Destription and evaluation Using examples ranging from cold war to labor
management disputes, this niatenal demonstrates what happens when both
parties to a dispute negotiate without trusting each other The pamphlet also
suggests several ways to osercome this problem, including the development of
a more effective communication system and methods for the gradual reduction
of tensioti between adversaries

The learning dynamics of this cumculum are called "pondered involvement- and invoke simulation exercises designed to get the students to find
ways to maximize payoffs through trust or pay the price for getting caught in
situations in which both sides lose Three simulation exercises are included in
this pamphlet One insolves an arms race, the second a competition between
businessmen, and the third a power struggle between tnbes These simulation
exercises and subsequent class discussions should help students learn about
real-life situations insols ing winning losing, cooperation and/or trust, and
some of the concepts regarding methods for building trust and cooperation
This pamphlet is part of a larger series that contains materials devoted to
sociological topics and methodological procedures The pamphlets were
136
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initially written by sociologists, rewritten by high school teachers, and later
revised on the basis of field tests involving 9.000 students and 200 teachers
3. Patterns of Human Conflict $92 00. 1973
3 filmstrips, 2 tape cassettes, 35 student booklets
Prepared by the Ccntcr for War/Peace Studies Schloat, Inc
150 White Plains Rd., Tarrytown, N Y 10591
junior college
Teachers' guide; grade 8

Note: Appropnate for courses in U S. and world history, government,
psychology, sociology,. anthropology, world cultures, and peace studies
Description and evaluation. This filmstrip-tape program won one of Learning
Magazine's "best of the ycar" awards (December, 1974) after being reviewed
by teachers, libranans, and scholars The program begins by alerting students

to how extensive conflict is and then involves them in problem-solving
activities. Students first view filmstrips that may or may not involve individual, community, national, or global conflict On the basis of what they see, they
attempt to define thc temi "conflict" and thereafter simulate a community
conflict situation This program should enable students to learn the meaning
of conflict, to become aware of its causes, and to consider methods for turning
conflict into cooperation.

E Materials on Peace
I
War and War Prevention (paperback) $2 36; 1974;. 141 pages
Joseph and Roberta Moore
Hayden American Values Series,. Jack Nelson, senes editor
Haydcn Co., 50 Essex St , Rochelle Park. N J 07662
Grades 10
12.

-

Note. Appropiiate for current affairs courses, supplementary matenal for
coumes that deal with wars, and for minicourses on peace Includes a list of
colleges offering courses on peace studies
Description and eva.'uation. This book fully covers the subjects of peace and
war. Causes of war are discussed and suggestions for tl.e prevention of war are
made It also contains matenal suitable for teaching about the nature of law and

government as well as material requinng students to establish their own
government in simulated situations (e g , for a group of survivors from an
airplane crash on a desert island )
This book takes a global approach In an effort to make students understand
war-prevention, the authors descnbe threats to peace that appear to be very
difficult to deal with The students are then made aware of a number of
plausible solutions and asked to develop their own solutions To quote from

the introduction of the editor of this series,, the learning dynamics of this
approach include the following components.
(1) Case studies illustrating the issue by focusing on human situations,
(2) Factual information about the issue which can be used as evidence in
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making social decisions, (3) Divergent views and opposing value judgments showing a variety of values involved in solving the issues, (4) Futuristic scenarios illustrating possible consequences of social decisions in
future human situations, (5) Suggestions for involvement in the issue and
the decisions, (6) Recommendation for further study
Although the discussion questions oftcn simply ask whether or not the student
agrees with the text, some are quite imaginative (e g . students are asked to
explain war to someone from a culture that does not have it) The authors
assume adult attitudes in students without expecting too much
a very
refreshing perspective successfully earned out
Teachers may need to correct for the bias towards long-term war preventives

of a non-deterrent nature It would also be extremely useful to provide
materials on crisis situations in which thc proposed peace plans can be tested

World Order (paperback) 1968, 78 pages; SI 89. Color slides for this unit
58 25, Teachers Manual SI 65, 9 titles, ea (a 75 pages
Byron G. Massialas, Jack Zevin
From World History Through Inquiry Sencs. same authors
Rand McNally & Co , 8255 N Central Park, Skokie, Ill 60076
2

Note Grades 9

12. appropriate for world history, political science, and

peace studies courses

Description and evaluation The Massialas & Zevin curriculum raises peace
questions, contains material cosenng topics that have become increasingly
important, and avoids problems sometimes associated with inquiry teaching
This particular book is the political science-onented part of a larger series
that constitutes a full world-history program for senior high school students It
consists of selected documents, news items, maps, graphs. photographs,
poems, cartoons, fictional matenal. etc Selections from old news magazines
are sometimes used to give the reader a sense of the political climate of the time
and to generate suspense which comes from reading dispatches written before it

is known what the outcome of a given event will be
The Massialas & Zevin booklet is not outdated cven though it was published
in

1968

Thc authors did an amazing job of selecting matenals whose

importance has not diminished over the years
peace program is a good example

The inclusion of the Sakharov

The inquiry approach is carried out in these matenals by gising students
significant issues to look for in the various selections and by open ended
discussion questions This book not only presents exciting case studies. it also
raises critical issues

The Analysis of Public Issues Program (paperback) 1973
Dec ision Making in a Demociwcy (text. 442 pages) 54 80. Instructors manual.
58 97, Audio Visual kits. 5T5 00. Handout sheets. $28 50, Sample kit. $15 51,
Problem booklets. SI 98. Teachers' guides to problem booklets. S 78. Total.
$135 54
3
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James P Shaver, Guy A Larkins
Houghton Mifflin, Hopewell-Pennington Road, Hopewell, N .1 08525
12, appropnate for current problems courses or as an
introduction to any social studies course to teach reasoning methods.

Note Grades 10

Descnptton and evaluatwn One way to educate for peace is to teach possible
peace policies and methods of reasoning for choosing between them This
book performs the latter task in a f:scinating way This is the only program
other than the one by Oliver-New mann which teaches a full range of reasoning
methods The reasoning int thods in this program are explicitly spelled out and
include judging accuracy decision-making, drawing distinctions between
types of values and conflicts, and qualifying decisions
This program covers all the social sciences as well as history It also treats a
limited number of international and human rights Issues (e g the killing of

civihans in Vietnam, the "Pueblo incident, student rights eases, and the
conflict in Northern Ireland)
This book is particularly interesting because the authors have selected
current events to exemplify cach reasoning method, and because the reasoning
methods are valuable in themselves Tcachers wishing to cover the subject
matter or this material and the reasoning methods must recognize, however,

that many student!, hase great difficulty handling both at the same time
4

Gandhi (paperback) 10-pack orders

90v.

S9 00, 64 pages, Teachers' guide

1969

Daniel Birch, D Ian Allen
Asian Studies Inquiry Program, John Ll Michaelis and Robin McKeown,
project directors
Addison Wesley, Jacob Way. Reading, Mass 01867

Note Grades 9

12, average reading level or above, appropnatc for world
history, current problems and government courses

Description and evaliwnon Non-violence is an essential topic of peace studies
and Gandhi is onc of the most eminent peace heroes Thereforc. any study of

peace should include a descnption of his work and his phdosophy This
pamphlet does this task wen It contains quotes from Gandhi. gives an
action-filled account of thc famous salt march. describes Gandhi's campaigns
on behalf of the untouchables of India and reports on his early efforts to obtain
human rights for Indians 1 ing in South Africa What is remarkable about this
booklet is that it convinces the reader that achievemenh which many students
believe can be attained ()illy by violent means are attainable through non-

vioince
The, leaniing dynam:c of this study consists of taking a new principle. nonviolence trying to cons ince students to oppose violence more than they did
before and having students practice non-violence Teachers ill need to guard
against the- tendency of students to concluoe that non-s iolence is applicable

only in a Hindu culture
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F, Materials on Human Rights
Note A number ol curriculum programs disi.ussed in the preLeding sections
of this chapter deal with human nghts issues and should be consulted to
supplement the matenals that are discussed In this section

Focusing on Global Poverty ana Development A Resource Both( for
Educators (looseleaf notebook), S12 00 (One can buy one copy and read
sections aloud or reproduce them ), 630 pages (most of which arc -4 page
excerpts of readings)
1

Jayne C Millar
Overseas Development Council
1717 Ma.ss Ave N W , Washington, D C 20036

12, averagc reading level or above Appropriate for
current affairs, world or U S history, economit s, sociology, government, and
anthropology courses

Note Grades 9

Description end evaluation This book explores the extent and effect of
poverty, illiteracy and related problems existing both in the United States and
abroad It describes current efforts to deal with these problems and demonstrates that they are global in nature The book contains excerpts of readings;

charts, a film hst, teaching suggestions, and background information for
Millar's approach is to devdop in studems a fee hng of compassion
and guilt for people whose plight is due to economic underdevelopment and to
make it possibk for students to gain expenence dealing with such problems.
Although this book covers cntical human nghts issues, among them the right
to life, to work and to an adequate standard of living, teachers may want to
supplement It with materials that explore the causes of underdevelopment in
greater depth
teachers

Millar's book is impressive because it contains very effectively selected
excerpts from available matenals which have a strong impact on the reader
For example, one reading tells what would have to be subtracted from a middle
class Amencan home to have it resemble the home of a poor family in an underdeveloped counu y
Some of the questions included in this book are very broad (e g "what is the

meaning of changer') Teachers will have to make them more specific in
order to provoke a meaningful discussion But this book contains many useful
resources and is simplified by a directory of materials applicable to whatever
social studies subjeet the teacher may be teaching

Great Cases of the Supreme Court (paperback) 131 pages, 1975, S3 96
Decisions supplement 570
2

Teachers' guide $2.16. grades 7

8 (suitable for senior high sfhool)

Vital Issues of the Constitution (paperback), 150 pages, S4 40, 1976, Grades 11

-- 12 (9th grade reading level) Decistons supplement 99¢
Instmctors' guide $2 22
Robert H Ratcliffe, General Editor
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Part of the Trailmarks of Libeny Series i Prepared by Law in American
Society)

Houghton Mifflin Co , Hopewell-Pennington Road, Hopewell, N .1 08525
Note

Appropriate for courses in government, U S history , law, , and current
Can be used as a supplement or a major text

problem%

Devi ription and evaluation These two very similar books present several
dozen actual court ases and re les ant historical Lackgrouial dealing tor i he mos(
part with t he nglis of the individual As presented, each case is approximately
one half to two pages in length, w ith the .1( t ua 1 court decisions being reprinted
in a separate book This enables students to argue the cases before learning

how flit>, were :etually decided Since the policy concerns of the opposing
sides are ineludeu in the text, students will not have an opportunity to work
them out for themselves They will, however, learn from making the policy
choices that judges make The case studies enable students to learn to examine

fa6, in a legal dispute, to see how the U S Constitution and laws would be

applied by tlx opposing Wes to a dispute, and to find out what legal

_.

considerations determine the judgment in a case
The cases included in tom books are inteiesting because they either involve
policy dilemmas or outrageous lower court decisions In the latter category
for example, is the Gault case, involving a lower court dec ision holding that
juvenile offenders are not entitled to lepl counsel, which v.as subsequently
rever.ed by the U S Supreme Court
In the

Trai li nark s' series, discussion questions break the case studies down

issue by issue They are receded by hypothetical situations show,ng the
relevance of the is,ues for young people Mock trial procedures are described
-nd a sample script is provided to indicate how to run such trials Most of the
cases deal with cnm,nal and constitutional law matters, which should enable
students to learn about their rights ano gain .nsights into the processes through
which these rights are protected The materials included in this series were
trial-taught and modified in the light of that experience
All in all,: these books provide material on human rights issues which will
allow students to learn through the excitement of controversy, practice in role
playing, and opportunities for pitting one policy concern against another But
teachers may want to add some international human rights material to asoid
reinforcitg students' impression that only the U S seeks to protect individual
rights.
3

Dissent and Protest (paperback), 1974, 150 pages

David C Naylor
Hayden American Values Series, Jack Nelson, editor
Hayden Book Co , 50 Essex St , Rochelle Park, N J 07662
12 The reading level is quite difficult because ot the
Grades 10
vocabulary and because of what it requires the student to remember as he

Note

iLGO
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Appropriate for U S history, sociology, and current affairs courses
See Section El for the teaching procedure employed in this book
reads

Description and evaluation This tr(xik achieves a balance between politically
'safe' superficiality and a radical hm that might threaten a teacher's job The
materials presented include personal stones (e g , that of Rosa Parks who
sparked the Montgomery bus boycott) and narratives of histoncal events (e g
the dissent displayed by Amencan colonists against their homelands) The
author is critical of dissent for disse,it's sake and dissent resulting from personal
immaturity Court cases in which di.,sent might bc restricted are presented and
provide role playing possibilities Surveys concerning the attitudes of people
toward vanous forms of dissent are also included
This book is interesting becausi: of the dilemmas it raises (e g obedience
,

versus conscience) and because of its dramatic presentations of injustices The
book assumes that students can dixide what is wrong in society and consider

which problems ment dissent Famous precedents for dissent are descnbed

and limits for excessive dissent are proposed This book will probably
succeed in convincing students tht dissent has a place in our society and should
help them develop cntena for its i se The teacher may wish to add material on
strategies for dissent

The Rights of Wonzen (paperback) $2 36, 974, 136 pages.
Sylvia Feldman
Hayden Amencan Values Series, Jack Nelson, editor
Hayden Book Co , 50 Essex St , Rochelle Park, N J 07662
4

Note Senior high school level Appropriate for U S history, sociology, and
women's studies courses In history courses the book could be used to deal

with the struggle for women's rights and witb human rights in general
Definition and evaluation This book begins with three personalized accounts
of women in crises situation% and five pages of narrative history It deals with
the status of women, discusses sonic aspects of the development of sex roles
during childhood, and provides information concerning salary disc nmination
The Rights of Women stands on its own as information and because of the

'shock effect' it will have on kids The book tnes to raise students'
consciousness as well as develop in them a sense of shame regarding the denial
of women's nghts It contains fascinating facts (e g , heavier penalties tend to
be givcri to female criminal offenders than to males committing the same
crimes), and assumes that its readers arc mature individuals

Suggestions for

social action for school reform arc presented in the activities section The
teacher may want to supplement the discussion questions and add current
international material on women's right%

IV. SELECTING AND COMBINING THE MATERIALS
Which of the matenals reviewed above seem best for various purposes')
How might these materials be organized if more than one is used, particularly
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so that they may best be tailored to students interests and levels of develop-

ment.' In dealing with these questions little attention will be paid to the
grade-level labels attached to the matenals, since many of them could be used at
leveh other than those for which they are recommended This is an issue to be

resolved by reference to the perceived needs of mdividual teachers
Teachers who favor emphasinng projects for individual students would find

it useful to obtain an or many of the materials reviewed here and to have
students use them as reference materials The teacher could, of course, also
use them to package their own choice of curnculum or ennchment activities

Teachers responsible for courses or units which do not explicitly deal with

me four principl subjects of the UNESCO Recommendation may wish to
select a more general text that addresses a wider range of topics

or example,

Oliver & Newmann's Public Issues Seriesillanwrd Sin la! Studies Project
covers U S history and .nterdisciplinary concerris. Weitzman & Gross' The
Human Expeneni e and Massialas & Zev in's Simulating Sw ul Conflu t cover

world history and interdisciplinary concerns McKeown's World Studies
Inquiry Series focuse, on world history and intercultural stuthes

The three sets of matenals that cover an the topics suggested by the
UNESCO Recommendation, Stanford, Pew emaking A Gwde to Conflu t
Res(dunon for Individuals, Groups, and Nations, Ohver & Newmann, Public
csue s Series Harvard Scic la! Studies Project, and Fraenkel & Metcalf,
Pew ekeeping, are close to adequate in themselves and would simplify the
c ho ice

Each has a substantive and a pedagogic integrity that would be hard to

match by experimenting w ith a patchwork of several materials My own
perwnal preference for a source on each of the topics or the UNESCO
Recommendation would be Weitzman & Gross' The Human Esperien( e for
intercultural understanding or for a shorter treatment; Fersh's Learning about
Peoples and Cultures For international cooperation, my preference would be
Patterns of Human Conflii t or Organizations among Nations and Diploma(

and International Law from the Ohver-Newmann series My choice for
dealing with peace issues would be Stanford's Pew emaking A Gulch' to
(onflu !Revolution for Indisiduals, Groups, and Nations. The best curriculum
on human nghts issues is T he Struggle for Human Rights (Fraenkel & Metcalf
senes )

It is also p()%sible to organize these matenals according to developmental
Junior high school students, for example. arc panicularly concerned

stage%

with rdanng to fnends and relatives Help with this topic can be found in
Stanford's Peacemaking A Guide to Conflu t Resolution for Indniduals,
Groups and Nations, SRSSS'orulanng So ial Conflu e and Patterns of
wnan Conflict Senior high school students are more concerned with their
own idennty, or what they will hold as objects of fidelity (in Erik Enkson s
terms) Teacher% may therefore want to include matenals which contain
information on value clarification or desc npt ions of social movements and of
1 43
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Nearly all the materials reviewed in this chapter cover some of
these subjects
Since Lawrence Kohlberg's stages of moral and cognitive development are
peace heroes

currently very popular among curriculum specialists, social studies departments may want to organize their matenals according to those stages They can
be reduced to three levels The first, concern for personal gain and avoidance

of harm, is most straightforwardly handled by Stanford's Pea cemaking A
Guide to Conflu t Resolution for Individuals, Groups, and Nations, in Patterns

of Human Conflict by the Center for War/Peace Studies, and in SRSS'
Simulating Soc ial Conflict The second level, concern for accepted or conventional behavior here and abroad, is the focus of Weitzman & Gross The Human
Erperienc e, McKeown's World Studies Inquiry Series, Ratcliffe's G reat Cases
of the Supreme Court and Great Issues of the Constitution. and Feldman's The
Rights of Women The third level, concern for higher principles, is dealt with
in Stanford's Peacemaking .4 Guide to Conflu t Resolution for Individuals,

Groups. and Nations, the Oliver & Newmann series, Fraenkel & Metcalf,
Peacekeeptng, Millar's Focusing on Global Poverty and Development, and
Naylor's Dissent and Protest
Other methocis might also be explored in designing social studies programs

One approach would consist of providing students with high-interest level
materials on one or more topics of the UNESCO Recommendation Most of
thc books reviewed in this chapter arc interesting, but only the most suitable
parts should be selected to initiate the program Another approach, particularly
for younger people; would draw on thc biographic material found, for example,

in Birch & Allai's Gandhi and in the selections from McKeown's World
Studies Inquiry Series A third approach would attempt to develop a sense of
outrage in students concerning problems of peace and justice Most of the

materials reviewed in this chapter include selections that could be used to
achieve this goal and to create a desire in students to learn more about a given

topic

It is also possible to organize this material along attitudinal lines Thus,
stereotyping and prejudice are dealt with in Stanford's Peacemaking A Guide
to Conflu t Resolution for Individuals, Groups, and Nations, Fcrsh's Learning
about Peoples and Cultures. King's Perc eptionl Misperception ChinalUSA,

and Shaver & Larkins' Analysis of Public Issues Program Jingoism or
excessive chauvinism is treated by Stanford and in the Oliver & Newmann and

Fraenkel & Metcalf series, as well as by all of the materials on intercultural
understanding Massialas-Zevin's World Order, Moores' War and War Prevention, Birch & Allen's Gandhi, and Millar's Focusing on Global Poverty and
Development Aggressiveness is discussed in Peacemaking. Patterns of Hu-

man Conflict, Simulating Social Conflict, War and War Prevention, and
Gandhi

Many teachers limit their teaching for peace to trying to develop more
amicable individuals
144

Thesc teachers should also consider demonstrating that
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socio-economic systems, not Just aggressive individuals, can promote e'ertain
forms of violence and exphre ways to change these defects Materials that will

help with this task can be found in Stanford, the Oliver & Newmann and
Fraenkel & Metcalf series as well as in the books by K ing, Moore, Birch &
Allen, and Millar

V. CONCLUSION
In the field of international education, curricula have been strongly influenced by the trends of the new social studies movement Our review also
suggests that materials hpve been developed that are both interesting and
understandable to a wide variety of students in terms of motivation and reading
level But, as we have seen, only three cumcula have been found that integrate
the four principal topics of the UNESCO Recommendation Moreover, the
coverage of international human rights issues is very limited,, and the material
: onceming the United Nations and other international organizations is for the
most part limited to structures rather than dynamic processes Another need is

for bc)oks that present the concept of globalism better than do existing
materials
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Conclusions
The 1974 UNESCO Recomtnendation was drafted by government representatives of countnes whose cultural backgrounds, educational systems and
ideological perspectives mirror the diversity that exists among the nations and
peoples of our planet It is a consensus instrument that draws on a number of
different educational philosophies and pedagogic methods to promote its goals
The significance of this Recommendation denves in large measure from the
fact that in it the UNESCO Member States were able to agree on a comprehensive set of pnnciples and pohcies governing internanonal education In the
international arena, this agreement gives political legitimacy to efforts design
ed to promote global and human nghts education
The Recommendation can also provide Amenc an educators with important
insights about attitudes and values that their peers in other parts of the world
wish to see reflected in international education programs Such programs can
greatly benefit from intellectual cross-fertilization and transnauonal cooperation
The progress in international education dunng the last several decades has
been toward greater realism as evidenced by the articulation of more concrete
goals There seems to be a clearer perception of the reality of global interdependence and its relation to the national interest, an increased appreciation of
the interrelationship of ongoing school programs with other parts of the social
and educational systems, a growing recognition of the importance of the struc-

ture of the school as well as the content of curriculum, an awareness of the
importance of teacher preparation as well as the production of appropnate c ur-

nculum matenals, and, finally, a sharper focus on education as a means of
enhancing the average citizen's motivation to participate in world affairs rather
than being a passive observer
Many of these concems arc reflected in the educational pnnciples that the
UNESCO Recommendation articulates In the reahzat ion of these pnnciples,
human nghts education becomes an integral part of international education,
life-long education takes on a higher pnonty than schooling restncted to the
years from 6 to 16, the value of interdisciplinary international education is
recognized, and the importance of knowledge about the efforts of vanous
interna 1n11 organizations in helping to solve local, national and world
problems is s :.-ssed
The emphasis op enhanced knowledge of international human nghts efforts
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in this Recommendation reflects a vvidely shared view about the importance of
education in explonng the unisersality of mankind's yearning for human rights
(The scope of this universality is attested to by the many human rights instruments that the UN and other international and regional Organizations haye
adopted I Programs that fail to take account of the long-range political
implications of the international human rights movement and the dynamics of
the international processes and systems that give it increasing vitality clearly
fail to respond to sonic of the most basic human needs and political issues of our
times Ibis is one aspect of international education that Amen:, an educators
cannot al ford to neglect
Education has a tremendous hut unrealized potential for influem ing the
international orientations of students Action to improve education in this
respect must take place in a v ariety of modes and at all levels of instruction
beginning no later than the elementary school
Laudable ideas about international understanding and peace represent only a
small first step in a very complex process Teachers need preparation which

will help them to optimally utilize not only available materials but also the
possibilities for meaningful interaction among students, and between students
and teachers The current practice of stressing factual material will need to be
supplemented by a more dynamic issue-onented discussion ot the role that
individuals, groups and nations play in mday 's world An international and

intercultural dimension should be an explicit and implicit pan of classmonl
functioning In this connection, it is worth emphasizing that the global perspective can be fostered through many subject areas without detracting from the

mastery of prescribed material
Instructional materials dealing xx ith other countries v. ill hay e to he improved

and brought op to date and references to global problems mcluded in many
courses Materials concerned w ith human rights need to be NA, ntten since very
little currently exists which meets the spec ial needs of American students for a
perspective on international human rights One method, frequently adopted in
11NESCO Associated School projects, I N to choosc a specific theme for study
which has Imal, national and international ramifications Human rights issues

are particularly well-suited for this approach

But there are many other

techniques to accomplish similar results
Material which considers the dynamic processes of transnational interaction.
analyzing the roles of governmental institutions (e g the UN, World Health
Organization, Unisersal Postal Union ) and private organizations Ic
Amnesty International, multi-national corporations), is needed to supplement the
current more static emphasis on the study of the structure' of governmental
organizations and the ceremonial actiyities of national leaders The need is
even more pressing for curriculum units NA, huh integrate all of these topics

the'

international protection of human rights, the international dimensions of local
and national problems the activ ales which compnse transnational interaction.
and the process hy which human being. come to understand the points of sic NA,
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of individuals from other nations and cultures There is a great need for
materials at the elementary as well as the secondary ,chool lexel Only when
such teaching resources become available w ill it be possible to present the
ramifications of realistic citizenship education in a global as well as domestic
contcx t
Further research is needed into the nature of existing opinions and processes
of attitude formation and change in young people This should include the
careful evaluation of materials and methods to minimize slippage between
objectives and results In-class interview projects and careful classroor, x!.rv anon undertaken by teachers as well as projects constructed by research
'specialists can contribute to this effort
In the case of some individuals or school districts. attempts to implement the
principles proclaimed in the Recommendation will simply require an intensification of on-going efforts to include an international dimension in classroom
activities and to focus on the global aspects of social, economic and political
problems

A more concerted effon w ill be necessary to launch international human
rights education The stress in American civic education programs on domestic human rights, coupled with the failure of the United States to ratify
major UN human rights treaties and the consequent lack of awareness of their
ex istence on the part of Americans. makes a special educational effort necessar-

Those who would undertake this task must not only familiarize themselves
w ith the basic information regarding international human rights documents and
institutions described in this book, they must also prepare curriculum and media
materials as well as more effective classroom methods for making human rights
problems meaningful to students
y

It is our hope that those involved in education at all levels and in all forms will
examine and analyze the 1974 UNESCO Recommendation with an eye toward
its applicability in their own situation The Recommendation consists of both a

justification for linking international human rights with education for international understanding, cooperation, and peace and an extensive list of
important elements of such education its agenda for action is sufficiently
compelling that one need not support the particular organization which has
sponsored the Recommendation to favor its realization

Whether Americans agree with all or most of its prescriptions is ',-ss
important than the opportunity its adoption provides for a fresh look at what we
are doing to prepare our young people to deal with the problems of tomorrow
It takes little imagination to predict that the problems of tomorrow will be more
global or international both in terms of their implications and solutions than are
tFie problems of today "Global interdependence" may have become a cliche,.
but it is also increasingly true American educational policymakers, administrators, curriculum developers, teac hers and university instructors responsible

for pre-service and in-service teacher training will therefore need to give
serious consideration to the steps that have to be taken by them to adapt cduca148
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tional policies and pract ices to this new reality An analysis of the,,uggestions
contained in the UNESCO Recommendation can facilitate this task )11d provide
a useful point of departure for this reassessment The Recommendation can
perform a panicularly important educational function in such a reassessment
because many of the educational principles and policies that it proclaims reflect
widely shared global perspectoxs and aspirations
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1. Recommendation concerning Education for
International Understanding, Co-operation and
Peace and Education relating to
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms

The General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, meeting in Pans from 17 October to 23 November 1974,
at its eighteenth session,
Mindful of the responsibility incumbent on States to achieve through education

the aims set forth in the Charter of the United Nations, the Constitution of
Unesco, the Universal Declaration of Human Righ.s and the Geneva Conven-

tions for the Protection of Victims of War of 12 August 1949, in order to
promote international understanding, co-operation and peace and respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms.
Reaffirming the responsibility which is incumbent on Unesco to encourage and
support in Member States any activity designed to ensure the education of all
for the advancement of justice, frmdorn human rights and peace.

Noting nevertheless that the acnvity of Unesco and of its Member States
sometimes has an impact only on a small minonty of the steadily growing
numbers of schoolchildren, students, young people and adults continuing their
education, and educators, and that the cumcula and methods of international
education are not always attuned to the needs and aspirations of the participating young people and aduhs,
Noting moreover that in a number of cases there is still a wide chspanty bemeen

proclaimed ideals, declared intentions and the actual situation.
Having decided, at its seventeenth session, that this education should be the
subject of a recommendation to Member States,
Adopts this nineteenth day of November 1974, the present recommendation
The General Conference recommends that Member States should apply the

following provisions by taking whatever legislative or other steps may be
required in conformity with the Constitutional practice of each State to give
effect within their respective terntones to the pnnciples set forth in this recommendat ion

The General Conference recommends that Member States bnng this recommendation to the attention of the authonties, departments or bodies responsible

for school education, higher c lucation and out-of-school educanon, of the
various organizations carrying out educational work among young people and
adults such as student and youth movements, associations of pupils' parents,
teachers' unions and other interested parties

The General Conference recommends that Member States submit to it, by
dates and in the form to be decided upon by the Conference, reports concerning

the action taken by them in pursuance of this recommendation
152
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SIGNIFICANCE OF TERMS
For the purix)ses ol this recommendation
(a) The word edut titian implies the entire process ot social life by means of
which individuals and social groups learn to deselop consciously within,
and for the benefit ot the national and international communities, the ss hole
ot their personal capacities, attitudes, aptitudes and knowledge This
process is not limited to any specific activities
(b) The terms international under.stanchng, co-operation and peace are to

be considered as an indivisible whole based on the principle of friendly
relations between peoples and States has ing different social and political
systems and on the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms In
the text ot this recommendation, the different connotations of these terms are

sometimes gathered together in a concise express.on, 'international
education.'
(( Human rights andfundumental freedoms are thosc defined in thc United

Nations Charter, the Unisersal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Covenants on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and on

Civil and Political Rights
II SCOPE
This recommendation applies to all stages and forms of education
2

III. GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Education should be infused with the aims and purposes sct forth 1 the
Charter of the United Nations, the Constitution of Unesco and thc Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, particularly Article 26, paragraph 2, cf thc
last-named, which states "Education shall be directed to thc full development
of the human personality and to thc strengthening of respect for human rights
and fundamental freedoms It shall promote understanding, tolerance and
friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the
activities of thc United Nations for thc maintenance of peace4

In order to enable every person to contribute actively to thc fulfilment of thc

aims referred to in paragraph 3, and promote international solidarity and
co-operation, which arc necessary in solving thc world problems affecting thc

individuals' and communities' life and exercise of fundamental rights and
freedoms, thc follow:ng objectives should be regarded as major guiding
principles of educational policy
(a) an international dimension and a global perspective in education az all

levels and in all its forms,
b) understanding and respect for all peoples, their cultures, civilizations,
values and ways of life, including domestic ethnic cultures and cultures of
other nations,
(c) awareness of the increasing global interdependence between peoples
and nations,

(d) abilities to communicate with others,
153
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(e) awareness not only of the rights but also of the duties incumbent upon
individuals, social groups and nations towards each other,

(f) understanding of the necessity for international solidarity and cooperat ion

(g) readiness on the part of the individual to participate in solving thc
problems of his community, his country and the world at large
Combining learning, training, information and action, international education should further the appropriate intellectual and emotional development of
the mdividual It should develop a sense of social responsibility and of
solidarity with less privileged groups and should lead to observance of the
pnnciples of equality in everyday conduct It should also help to develop
qualities, apt itudes and abilities which enable the indiv:dual to acquire a critical
5

understanding of problems at the national and the international level, to
understand and explain facts, opinions and ideas, to work in a group, to accept
and participate in free discussions, to observe thc elementary rules of procedure
applicable to any discussion, and to base value-judgements and decisions on a
rational analysis of relevant facts and factors

Education should stress the inadmissibility of recourse to war for purposes
of expansion, aggression and domination, or to the use of force and violence for

6

purposes of repression, and should bring every person to understand and
assurnc his or her responsibilities for the mamtenancc of peace It should
contnbute to international understandmg and strengthening of world peace and
to the activities in thc struggle against coloniahsm and neo-colonialism in all
their forms and manifestations, ard against all forms and vancties of raciahsrn;
fascism, and apartheid as well as other ideologies which breed national and
racial hatred and which are contrary to the purposes of this recommendation

IV. NATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION
7

Each Member State should formulate and apply national pohcics aimed at

increasing the efficacy of education in all its forms and strengthening its
contnbution to international understanding and co-operation, to thc maintc
nance and development of a just peace to the establishment of social justice, to
respect for and apphcation of human rights and fundamental freedoms, and to
the eradication of the prejudices, misconceptions, inequahtics and all forms of

injustice which hinder the achievement of these aims
8

Member States should in collaboration with the National Commissions takc

steps to ensure co-operation between ministries and departments and coordination of their efforts to plan and carry out concerted progiammes of action
in international education

Member States should provide, consistent with their constitutional provisions, the financial, administrative, material and moral support necessary to
implement this recommendation

9
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V. PARTICULAR ASPECTS OF LEARNING, TRAINING
AND ACTION
Ethical and cmc aspects
10

Member States should take appropnate steps to strengthen and develop in

the processes of learning and training, attitudes and behaviour based on
recognition of the equality and necessary interdependence of nations and
peoples
11

Member States should take steps to ensure that the principles of the

Uni versal Declaration of Human Rights and of the International Convention on
thc Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discnmmation become an integral part
of the developing personahty of each child, adolescent, young person or adult
by applying these principles in the daily conduct of education at each level and

in all its forms, thus enabling each individual to contribute personally to the
regeneration and extension of education in the direction indicated.
12

Member States should urge educators, in collaboration with pupds,

parents, the organizations concerned and the community, to use methods which
appeal to the creative imagination of children and adolescents and to their social

activities and thereby to prepare them to exercise their nghts and fitedoms
while recognizing and respecting the rights of others and to perform their social
duties
13
Member States should promote, at every stage of education, an active civic
training which will enable every person to gain a knowledge of the method of

operation and the work of pubhc institutions, whether local, national or
international, to become acquainted with the procedures for solving fundamental problems, and to participate in the cultural life of the community and in
publ ic affairs Wherever possible, this participation should increasingly hnk
education and action to solve problems at the local, national and international
levels
14
Education should include cntical analysis of the histoncal and contemporary factors of an economic and pohncal nature underlying the contradictions
and tensions between countnes, together with study of ways of overcoming
these contradictions, which arc the real impediments to understanding; true
international co-operation and the development of world peace

15

Education should emphasize the true interests of peoples and their

incompatibility with the interests of monopolistic groups holding economic and

political power, which practise exploitation and foment war
16 Student participation in the organization of studies and of the educational
establishment they arc attending should itself be considered a factor in civic
educauon and an important element in international education

Cultural aspects
17 Member States should promote, at various stages and in vanous types of
education, study of different cultures, their reciprocal influences, their perspec-
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tkes and ways of hfe, in order to encourage mutual appreciation ot the
differences between them Such study should, among other things, give due
importance to the teaching of foreign languages, civ ilizations and cultural
heritage as a means of promoting international and inter cultural understanding

Stud% of the major problems of manlond

Lducation should be directed both towards the eradication of conditions
1/i
which perpetuate and aggravate major problems affecting human survival and
%Yell-being
inequality, Injustice, international relations based on the use of
force
and towards measures of international co-operation likely to help solve

them Education which in this respect must necessarily be of an interdisciplinary nature should relate to such problems as

(a) equality of rights of peoples, and the right of peoples to

self-

determinat ion.

(b) the maintenance of peace, different types of war and their causes and
et-frets, disarmament, the inadmissibility of using science and technolegy
for warlike purposes and their use for the purposes of peace and progress, the

nature and effect of economic, cultural and political relations between
countries and the importance of international law for these relations, particularly for the maintenance of peace,
(c) action to ensure the exercise and observance of human rights, including

those of refugees, racialism and its eradication, the fight against discrimination in its various forms,
( d) economic' growth and social development and their relation to social

Justice, colonialism and decolonization, ways and means of assisting
developing countries, the struggle against illiteracy, the campaign against

disease and famine, the fight for a better quality of life and the highest
attainable standard of health, population gro,./th and related questions.
(e ) the use , management and conservation of natural resources, pollution of

the environment,

(f) preservation of the cultural heritage of mankind.
(g) the role and methods of action of the United Nations system in efforts to
solve such problems and possibilities for strengthening and furthering its
action.
19

Steps should be taken to develop the study of those sciences and disciplines

which are directly related to the exercise of the increasingly vaned duties and
responsibilities involved in international relations
Other aspects
20

Member States should encourage educational authorities and educators to

give education planned in accordance with this recommendation an interdisc iplinary, problem-onented content adapted to the complexity of the issues
156
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involved in the application of human rights and in international co-operation,
and in itself illustrating the ideas ot rec iprix al influence-, mutual support and
solidanty Such programmes should be based on adequate research, experimentation and the identification of specific educational objectives
21

Member State% should endeavour to ensure that international educational

activity is granted special attention and resources when it is carried out in
situations ins olving paricularl!, delicate or explosise social problems in
relations, for example; w here there are ohs ious inequalities in opportunities tor
access to education

VI, ACTION IN VARIOUS SECTORS OF EDUCATION
22

Increased efforts should be made to develop and infuse an international and

inter-cultural dimension at all stages and in all forms of education
21

Member State% should take advantage of the experience of the Associated

Schools which carry out, with Unesco's help, programmes of international
education Those concerned with Associated Schools in Member States should
stre ngthen and renew their efforts to extend the programme to other educational
institutions and work towards the general application of lb results In other
Member States, similar action should be undertaken as soon as possible The
experience of other educational institutions which have can-ied out successful

programmes of international education should also be studied and disseminated

As pre-school education develops, Member States should encourage in it
activities which correspond to the purposes of the recommendation because
fundamental attitudes, such as, for e xample attitudes on race, are often formed
in the pre-school years In this respect, the attitude of parents should be
deemed to be an essential factor in the education of children; and the adult
24

education referred to in paragraph 30 should pay special attention to the
preparation of parents for their role in pre-school education The first school
should be designed and organized as a social environment having its own
character and value, in which various situations, including games, will enable
children to become aware of their rights, to assert themselves freely while

accepting their responsibilities, and to improve and extend through direct
experience their sense of belonging to larger and larger communities
the
family. the school, then the local, national and world communities
Member States should urge the authorities concerned as well as teachers
and students, to re-examine periodically how post-secondary and university
education should be improved so that it may contribute more fully to the
attainment of the objectives of this recommendation
25

Higher education should comprise civic training and learmng activities fcr
all students that will sharpen their knowledge if the major proolems whicn they
should help to solve, provide them with possibilities for direct and continuou-,
action aimed at the solution of those problems, and improve their sense of
inter.:ational co-operation
26
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As post-secondary educational establishments, particularly universities,
serse growing numbers of people, they should carry out programmes of international education as part of their broadened function in life long education and
should in all teaching adopt a global approach Using all means of communication available to them, they should provide opportunities, facilities for learning
and activities adapted to people's real interests, problems and aspirations
27

In order to develop the study and practice of international co-operation,
post-secondary educational establishments should systematically take advantage of the forms of international action inherent in their role, such as visits
from foreign professors and students and piofessional co-operation between
professors and research teams in different wuntries In particular, studies and
experimental work should be c amed out on the linguistic , social, emotional and
cultural obstacles, tensions, attitudes and actions which affect both foreign
students and host establishments
28

Every stage ot specialized vocational training should include training to
enable students to understand their role and the role of their professions in
dev eloping their society, furthering international co-operation, maintaining
and developing peace, and to assume their role actively as early as possible
29

10 Whatever the aims of out-of-school education, including adult education,
they should be based on the following considerations

( a) as far as possible a global approach should be applied in all out-of-school

education programmes, w hich should comprise the appropriate moral,
cIvic, cultural, scientific and tec hnical elements of international education,
( bt all the panics concerned should combine efforts to adapt and use the
mass media of communications, self-education, and inter active learning,
and such institutions as museums and public libraries to convey relevant
know ledge to the indis 'dual, to foster in him or her favourable attitudes and a

illingness to take positise action, and to spread knowledge and understanding of the educational campaigns and programmes planned in accordance with the objectives of this recommendation,
the parties concerned, whether public or prisate, should endeavour to
take advantage of favourable situations and opportunities, such av the six ial
(c

and c ulrural actis ities of youth centres and clubs, cultural centres; corn
rnunity centres or trade unions, youth gatherings and festivals, sporting
events, conta..ti, with foreign v isitors, students or immigrants and exchanges
of persons in general
11

Steps should be taken to assist the establishment and development ot such

organizations as student and teacher assoc lotions for the United Nations,
international relations c lubs and Unesco Clubs, which should be associated
ith the preparation and implementation of co-ordinated programmes of
international educ ation
12
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Member States should endea our to ensure that, at each stage of school and
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out-of-school education, activities directed toward the objectives of this
recommendation be co-ordinated and form a coherent whole within the
cumcula for the different levels and types of education, learning and training

The principles of co-operation and association which are inherent in this
recommendation should be applied in all educational activities

VII. TEACHER PREPARATION
33

Member States should constantly improve thc ways and mean:. of

preparing and certifying teachers and othcr educational personnel for their role

in pursuing the objectives of this recommendation and should, to this end

(a) provide teachers with motivations for their subsequent work commitment to the ethics of human rights and to the aim of changing society, so
that human rights are applied in practice, a grasp of the fundamental unity of

mankind, ability to instil appreciation of thc riches which the diversity of
cultures can bestow on every individual, group or nation,
(b) provide basic interdisciplinary knowledge of world problems and the
problems of international co-operation, through, among other means, work
to solve these problems,
(c) prepare teachers themselves to take an active part in devising programmes of international education and educational equipment and materials,

taking into account the aspirations of pupils and working in close collaboration with them,
(d) comprise experiments in the use of active methods of edt..ation and
training in at least elementary techniques of evaluation, particularly those
applicable to the social behas lour and attitudes of children, adolescents and
adults,

(e) develop aptitudes and skills such as a desire and ability to mae
educational rrnovations and to continue his or her training, expenence in
teamwork and in interdis:, iplinary studies, knowledge of group dynamics,
and the ability to create favourable opportunities and take advantage a
them;
(1) include the study of experiments in international education, especially
innovative experiments carried out in other countries, and provide those
concerned, to the fullest possible extent,- with opportunities for making
direct contact with foreign teachers
MernIrr States should provide those concerned with direction, supervision
or guidance -- for instance, inspectors, educational advisers, principals and
teacher-training colleges and organizers of educational activities for young
people and sdults -- with training; information and advice enabling them to
help teachers work toward the objectives of this recommendation, taking into
account the aspirations of young people with regard to international problems
and ncw educational methods that arc likely to improve prospects for fulfilling
these aspiratiors For these purposes, seminars or refresher courses relating to
34
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intemational and inter cultural education should be organized to bring together
authorities and teacher., other seminars or courses might pernut supenrison
personnel and teac hers to meet with other groups concerned such as parents,
students and teacher.' assot la( ions Since there must be a gradual but profound
change in the role of education, the results of experiments for the remodelling
of structures and hierarchical relations in educational establishments should be
reflected in training, information and advice

Member States should endeasoui to ensure that any programme of further

1.5

training for teachers in sers ice or for personnel responsible for direction
Inc lodes components of international education and opportunities to compare
the results of their experiences in international education

Member States should encourage and facilitate educational study and
16
refresher courses abroad, particularly by awarding ftillowships, and should
encourage recognition of suc h courses as part of the regular process of initial
hauling, appointment, refresher training and promotion of teachers
Member States should organize or assist bilateral exchanges of teachers at

17

all levels of education

VIII. EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
Member States should increase their efforts to facilitate the renewal,
production, dissemmation and exchange of equipment and materials for
38

international education, giving special consideration to the fact that in many
countries pupils and students recene most of their knowledge about inter
national affairs through the mass media outside the school To meet the needs
expressed by those concerned with international education, efforts should be
concentrated on o.ercorning the lack of teaching aids and on improsing their
quality Action should be on the following lines
(di aopropriate and constructise use should be made of the entire range of
equipment and aids as ailable, from textbooks to television, and of the ness
educational technology,

(bl there should be a component of special mass media education in
teaching to help the pupils select and analyse the information conveyed by
mass media,

(c) a global approach, comprising the introduction of international components, sening as a framework for presenting local and national aspects of

different subjects and illustrating the scientific and cultural history of
mankind, should be employed in textbooks and all other aids to learning,
ith due rzgard to the salue of the s isual arts and music as factors conducive

to understanding between cultures,

di written and audio-visual matenals of an interdisciplinary nature illustrating the major problems confronting mankind and showing in each
case the need for international co-operation and its practical form should be
prepared in the language or languages of instruction of the country with the

aid of information supplied by the United Nations, Unesco and other
Specialized Agencies,
160
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tr.%) documents and other materials illustrating the c ulture and the ss ay ot Ide
ot each country , the chief prohlems s ith r. Inch it is faced, and its

participation in arms dies of world-sside concern should he prepared and
ommu nhu ated to other Countries
19

Member States shrmld promote appropriate measures to ensure that

educational aids, especially textbooks, are tree from elements liable to gise rise

to misunderstanding, mistrust, rac ialist reactions, contempt or hatred with
regard to ot her groups or peoples Materials should pros ide a broad bac kground
if knowledge N. hic h will help learners to es aluate int ormation and ideas dis-

seminated through the mass media that seem to run counter to the aims of this
recommendation

According to its needs and possibilities, each Member State should
establish or help to establish one or more documentation centres offering
4(1

ss ntten and audio-sisual material des ised according to the objecto es of this
recommendation arid adapted to the different forms and stages of education
These centres should be designed to foster the reform of international
education, especially by doeloping and disseminating innosatise ideas and
materials, and should also organize and f acilitate esc hanges ot information
with other countries

IX, RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION
41

Member States should stimulate and suppon research on the foundations,

guiding principles, means of implementation and effec ts of international
education and on mnosations and experimental actis it) in this field, such as
those taking place in the Associated Schools This action calls for collaboration hy urns ersities , research hodie, and centres, teacher-training institutions,
adult education training centres and appropriate non-gosernmental organizations
42 Member States should take appropriate steps to ensure that teachers and the

sanous authorities concerned build international education on a sound psy
cological and sociological basis hy apply mg the results of research carried out
in each country on the formation and des elopment of f as ou rable or unf as ourie attitudes and behas rour, on attitude change, on the interaction of
personality development and education and on the posin.e i ur neganse effects
of educational activity A substantial part of this research should he devoted to

the asprranons of young people concerning international prohlerns and re

lawns

X. INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION
41 Member States should consider international co-operation a responsibility
ri deselopmg international education In the implementation of this recommendation they should refrain front inters ening in matters v. hich are essentially
ssrthin the domestic Jurisdiction of any State in accordance %kith the United
Nations Charter Hs their own actions, the) should demonstrate that imple161
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meriting (his rectmunendah)n
itsilf an exercise in international understanding and co-operation They should, for example, organize, or help the
appropriate authorities and non-gosemmental tirgamiations to organize, an
increasing number of internatronal meetings and study session on international
education, strengthen their programmes tor the reception of foreign students,
research workers, teacher\ and educators belonging to workers' assoclations
and Adult education assoc iations, promte reciproc al hits by school children,
and student teacher exchanges, extend and intenstfy exchanges of information
on cultures arm v ay ut life arrange for the translation or idaptation and
dissemination of ultimatum and suggestions corning f rom other countries

Member State\ should encourage the co-operanon heb..ecn their As-

44

soc rated Schools and those of other countnes w ith the help of li`nesco in order to

promote mutual benefits hy expanding their experiences in a wider international perspective
Member States should encourage wider exchanges of textbooks, espet ,a1-

hhtory and geography textbooks, and should, v here appropriate, take
measures, hy concludmg, if possible', bilateral and multilateral agreements; for
the reoprmal study and re \ in of textbooks and other educational miiteriak in
order to ensure that they are accut ate, balanced, up-to-date and unprejudiced
and

\Sill enhance mutual knov ledge and understanding between different

peoples
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II. The International Bill of Human Rights
A. Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Adopted and proclaimed by General Assembly
resolution 217 A (Ill) of 10 December 1948

Preamble
Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of
the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the
human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and
peace in the world,

Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights

,

have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the

conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in
which human beings shall en j oy freedom of speech and

belief and freedom from c.:r and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people,
Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled

to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against
tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be
protected by the rule of law,
Whereas it is essential to promote the development of
friendly relations between nations,
Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the
Charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human
rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and
in the equal rights of men and women and have determined to promote social progress and better standards
of life in larger freedom,
Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to

achieve, in co-operation with the United Nations, the
promotion of universal respect for and observance of
human rights and fundamental freedoms,
Whereas a common understanding of these rights and
freedoms is of the greatest importance for the full realization of this pledge,

Now, therefore,
The General Assembly
Proclaims this Universal Declaration of Human Rights
as a common standard of achievement for all peoples
and all nations, to the end that every individual and
every organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education
to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and
by progressive measures, national and international to
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their universal and effective recognition and
observance, both among the peoples of IvIernbe, States
themselves and among the peoples of territories under
secure

their jurisdiction
Ar ticle I

All human beings arc born free and equal in dignity
and rights They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit
of brotherhood.
A mac

2

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms
set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any

kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property,
birth or other status.
.

Furthermore, no distinction shall bc made on the
of the political, junsdictional or international
status of the country or terntory to which a person
belongs, whether it be independent, trust; non-selfgoverning or under any other limitation of sovereignty.
basis

Article

3

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and the security
of person

Article 4
No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery
and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.

Article

5

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Article 6
Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as
a person before the law

Article

7

All arc equal before the law and arc entitled without
any discrimination to equal protection of the law. All arc
entitled to equal protection against any discrimination
in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.
164
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Article 8
Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the
competent national tribunak for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or hy law

Article 9
No one 0,311 be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile

Article 10

-

Everyone is entitled in full quality to a fair and
public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal,
in the determination of his rights and obligations and of
any criminal charge against him.
,
A rticle 11

Everyone charged with a penal offence has the
right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all
1

the guarantees necessary for his defence.

2. No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence
on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national or international law,,
at the time whcn it was commited. Nor shall a heavier
penalty be imposed than the one that was apphcable at
the time the penal offence was committed.

Article 12
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interfer-:nce
with his pi ivacy, family, home or correspondence, nor
to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has
the right to thc protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Article 13
Everyone has the right to freedom of movement
and residence within the borders of each State
2. Everyone has the right to leave any country
Inc:tiding his own, and to return to his country.
1

A rticle 14
I

Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in

othcr countries asylum from persecution.
2 This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political crimes or
from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the
United Nations.
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Article 15
Everyone has the right to a nationality
No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationaluy nor denied the right to change his nationality
I

2

Article 16
I

Men and women of fun age, without any limitation

due to race, nationality or religion, have the right to
marry and to found a family They are entitled to equal
rights as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution
2

Marriage shall be entered into only with the free

and full consent of the intending spouses

The family is the natural and fundamental group
3
unit of society and is entitled to protection by society
and the State

A rucle 17
I
Everyone has the right to own property alone as
well as in association with others
,
2
No one shall be arbitrarily decrived of his

property

Article 18
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, this right includes freedom to
change his rehgion or belief, and freedom, either alone

or in community with others and in public or private,
to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice,
worship and observance

Article 19
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and
expression, this right includes freedom to hold opinions

without mterference and to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas through any media and regardless

of frontiers

Article 20
1

Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful

assembly arid association
2
No one may he compelled to belong to an association

A mule 21

Everyone has the right tl take pan in the government of his country, directly or through freely chosen
1

representatives
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Everyone has the right of equal access to public

2

service in his country
3. The win of the peopk shall be the basis of the
authority of government; this will shall be expressed

in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret
vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

Article 22
Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to
security and is entitled to reahzation, through
national effort and international co-operation and in
soda !

accordance with the organization and resources of each
State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and.the free development of his
personality.

Article 23
I. Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of
employment, to just and favourable conditions of work
and to protection against unemployment.
2.

Everyone, without any discrimination, has the

right to equal pay for equal work.
3. Everyone who works has the right to just and
favourable remuneration ensuring for himself and his

family an existence worthy of human dignity,

and

supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social
protection.
4. Everyone has the right to form and to join trade
unions for the protection of his interests

Article 24
Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including

reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic
holidays with pay.
Article 25
Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his
1

family, including food, clothing, housing and medical
care and necessary social services, and the right ti
security

in

the

event

of

unemployment;

sickness

disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of live
lihood in circumstances beyond his control
Motherhood and childhood arc entitled to special
2
care and assistance. All children, whether born in or out
of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection
167
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A rticle 26

Everyone has the right to education Education
shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental
stages Elementary education shall be compulsory Technical and professional education shall be made generally
available and higher education shall be equally accessi1

ble to all on the basis of merit
2
Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening
bf respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms

It shall promote understanding, tolerance and fnendship among an nations, racial or religious groups, and
shall further the activities of the United Nations for the
maintenance of peace ,
3
Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of
education that shall be given to their children.

Article 27
Everyone has the right freely to participate in the
cultural hfe of the community,. to enjoy the arts and to
share in scientific advancement and its benefits.
1

2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the
moral and material interests resulting from any scien-

iific, literary or artistic production of which he is

the

author.

Article 28
Everyone is entitled to a social and internanonal
order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this
Declaration can be fully realized.

Article 29

Everyone has duties to the community in which
alore thc free and full development of his personality
1

is possible
2

In the exercise of his nghts and freedoms, every-

one shall be subject only to such limitations as are
determined by law solely for the purpose of securing
due recognition and respect for thc rights and freedoms

of others and of meeting the just requirements of
morahty. public order and the general welfare in a
democratic society
3
These rights and freedoms may in no case be
exercised contrary to the_ purposes and principles of
the United Nations
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Article 30

Nothing in this Declaration may be Interpreted as
implying for any State, group or person any right to
engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed
at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms
set forth herein

B. International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights
Adopted and opened for signiture, ratification and accession
hy General Assembly Resolution 2200 A (XXI) of 16 December 1966
i nIrs inli, for( e

? Januaes 1976

(see Artidc 27)

PM-AMBLE

The States Parties to the present Covenant.
Considering that, in accordance with the pnnciples

proclaimed in the Charter of the United Nations, recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and
inahenable rights of all members of the human family
is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the
world,
Recognizing that these rights derive from the inherent

dignity of the human person.
Recognizing that, in accordance with the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the ideal of free human
beings enjoying freedom from fear and want can only
be achieved if conditions arc created whereby everyone
may enjoy his economic, social and cultural rights, as

well as his civil and political rights,
Concidering the obligation of States under the Charter

of the United Nations to promote universal respect for,
and observance of, human rights and freedoms,
Renlizinv that the individual, haing duties to other
individuals and to the community to which he belongs,

is under a responsibility, to strive for the promotion
and observance of the rights recognized in the present
Covenant,
A uee upon the following articles
PART I

Article
1

1

All peoples have the right of self-determination

By virtue of

that right they freely determine their
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poliucal status and freely pursue their economic, social
and cultural development
2 All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose
oi their natural wealth and resourccs without prejudice
to any obligations arising out of internauonal economic
co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual benefit,
and international law In no case may a people be

deprived of us own means of subsistence
3
The States Parties to the present Covenant, including those having responsibility for the administration of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, shall

promote the realization of the right of self-determination,
and shall respect that right, in conformity with the

provisions of the Charter of the United Nations
PART II

A rticle 2
I

Each State Party to the present Covenant under-

takes to take steps, individually and through internauonal assistance and co-operation, especiaPy economic
and technical, to the maximum of its available resources,

with e view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant
by an appropriate means, including particularly the
adoption of kgislative measares
2

The States Parties to the present Covenant under-

take to guarantee that the rights enunciated

in

the

present Covenant wdl be exercised without discrimina-

of any kind as to race, colour, sex. language,
religion, pohtical or other opinion, national or social
tion

origin, property, birth or other status
3

Developing countries, with due regard to human

nghts and their national economy may determine to
what extent they would guarantee the economic rights
recognized in the present Covenant to non-nationals

Article 3
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake

to ensure the equal right of men and women to the
enjoyment of an economic, social and cultural rights
set forth in the present Covenant

Article 4
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize

that, in the emoyinent of those nghts provided by the
State in conformity with the present Covenant, the State
max subject such rights only to such limitations as arc
I 70
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determined by law only in so far as this may be compatible with thc nature of these rights and sokly for ail:
purpose of promoting thc general welfare in a democratic society
Ar ticle 5

I. Nothing in the present Covenant may bc interpreted as implying for any State group or person any
right to engage in any activity or to perform any act
aimed at thc destruction of any of the rights or freedoms

recognized herein, or at their limitation to a greater
cxtcnt than is provided for in the present Covenant

2. No rcstriction upon or derogation from any of
thc fundamental human rights recogmzed or existing in
any country in virtue of law, conventions, regulations or
custom shall be admitted on thc pretext that the present
Covenant does not recogniie such rights or that it
recognizes them to a lesser extent.

PART III

Article 6
1.

Thc States Parties to thc present Covenant rec-

ognize thc right to work, which includes thc right of
everyone to thc opportunity to gain his living by work
which hc freely chooscs or acccpts, and will take appropriate steps to safeguard this nght.
2

Thc steps to bc taken by a State Party to the

present Covenant to achieve thc full realization of this
right shall include technical and vocational guidance and
training programmes, policies and techniques to achieve
steady economic, social and cultural development and
full and productive employment under conditions safeguarding fundamental political and er;onomic freedoms

to the individual

Art icle 7

Thc States Parties to thc present Covenant recogrnze
right of everyone to the enjoyment of just and
favourable conthilons of work which cnsurc, in parthe

ticular

(a) Remuneration which provides all workers, as
a minimum, with
(1) Fair wages and equal remuneration for work of
equal value without distinction of any kind, in
particular women being guaranteed conditions of
work not inferior to those epjoyed by men, with
equal pay for equal work,
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(ii ) A decent living for themselves and their famihes
in accordance with the provisions of the present
Covenant,
(h ) Safe and healthy working conditions,
(c) Equal opportunity for everyone to be promoted
in his employment to an appropriate higher level, subiect
to no considerations other than those of senionty and
competence,.

(d) Rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay, as well as
remuneration for public holidays

Article 8
I
The' States Parties to the presern Covenant under!ake to ensure

(a) The right of everyone to form trade unions and
join the trade union of his choice, subject only to the
rules of the organization concerned, for the promotion
and protection of his economic and social interests
No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this
right other than those prescribed by law and which are
necesary in a democratic society in the interests of
nantmal security or public' order or for the protection
of the rights and freedoms of others,
(b) The nght of trade unions to establish national
federations or confederations and the right of the latter
to form or join international trade-union organizations;

(c) The ,-ight of trade unions to function freely
subject to no limitations other than those prescribed by
law and which are necessary in a democratic society in
the interests of natioRal security or public order or for
the

protection of the rights and freedoms of others;

(d) The right to strike, provided that it is exercised
in conformity with the laws of the particular country
2 This article shall not prevent the imposition of

lawful restrictions on the exercise of these rights by
members of the armed forces or of the police or o! the
administration of the State
3 Nothing in this article shall authorize States

Parties to the International Labour Organisation Convention of 1948 concerning Freedom of Association
and Protection of the Right to Organize tc take legislative measures which would prejudice ,. or apply the law
in such a manner as would prejudice, the guarantees
provided for in that Convention

Article 9

The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize
the right of everyone to social security, including social
insurance
172
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Article 10
The States Part,e, to the present Cosenant recognize
that

The widest possible p-otection and assistance
should be accorded to the fainil),, which is the natural
and fundamental group unit of society, particularly for
its establishment and while it is responsible for the care
and education of dependent children Marriage must
be entered into with the free consent of the intending
1

spouses
2
Special protection should be accorded to mothers
during a reasonable period before and after childbirth
During such period working mothers should be accorded

paid leave or leave with adequate social security benefits

Special measures of protection and assistance
3
should be taken on behalf of all children and young

_

persons without any discrimination for

reasons

of

parentage or other conditions Children and young
persons should be protected from economic and social
exploitation. Their employment in work harmful to

their morals or,health or dangerous to life or likely to
hamper their normal development should bc punishabie
hy law States should also set age limits below which the

paid employment of child labour should be prohibited
and punishable by law

Article I I
Parties to the present Covenant
1. The States
recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard

of living for himself and his family, including adequate

food, clothing and housing, and to

the

continuous

improvement of living conditions. The States Parties
will take appropriate steps to ensure the reahzation of
this right, reccgnizing to this effect the essential importance of international co-operation based on free
consent
2 The States Parties of the present Covenant,
recogm, ,iig the fundamental right of everyone to be free

from hunger; shall okc, individually and through international co-operation, the measures, including specific
programmes, which arc needed:

(a) To improve methods of production, conservation

and distribution of food by makine full use of technical and scientific knowledge, by disscminating knowledge of the principles of nutrition and by developing
or reforming agrarian systems in such a way as to

achieve the most efficient development and utilization
of natural resources:
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(b) Taking into account the problems of both foodimporting and food-exporting countries, to ensure an
equitable distribution of world food supplies in relation
to need

Article 12
I

The States Parties to the present Covenant rec-

ognize the right of everyone to the enloyment of the
highest attainable standard of physical and mental
health
2
The steps to be taken by the States Parties to
the present Covenant to achieve the full realization
of this right shall include those necessary for

(a) The provision for the reduction of the stillbirthrate and of infant mortality and for the healthy developnient of the child,
t h) l'he improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene,
(( ) The prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other diseases,

(d) The creation of conditions which would assure
to all medical service and medical attention in the event
of sickness

Article 13
I

1 he States Parties to the' present Covenant recog-

nize the right of everyone to education They av e
that education shall he directed to the full development

of the human Nrsonality and the sense of its dignity,
and shall strengthen the respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms They further agree that education shall enable all persons to participate effectively
in a free society, promote understanding, tolerance and
friendship among all nations and all racial, ethmc or
religious groups, and further the activities of the United
Nations for the maintenance of peace
2
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize that, with a view to achieving the full realization
of this right

(a) Primary education shall be compulsory

and

available free to all,

(b) Secondary education in its different .forms, including technical and vocational set6ndary education
shall he made generally available and accessible to all
by every appropriate means, and in particular by the
progressive introduction of free education,

(c) Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis of capacity, by every appro174
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priate means, and in particular

by

the

progressive

introduction of free cducation,

(d) Fundamental education shall be encouraged or
intensified as far as possible for those persons who have

not received or completed the whole penod of their
primary education;
(e) The development of a system of schools at all
levels shall be actively pursued, an adequate fellowship
system shall be established, and the material conditions
of teaching staff shall be continuously improved.
3

The States Parties to the present Covenant under-

take to have respect for the hberty of parents and,
when applicable, legal guardians to choose for their
children schools, other than those established by the
public authorities, which conform to such minimum
educational standards as may be laid down or approved

by the State and to ensure the religious and moral
education of their children in conformity with their
own convictions.

No part of this article shall be construed so as
4
to interfere with the liberty of individuals and bodies
to establish and direct educational institutions, subject
always to the observance of the principles set forth in
paragraph I of this article and to the requirement that
the education given in such institutions shall conform
to such minimum standards as may be laid down by
the State.

Article 14
Each State Party to the present Covenant which, at

the timc of becoming a Party, has not been able to
secure in its metropohtan territory or other territories
under its jurisdiction compulsory primary education;
free of charge, undertakes, within two years, to work
out and adopt a detailed plan of action for the progressive implementation, within a reasonable number of

years, to .be fixed in the plan, of the principle of compulsory education free of charge for all

Article 15
1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recog..
nize the right of everyone:

(a) To take part in cultural life,
(b) To enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and
its applications;

(c) To benefit from the protection of the moral and
material interests resulting from any scientific, literary
or artistic production of which he is the author
175
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2
The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the
present Covenant to achieve the full realization of this
right shall include those necessary for the conservation;
the development and the diffusion of science and cul-

ture

The States Parties to the present Covenant under3
take to respect the freedom indispensable for scientific
research and creative activity

The States Parties to the present Covenant rec4
ognize the benefits to be derived from the encouragement and development of international contacts and
co-operation in the scientific and cultural fields
PART IV

Article 16
1

The States Parties to the present Covenant under-

take to submit in conformity with this part of the
Covenant reports on the measures which they have
adopted and the progress made in achieving the observance of the rights recognized herein
2. (a) All reports shall be submitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall transmit

copies to the Economic and Social Council for consideration in accordancc with the provisions of the
present Covenant,

( b) The Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall also transmit to the specialized agencies copies of
the reports, or any relevant parts therefrom, from States
Parties to the present Covenant which are also members
of these specialized agencies in so far as these reports,

or parts therefrom; relate to any matters which fall
within thc responsibilities of the said aeencies in
accordance with their constitutional instruments.

A rncle 17
1

The States Parties to the present Covenant shall

furnish their reports in stages, in accordance with a
programme to be established by the Economic and
Social Council within one year of the entry into force
of the present Covenant after consultation with the
States Parties and the specialized agencies concerned
Reports may indicate factors and difficulties
2

affecting the degree of fulfilment of obligations under
the

present Covenant

Where relevant information has previously been
furnished to the United Nations or to any specialized
agency by any State Party to the present Covenant,. it
3
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will not be necessary to reproduce that information, but
a precise reference to the information so furnished will
suffice

Article 18
Pursuant to its responsibilities under the Charter of

the United Nations in the field of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, the Economic and Social Council
may make arrangements with the specialized agencies

in respect of their reporting to it on the progress made
in achieving the observance of the provisions of the
present Covenant faffing within the scope of their activities. These reports may include particulars of decisions
and recommendations on such impkmentation adopted
by their competent organs.

A rticle 19

The Economic and Social Council may transmit to
the Commission on Human Rights for study and
general recommendation or, as appropriate, for information the reports concerning human rights submitted by
States in accordance with articles 16 and 17, and those
concerning human rights submitted by the specialized
agencies in accordance with article

A rticle 20
The States Parties to the present Covenant and the
specialized agencies concerned may submit comments

to the Economic and Social Council on any general
recommendation under article 19 or reference to such

genera) recommendation in any report of the Corti?mission

on

Human

Rights

or

any

documentation

referred to therein

Article 21
The Economic and Social Council may submit from
time to time to the General Assembly reports with
recommendations of a general nature and a summary
of the information received from the States Parties to
the present Covenant and the specialized agencies on the
measures taken and the progress made in achieving
general observance of thd rights recognized in the
present Covenant.

Article 22
The Economic and Social Council may bring to the
attention of other organs of the United Nations, their
subsidiary organs and specialized agencies concerned
with furnishing technical assistance any matters arising
out of the reports referred to in this part of the present
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Covenant which may assist such bodies in deciding,
each within its field of comneienee, on thc advisability
of international measures likely to contribute to the
effective progressive
Coven ant

implementation of the

present

Article 23
The States Parties to the present Covenant agrec that

international action for the achievement of thc rights
recognized in

thc

present

Covenant

includes

such

methods as thc conclusion of conventions, the adoption
of recommendations, the furnishing of technical assistance and the holding of regional meetings and technical

meetings for thc purpose of consultation and study
organized in conjunction with the Governments concerned

Article 24
Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted
as impairing the provisions of thc Charter of thc United
Nations and of the constitutions of the specialized
agencies which define the respective responsibilities of

the various organs of the Unitcd Nations and of thc
specialized agencies in regard to thc matters dealt with
in the present Covenant

Article 25
Nothing in thc present Covenant shall be interpreted

as impairing the inherent right of all peoples to enjoy

and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and
resources.

PART V

Article 26
The present Covenant is opcn for signature by
any Statc Member of the United Nations or member
of any of its specialized agencies, by any State Party
to the Statute of the International Court of Justice,
and by any othcr State which has been invited by the
General Assembly of the United Nations to become a
1

party to the present Covenant.
2. The present Covenant is subject to ratification.
Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the

Secretary-General of thc United Nations
3. The present Covenant shall be open to accession
by any State referred to in paragraph 1 of this article.
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4. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an
instrumcnt of accession with the Secretary-General of
the United Nations
5
The Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall inform all States which have signed the present
Covenant or acceded to it of the deposit of each
instrument of ratification or accession

Article 27
I. The present Covenant shaH enter into force three
months after the date of the deposit with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations of the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or instrument of accession
2. Foi- each State ratifying the present Covenant or
acceding to it after the deposit of the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or instrument of accession, the preSent Covenant shall enter into force three months after
the date of the deposit of its own instrument of ratifica-

tion or instrument of accession

Article 28
The provisions of the present Covenant shall extend
to aH parts of federal States without any hmitations or
exceptions

1

Article 29
Any State Party to the present Covenant may

propose an amendiuent and file it with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations The Secretary-General
shall thereupon communicate any proposed amendments

to the States Parties to the present Covenant with
a request that they notify him whether they favour a
conference of States Parties for the purpose of considering and voting upon the proposals. In the event
that at least one third of the State Parties favours such
a conference, the Secretary-General shaH convene the
conference under the auspices of the United Nations

Any amendment adopted by a majority of the States
Parties present and voting at the conference shall be
submitted to the General Assembly of the United
Nations for approval
2
Amendments shall come int( force when they
have been approved by the General Assembly of the
United Nations and accepted by a two-thirds majority

of the

States

Parties to

the

present

Covenant in

accordance with their respecdve constitutional processes.
3
When amendments come into force they shall be
binding on those States Parties which have accepted
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them, other States Parties son being bound by the

provisions of the present Covenant and any earlier
amendment which they have accepted.

Article 30
Irrespective of the notifications made under article
26, paragraph 5, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations shall inform an States referred to in paragraph 1 of the same article of the following parnculars
(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions under
article 26,
(h) The date of the entry mto force of the present
Covenant under article 27 and the date of the entry
into force of any amendments under article 29
Article 31
1

The present Covenant, of which the Chinese,

Enghsh, French, Russian and Spanish texts are equally
authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of thc
United Nations.
2
The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall
transmit certified copies of the present Covenant to all
States referred to in article 26

C. International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights
Adopted and opened for signiture, ratification and accenion by
General Assembly Resolution 2200 A (XXI) of 16 December 1966
Entry ;taw force 26 March /976
(scc artick 49)

PREAMBLE

The States Parties to the present Covenant,
Considering that, in accordance with the principles
proclaimed in the Charter of the United Nations recog-

nition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and
inahenable rights of all members of the human family is

the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the
world.
Recognizing that these nghts derive from the inherent
dignity of the human person,

Recognizing that, in accordance with the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the ideal of free human
beings enjoying civil and political freedom and freedom
from fear and want can only be achieved if conditions
are created whereby everyone may enjoy his civil and
political rights, as well as his economic, social and
cultural rights,
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Considering thc obligation of States under the Charter
of the United Nations to promote universal respect for,
and observance of, human nghts and freedoms,
Realizing that the individual, having duties to other
individuals and to the community to which he belongs,

is under a responsibility to strive for the promotion
and observance of the rights recognized in the present
Covenant,
Agree upon the following articles:

PART I

Article I
I. All peoples have the right of self-determination

By virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their economic, social
and cultural devdopment.
2. All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose
of thcir naturai wealth and resources without prejudice
to any obligations arising out of international economic
co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual benefit,
and international law. In no case may a people be
deprived of its own means of subsistence.
3.

The States Parties to the prescnt Covenant, in-

cluding those having responsibility for the administration
of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, shall

promote the realization of the right of self-determination, and shall respect that right, in conformity with
the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations.

PART II

Article 2
I. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within
its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights
recognized in the present Covenant, without distinction
of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,

political or other opinion, national or social

origin, property, birth or other status.
2. Where not already provided for by existing legislative or other measures, each State Party to the present
Covenant undertakes to take the necessary steps, in
accordance with its constitutional processes and with the
provisions of the present Covenant, to adopt such legis-
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lative oi other measures as may bc necessary to give
effect to the rights recognized in the present Covenant
Each State Party to the present Covenant under3
takes

*

(a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall have an
effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has
been committed by persons acting in an official capacity;

(b) To ensure that any person claiming such

a

remedy shall have his right thereto determined by competent judicial, administrative or legislative authorities,

or by any other competent authority provided for by
the legal system of the State, and to develop the possibilities of judicial remedy,

(c) To ensure that the competent authorities shaH
enforce such remedies when granted

Article 3
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure the equal right of men and women to
the cnjoymcnt of all civil and political rights set forth
in the present Covenant.

Article 4
In timc of public emergency which threatens the
life of the nation and the existence of which is officially
proclaimed, the States Parties to the present Covenant
may take measures derogating from their obligations
1

under the present Covenant to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation, provided that

such mcasurcs are not inconsistent with their other
obligations under international law and do not involve
discrimination solely on the ground of race, colour,
sex, language, religion or social origin.
2.

graphs

No dcrogation from articles
1

6,

7,

8

(para-

and 2), 11, 15, 16 and 18 may be made

under this provision
3. Any State Party to the present Covenant availing
itself of the right of derogation shall immediately inform
the other States Parties to the present Covenant,

through the intermediary of the Secretary-General of
the United Nations, of the provisions from which it
has derogated and of the reasons by which it was
actuated. A further communication shall be made,
through thc same intermediary, on the date on which
it terminates such derogation.
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Article 5
1. Nothing in the prcsent Covenant may be interpreted as implymg for any State, group or person any

right to engage in any activity or perform any act

aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and
freedoms recognized herein or at their limitation to a
greater extent than is provided for in the present
Covenan t.
2. There shall bc no restriction upon or derogation
from any of the fundamental human rights recognized
or exkting in any State Party to the present Covenant
pursuant to law, conventionF regulations or custom on

the pretext that the present f. Jve n an t does not recognize

such rights or that it recogr..zes them to a lesser extent,

PART HI

Article 6
1.

Every human being has the inherent right to life,

This right shall be protected by law No one shall be
arbitrarily deprived of his life.
2. In countries which have not abolished the death
penalty, sentence of death may be imposed only for the
most serious crimes in accordance with the law in torce
at the time of the commission of thc crime and not contrary to the provisions of the present Covenant and to
the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
the Crime of Genocide. This penalty can only be carried
out pursuant to a fmal judgement rendered by a cornpetent court.
3. When deprivation of life constitutes the crime of
genocide, it is understood that nothing in this article
shall authorize any State Party to the present Covenant
to derogate in any way from any obligation assumed
under the provisions of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.
4. Anyone' sentenced to death shall have the right to
seek pardon or commutation of the sentence. Amnesty,
pardon or commutation of the sentence of death may
be granted in all cases.
5. Sentence of death shall not be imposed for crimes
committed by persons below eighteen years of age and
shall not be carried out on pregnant women.
6. Nothing in this article shall be invoked to delay

or to prevent the abolition of capital punishment by
any State Party to the present Covenant.
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Art icle 7

No one shall be :ubjected to torture or to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment In particular. no one shall be subjected without his free
conscnt to medical or scientific experimentation
Article 8

No one shall be held in slavery; slavery and thc
slave-trade in all their forms shall bc prohibitcd,
2
No one shall be held in servitude
1

(a) No onc shall be required to perform forced

3

or compulsory labour,
(b) Paragraph 3 (a) shall not be held to preclude,
in countries whcrc imprisonment with hard labour may

be imposed as a punishment for

a

crime, the per-

formance of hard labour in pursuance of a sentence to
such punishment by a competent court;

(c) For thc purpose of this paragraph the term
"forced or compulsory labour" shall not include:

(I) Any work or service, not referred to in subparagraph (b), normally required of a person
who is undcr detention in consequence of a
lawful order of a court, or of a person during
conditional release from such detention,

(ii) Any service of a military charactcr and,

in

countries whcre conscientious objection is recognized, any national service required by law
of conscientious objectors,
(in) Any service exacted in cases of emergency or
calamity threatening the life or well-being of the
community;
(Iv) Any work or service which forms part of
normal civil obligations

Article 9
1

Everyone has the right to liberty and security of

person No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest
or detention No one shall be deprived of his liberty
except on such grounds and in accordance with such
procedure as arc established by law
2.

Enyone who is arrested shall be informed, at the

time of arrest, of the reasons for his arrest and shall
bc promptly informed of any charges against him
3 Anyone arrested or detained on a cnminal charge
shall bc brought promptly before a judge or other officer
authorized by law to exercise judicial power and shall
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be entitled to tnal within a reasonable time or to release
It shall not be thc general rule that persons awaiting

trial shall be detained in custody, but release may be
subject to guarantees to appear for trial, at any other
stage of the judicial proceedings, and, should occasion
arisc, for execution of the judgement
4. Anyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest
or detention shall be entitled to take proceedings before

a court, in order that that court may decide without
delay on the lawfulness of his detention and order his
release if thc detention is not lawful

Anyone who has been the victim of unlawful

5

arrest or detention shall have an enforceable right to
compensation

Article 10
All persons deprived of thcir liberty shall be
I
treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent
dignity of the human person
(a) Accused persons shall, save in exceptional
2
circumstances, be segregated from convicted persons
and shall be subject to separate treatment appropriate
to their status as unconvicted persons;
(h) Accused juvenile persons shall be separated
from adults and brought as speedily as possible for
adjudicat ion.
3.

The penitentiary system shall comprise treatment

of prisoners the essential aim of which shall be their
reformation and social rehabilitation. Juvenile offenders
shall be segregated from adults and be accorded treatment appropriate to their age and legal status.

Article 11
No one shall be imprisoned merely on the ground of
inability to fulfil a contractual obligation.

Article 12
I. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State
shall, within that territory, have the right to liberty of
movement and freedom to choose his residence.

Everyone shall be free to leave any country,

2.

including his own.
3.

The above-mentioned rights shall not be subject

to any restrictions except thosc which are provided
by law, are necessary to protect national security, public

ordcr (ordre public), public health or morals or the
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rights and freedoms of others, and arc consistent with
the other nghts recognired in the present Covenant
4
No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of the right
to enter his own country

Article 13
An alien lawfully in the terntocy of a State Party to
the present Covenant may be expelled therefrom only
in pursuance of a decision reached in accordance with

law and shall, except where compelling reasons of
national

security otherwise

require,

be

allowed

to

submit the reasons against his expulsion and to have
his case reviewed by, and be represented for the purpose before, the competent authority or a person or persons especially designated by the competent authority.

Article 14
I
All persons shall be equal before the courts and
tribunals In thc determination of any criminal charge

against him,, or of his rights and obligations in a suit
at law, everyone shall be ent:tled to a fair and public
hearing by a competent, independent and impartial
tribunal established by law The Press and the public
may be excluded from all or part of a trial for reasons
of morals, public order (ordre public) or national
security in a democratic society, or when the interest

of the private lives of the parties so requires, or to
the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court
in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice, but any judgement
rendered in a criminal case or in a suit at law shall
be made public except where the interest of juvenile
persons otherwise requires or the proceedings concern
matrimonial disputes or the guardianship of children
2
Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall
have the right to be presumed innocent until proved
guilty according to law
3
In the determination of any criminal charge
against him, everyone shall be entitled to the following
minimum guarantees, in full equality

(a) To be informed promptly and in detail in a
language which he understands of the nature and cause
of the charge against him,
(b) To have adequate time and facilities for the
preparation of his defence and to communicate with
counsel of his own choosing;

(c) To be tried without undue delay;
(d) To be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own
186
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choosing; to be informed, if he does not have legal
assistance, of this right; and to have legal assistance
assigned to him, in any case where the interests of
justice so require, and without payment by him in any
such case if he does not have sufficient means to pay

for it;
(e) To examine, or have examined, the witnesses
against him and to obtain the attendance and examina-

tion of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against him;

(I) To have the free assistance of an interpreter if
he cannot understand or speak the language used in
court;

(g) Not to be compelled to testify against himself
or to confess guilt.
4. In the case of juvenile persons, the procedure
shall be such as will take account of their age and the
desirability of promoting their rehabilitation.
5.

Everyone convicted of a crime shall have the right

to his conviction and sentence being reviewed by a
higher tribunal according to law

6. When a person has by a final decision been
convicted of a criminal offence and when subsequently
his conviction has been reversed or he has Seen pardoned on the ground that a new or newly discovered
fact shows conclusively that there has been a miscarriage

of justice, the person who has suffered punishment as
a result of such conviction shall be compensated
according to law, unless it is proved that the non-

disclosure of the unknown fact in time is wholly or
partly attributable to him.
7. No one shall be iiable to be tried or punished
again for an offence for which he has already been
finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the

law and penal procedure of each country.

Article 15
I. No one shall be held guilty of apy criminal offence

on account of any act or omission which did not
constitute a Lriminal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Noi
shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that
was applicable at the time when the criminal offence
was committed. lf, subsequent to the commission of
the offence, provision is made by law for the imposition
of the lighter penalty, the offender shall benefit thereby.
2.

Nothing in this article shall prejudice the trial

and punishment of any person for any act or omission
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which, at the timc when it was committed, was criminal
according to the general principles of law recognized
by the community of nations

Article 16
Everyone shall have the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.

Article 17
I. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or
correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour
and reputation.
2.

Everyone has the right to the protection of the

law against such interference or attacks.

Article 18
I. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of
thought, contcienct and religion. This right shall include

freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his
choice, and freedom, either individually or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest
his religion or belief in worship, observance, practice
and teaching.

2. No one shall be subject to coercion which would
impair his freedom to have or to adopt a religion or
belief of his choice.
3. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs
may be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed
by law and are necessary to protect public safety, order,
health, or morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms
of others.
4. The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to have respect for the liberty of parents and,, when
applicable, legal guardians to ensure the religious and

moral education of their children in conformity with
their own convictions.

Article 19
I. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions
without interference.
2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of
expression; this- right shall include freedom to seek,

receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds,

regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in
print, in the form of art, or through any other media
of his choice.
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3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with it special duties and
responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain

restrictions, but these shall only be such as arc provided
by law and are necessary:

(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others;

(h) For the protection of national security or of
public order (ordre public); or of public health or
morals.

Article 20
1

Any propaganda for war shall be prohibited by

law.
2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious
h itred that constitutes incitement to discrimination,

At)/ or violence shall be prohibited by law.
Article 21
The right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized.
No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this
right other than those imposed in conformity with the
law and which arc necessary in a democratic society in
the interests of national security or public safety, public
order (ordre public), the protection of public health or
morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others.

A rticle 22

I. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of association with others, including the right to form and join
trade unions for the protection of his interests.
2. No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of
this right other than those which are prescribed by law
and which are necessary in a democratic society in the
interests of national security or public safety, public
order (ordre public), the protection of public health
or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms
of others. This article shall not prevent the imposition
of lawful restrictions on members of the armed forces
and of the police in their exercise of this right.
3 Nothing in this article shall authorize States
Parties to the International Labour Organisation Convention of 1948 concerning Freedom of Association and

Protection of the Right to Organize to take legislative
measures which would prejudice, or to apply the law
in such a manner as to prejudice the guarantees provided for in that Convention
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Article 23

The family is the natural and fundamental group
unit of society and is entitled to protection by society
1

and the State
2 The right of men and women of marriageable age

to marry and to found a family shall be recognized
3 No marriage shall be entered into without the
free and full consent of the intending spouses.
4. States Parties to the present Covenant shall take
appropriate steps to ensure equality of rights and
responsibilities of spouses as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution In the case of dissolution,

provision shall 5e made for the necessary protection
of any children
Article 24
I. Every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, colour, sex language, religion, national

or social origin, property or birth,, the right to such
measures of protection as uie required by his status
as a minor,. on the part of his family, society and the
State
2. Every child shall be registered immediately after
birth and shall have a name.
3. Every child has the right to acquire a nationality

Article 25

Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity;

without any of the distinctions mentioned in article 2
and without unreasonable restrictions

(a) To take part in the conduct of public affairs,
directly or through freely chosen representatives;
(b) To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic
elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage
and shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free
expression of the will of the electors,
(c) To have access, on general terms of equality,
to public serviCe in his country
Article 26

All persons arc equal before the law and are entitled
without any discrimination to the equal protection of
the law In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effec-

tive protection against discrimination on any ground
such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political
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or other opimon, national or social origin, property,
birth or other status
Article 27

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic
minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities
shall not be denied the right, in community with the
other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their own rehgion, or to use
their own language
PART IV

Article 28
1. Time shall be established a Human Rights Committee (hereafter referred to in the present Covenant
as the Committee). It shall consist of eighteen members and shall carry out the functions hereinafter pro-

vided
2. The Committee shall be composed of nationals

of the States Parties to the present Covenant who shall

be persons of high moral character and recognized
competence in the field of human rights, consideration

being given to the usefulness of the participation of
some persons having legal experience.

3. The members of the Committee shall be elected
and shall serve in their personal capacity.
Article 29
1. The members of the Committee shall be elected
by secret ballot from a list of persons possessing the
qualifications prescribed in article 28 and nominated
for the purpose by the States Parties to the present

Covenant.
2. Each State Party to the present Covenant may

nominate not more than two persons. These persons
shall be nationals of the nominating State.
3. A person shall be eligibk for renomination
Article 30

1. The initial election shall be held no later than
six months after the date of the entry into force of

the present Covenant
2.

At least four months before the date of each

election to the Committee, other than an election to
fill a vacancy declared in accordance with article 34,
the

Secretary-General

of the United Nations

shall

address a written invitation to the States Parties to the
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present Covenant to submit their nominations for
membership of the Committee within three months.
3
The Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of an the
persons

thus nominated, with an indication of the

States Parties which have nominated them, and sball
submit it to the States Parties to the present Covenant
no later than one month before the date of each election.
4. Elections of the members of the Committee shall
be held at a meeting of the States Parties to the present

Covenant convened by the Secretary-General of the
United Nations at the Headquarters of the United
Nations At that meeting, for which two thirds of the
States Parties to the present Covenant shall constitute
a quorum, the persons elected to the Committee shall
be those nominees who obtain the largest number of

votes and an absolute majority of the votes of the
representatives of States Parties present and voting.
Article 31

The Committee may not include more than one

1

national of the same State.
2
In the election of the Committee, consideration
shall be given to equitable geographical distribution of
rnemberstup and to the representation of the different
forms of civthzation and of the principal legal systems.

Article 32
The members of the Committee shall be elected
for a term of four years. They shall be eligible for reelection if renominated. However, the terms of nine
of the members elected at the first election shall ex1

pire at thc end of two years, immediately after the
first election, the namrs of these nine members shall
be chosen by lot by the Chairman of the meeting
referred to in article 30, paragraph 4.

Elections at the expiry of office shall be held
2
in accordance with the proceeding articles of this part
of the present Covenant.

Article 33

lf, in the unanimous opinion of the other members, a member of the Committee has ceased to carry
out his functions for any cause other than absence of
a temporary character, the Chairman of the Committee
1

shall notify the Secretary-General ot thc United Nations, who shall then declare the scat of that member
to be vacant.
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2
In the event of the death or the resignation of a
member of the Committee, the Chairman shall immediately notify th:; Secretary-General of the United
Nations, who shall declare the scat vacant from the
date of death or the date on which the resignation takes

effect

Article 34
I. When a vacancy is declared in accordance with

article 33 and if the term of office of the member to
be replaced does not expire within six months of the
declaration of the vacancy, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations shall notify each of the States Parties
to the present Covenant, which may within two months

submit nominations in accordance with article 29 for
the purpose of filling the vacancy
2. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall
prepare a list in alphabetical order of the persons thus
nominated and shall submit it to the States Parties to
the present Covenant. The election to fill the vacancy

shall then take place in accordance with the relevant
provisions of this part of the present Covenant.

3. A member of the Committee elected to fill

a

vacancy declared in accordance with article 33 shall
hold office for the remainder of the term of the member who vacated the seat on the Committee under
the provisions of that article
Article 35

The members of the Committee shall, with the approval of the General Assembly of the United Nations,
receive emoluments from United Nations resources on
such terms and conditions as the General Assembly

may decide, having regard to the importance of the
Committee's responsibilities

Article 36

The Secretary-General of the Unitcd Nations shall
provide the necessary staff and facilities for the effec-

tive performance of the functions of the Committee
under the present Covenant

Article 37

I. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall
convene the initial meeting of the Committee at the
Headquarters of the United Nations.
2. After its initial meeting, the Committee shall meet
at such times as shall be provided in its rules of procedure.
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3. The Committee shall normally meet at the Headquarters of the United Nations or at the United Nations
Office at Geneva.
A rtic le 38

Every member of the Committee shall, befoic taking
up his duties, make a solemn declaration in open com-

mittee that he will perform his functions impartially
and conscientiously.

A 'ride 39
The Committee shall elect its officers for a term
of two years They may be re-elected.
2. The Committee shall establish its own rules of
1

procedure, but these rules shall provide, inter alia, that:

(a) Twelve members shall constitute a quorum;
(h) Decisions of the Committee shall be made by
a majority vote of the members present.

A rude 40
I

The States Parties to the present Covenant under-

take to submit reports on
adopted which give effect

the

measures they have

to the rights recognized

herein and on the progress made in the enjoyment of
those rights:

(a) Within one year of the entry into force of the
present Covenant for the States Parties concerned;
(b) Thereafter whenever the Committee so requests
2.

All reports shall be submitted to the Secretary-

of the United Nations, who shall transmit
them to the Committee for consideration. Reports shall
indicate the factors .and difficulties, if any, affecting the
implementation of the present Covenant
3. The Secretary-General of the United Nations
may, after consultation with the Committee, transmit to
the specialized agencies concerned copies of such parts
General

of the reports as may fall within their field of competence.
4. The Committee shall study the reports submittcd
by th: States Parties to the present Covenant. It shall
transmit its reports, and such general comments as it
may consider appropriate, to the States Parties. The
Committee may also transmit to the Economic and

Social Council these comments along with the copies of

the reports it has received from States Parties to the
present Covenant.

9ig

As .4 is
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The States Parties to the present Covenant may
5
submit to the Committee observations on any comments

that may be made in accordance with paragraph 4 of
this article,

Article 41
1. A State Party to the present Covenant may at any

time declare under this article that it recognizes the
competence of the Committee to receive and consider
communications to the effect that a State Party claims
that another State Party is not fulfilhng its obligations
under the present Covenant Communications under
this article may be received and considered only if submitted by a State Party which has made a declaration
recognizing in regard to itself the competence of the

Committee. No communication shall be received by
the Committee if it concerns a Statc Party which has
not made such a declaration. Communications received
undcr this article shall be dealt with in accordance with
the following procedure:

(a) If a State Party to the present Covenant considers that another State Party is not giving effect to the
provisions of the present Covenant, it may, by written

communication, bring the matter to the attention of
that Statc, Party. Within three months after the receipt
of the communication the receiving State shall afford
the State which sent the communication an explanation
or any other statement in writing clarifying the matter,
which should include, to the extent possible and pertinent, reference to domcstic procedures and remedies
taken, pending, or available in the matter.
(b) If the matter is not adjusted to the satisfaction
of both States Parties concerned within six months after

the receipt by the receiving State of the initial communication, either State shall have the right to refer
the matter to the Committee, by notice given to the
Committee and to the other State.
(c) The Committee shall deal with a matter referred to it only after it has ascertained that all available
domestic remedies have been invoked and exhausted

in the matter, in conformity with the generally recognized principles of international law. This shall not be
the rule where the application of the remedies is unreasonably prolonged.
(d) The Committee shall hold closed meetings when

examining communications under this article.
(c) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (c),
the Committee shall make available its good offices to
the States Parties concerned with a view to a friendly
solution of the matter on the basis of respect for human
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rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in the
present Covenant.
(f ) In any matter referred to it, the Committee may
call upon the States Parties concerned, referred to in
sub-paragraph (b), to supply any relevant information.
(g) The States Parties concerned, referred to in subparagraph (b), shall have the right to be represented
when the matter is being considered in the Committee
and to make submissions orally and/or in writing.

(h) The Committee shall, within twelve months after
the date of receipt of notice under sub-paragraph (6),
submit a report.
(1) If a solution within the terms of sub-paragraph
(e) is reached, the Committee shall confine its
report to a brief statement of the facts and of
the solution reached;
(11) If a solution within the terms of sub-paragraph
(e) is not reached, the Committee shall confine
its report to a bnef statement of the facts; the
written submissions and record of the oral submissions made by the States Parties concerned
shall be attached to the report.
In every matter, the report shaH be communicated
to &fie States Parties concerned.
2 The provisions of this article shall come into force
when ten States Parties to the present Covenant have
made declarations under paragraph 1 of this article.
Such declarations shall be deposited by the States Par-

ties with the Secretary-General of the United Nations
who shall transmit copies thereof to the other States
Parties. A declaration may be withdrawn at any time
by notification to the Secretary-General. Such a withdrawal shall not prejudice the consideration of any
matter which is the subject of a communication already
transmitted under this article; no further communication by any State Party shall be received after the notification of withdrawal of the declaration has been
received by the Secretary-General, unless the State
Party concerned has made a new declaration.

Article 42
I
(a) If a matter referred to the Committee in
accordance with article 41 is not resolved to the satisfaction of the States Parties concerned, the Committee
may, with the prior consent of the States Parties concerned, appoint an ad hoc Conciliation Commission
(hereinafter referred to as the Commission). The good
offices of the Commission shall be made available to

the States Parties concerned with a view to an amicable
196
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solution of the matter on the basis of respect for the
present Covenant;

(b) The Commission shall consist of five persons
acceptable to the States Parties concerned. If the States
Parties concerned fail to reach agreement within threc
months on all or part of the composition of the Commission, the members of the Commission concerning
whom no agreement has been reached shall be elected

by secret ballot by ft two-thirds majority vote of the
Committee from among its members.
2. The members of the Commission shall serve in
their personal capacity. They shall not be nationals of
the States Parties concerned, or of a State not party
to the present Covenant, or of a State Party which has
not made a declaration under article 41.
3. The Commission shall elect its own Chairman
and adopt its own rules of procedure.
4. The meetings of the Commiasion shall normally
be held at the Headquarters of the United Nations or
At the United Nations Office at Geneva. However, they

may be held at such other convenient places as the
Commission may determine in consultation with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations and the States
Parties concerned.
5. The secretariat provided in accordance with
article 36 shall also service the commissions appointed
under this article.
6.

The information received and collated by the

Committee shall be made available to the Commission
and the Commission may call upon the States Parties
concerned to supply any other relevant information.
7. When the Commission has fully considered the
matter, but in any event not later than twelve months
after havin$ been seized of the matter, it shall submit
to the Chairman of the Committee a report for communication to the States Parties concerned:
(a) If the Commission is unable to complete its consideration of the matter within twelve months, it shall
confine its report to a brief statement of the status of
its consideration of the matter;
(b) If an amicable solution to the matter on the basis
of respect for human rights as recognized in the present
Covenant is reached, the Commission shall confine its
report to a brief statement of the facts and of the solution reached;
(c) If a solution within the terms of sub-paragraph
(b) is not reached, the Commission's report shall embody its findings on all questions of fact relevant to
'he issues between the States Parties concerned, and
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its views on the possibilities of an amicable solution
of the matter, This report shall also contain the written
submissions and a record of the oral submissions made
by the States Parties concerned;

(d) If the Commission's report is submitted under
sub-paragraph (c), the States Parties concerned shall,
within three months of the receipt of the report, notify

the Chairman of the Committee whether or not they
accept the contcnts of the report of the Commission.
8
The provisions of this article are without prejudice to the responsibilities of the Committee under

article 41.
9. The States Parties concerned shall share equally
all the expenses of the members of the Commission in
accordance with estimates to be provided by the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
10. The Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall be empowered to pay the expenses of the mem-

bers of the Commission, if necessary, before reimburse-

ment by the States Parties concerned, in accordance
with paragraph 9 of this article.

Article 43
The members of the Committee, and of the ad hoc
conciliation commissions which may be appointed under

article 42; shall be entitled to the facilities, privileges
and immunities of experts on mission for the United
Nations as laid down in the relevant sections of the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations.

Article 44
The provisions for the implementation of the present

Covenant shall apply without prejudice to the pro:edures presctibed in the field of human rights by or
under the constituent instruments and the conventions
of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies
and shall not prevent the States Parties to the present
Covenant from having recourse to other procedures

for settling a dispute in accordance with general or
special international agreements in force between them

Article 45
The Committee shall submit to the General Assembly

of thc United Nations, through the Economic and Social Council, an annual report on its activities.
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PART V

Article 46
Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted
as impairing the provisions of the Charter of the United

Nations and of the constitutions of the specialized
agencies which define the respective responsibilities of

the vatious organs of the United Nations and of the
specialized agencies in regard to the matters dealt
within the present Covenant.

Article 47
Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted
as impainng the inherent right of all peoples to enjoy

and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and
resources.

PART VI

Article 48

I. The present Covenant is open for signature by
any State Member of the United Nations or member
of any of its specialized agencies, by any State Party
to the Statute of the International Court of Justice, and
by any other State which has been invited by the General

Assembly of the United Nations to become a

party to the present Covenant.
2. The present Covenant is subject to ratification.
Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations.
3. The present Covenant shall be open to accession
by any State referred to in paragraph 1 of this article.
4. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an
instrument of accession with the Secretary-General of
the United Nations.
5. The Secretary-Ggneral of the United Nations shall

inform all States whiel have signed this Covenant or
acceded to it of the deposit of each instrument of
ratification or accession.

Article 49
I. The present Covenant shall enter into force three
months after the def.. of the deposit with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations of the thirty-fifth instru-

ment of ratification or instrument of accession,
2. For each State ratifying the present Covenant or
acceding to it after the deposit of the thirty-fifth instrument of ratification or instrument of accession, the
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present Covenant shall enter into force three months
after the datc of the deposit of its own instrumcnt of
ratification or instrument of accession.

Article 50
The provisions of the present Covenant shall extend
to all parts of federal Statcs without any limitations or
e xcept ions

Article 51
I

Any State Party to the present Covenant may

propose an amendment and tile it with thc SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations. Thc Secretary-General

of the United Nations shall thereupon communicate
any proposed amcndmcnts to the States Parties to the
present Covenant with a request that thcy notify him
whether thcy favour a conference of Statcs Parties for
the purpose of considering and voting upon the proposals. In the event that at least one third of the States
Partics favours such a conference, the Secretary-General shall convene the conference under the auspices
of the United Nations. Any amendment adopted by a
majority of the States Parties prcscnt and voting at the
conference shall be submitted to thc General Assembly
of the Unitcd Nations for approval.
2
Amendments shall come into force when thcy
have been approved by the General Assembly of the
United Nations and accepted by a two-thirds majority

of the States Parties to the present Covenant in accordance with their respective constitutional processes.
3

Whcn amendments come into forcc, thcy shall

be binding on those States Parties which have accepted
thcm, other States Parties still bcing bound by thc provisions of the pre3ent Covenant and any earlier amendment which they have accepted.

Article 52
Irrespective of thc notifications made under article
48, paragraph 5, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations shall inform all States referred to in paragraph
of thc same ankle of thc following particulars:
(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions under
article 48;
(b) The date of the entry into force of the present
Covenant under article 49 and t'ne date of the entry
into force of any amendMents under article 51.
1

Article 53
The
present
Covenant,
of which the Chinese,
I.
English, French, Russian and Spanish texts arc equally
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authentic, shall be deposited in thc archives of the

Unitcd Nations.
2. Thc Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall transmit certified copies of the prcsent Covenant
to all States referred to in article 48.

D. Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
Adopted and opened for signiture, ratification and accession by
General Aseembly Resolution 2200 A (XXI) of 16 December 1966
Entry Into force 26 March 1976

The States Parties to the present Protocol,
Considering that in order further to achieve the pur-

poses of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(hereinafter referred to as the Covenant) and thc implementation of its provisions it would bc appropriate
to enable thc Human Rights Committee set up in
part IV of thc Covenant (hereinafter referred to as
thc CommitteL) to receive and consider, as provided in
thc present Protocol, communication: from individuals
claiming to be victim, of violations of any of thc rights
set forth in thc Covenant.
Have agreed as follows

Article

1

A State Party to the Covenant that becomes a party
to the present Protocol recognizes the competence of
the Committee to receive and consider communications
from individuals subject to its jurisdiction who claim
to be victims of a violation by that Statc Party of any
of thc rights sct forth in thc Covenant. No communication shall be received by thc Committee if it concerns
a State Party to the Covenant which is not a party to
the present Protocol.

Article 2
Subject to the provisions of article 1, individuals who
claim that any of thcir rights enumerated in the Covenant have been violated and who have exhausted all
available domcstic remedies may submit a written communication to the Committee for consideration.

Article 3
Thc Committee shall considcr inadmissible any communication under thc present Protocol which is anony231
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mous, or which it considers to be an abuse of the right
of submission of such communications or to be incompatible with the provisions of the Covenant,

Article 4
I. Subject to the provisions of article 3, the Committee shall bring any communications submitted to it
under the present Protocol to the attention of the State
Party to the present Protocol alleged to be violating
any provision of the Covenant.
2. Within six months, the receiving State shall submit to thc Committee written explanations or statements
clarifying the matter and the remedy, if any, that may
have been takcn by that State.

Article 5
I. The Committee shall consider communications
received under the present Protocol in the light of all
written information made available to it by the individual and by the State Party concerned.

2. The Committee shall not consider any communication from an individual unless it has ascertained
that.

(a) The same matter is not being examined under
another procedure of international investigation
settlement,

or

(6) The individual has exhausted all available domestic remedies.

This shall not be the rule where the application of the
remedies is unreasonably prolonged.
3
The Committee shall hold closed meetings when
examining communications under the present Protocol.
4
The Committee shall forward its views to the
State Party concerned and to the individual.

Article 6
The Committee shall include in its annual report
under article 45 of the Covenant a summary of its
activities under the present Protocol.

Article 7
Pending the achievement of the objectives of resolution 1514 (XV) adopted by the General Assembly
of the United Nations on 14 December 1960 concerning

thc Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples, the provisions of the
present Protocol shall in no way limit the right of peti202
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tion granted to these peoples by the Charter of the
United Nations and other international conventions and
instruments under the United Nations and its specialized agencies.

Article 8
I. The present Protocol is open for signature by
any State which has signed the Covenant.
2. The prcsent Protocol is subject to ratification by
any State which has ratified or acceded to the Covenant.

Instruments of ratification shall bc deposited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations.
3. The present Protocol shall be open to accession
by any Statc which has ratified or acceded to the Covenant.
4, Accession shall be effected by thc deposit of an

instrument of accession with the Secretary-General of
the United Nations.
5. The Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall inform all States which have signed the present
Protocol or acceded to it of the deposit of each instrument of ratification or accession.

Article 9
I. Subject to the entry into force of thc Covenant,
the present Protocol shall enter into force three months
after thc datc of the deposit with the Secretary-General

of the United Nations of the tenth instrument of ratification or instrument of accession.
2. For each Statc ratifying the present Protocol or
acceding to it aftcr thc deposit of the tenth instrument
of ratification or instrument of accession, the present
Protocol shall enter into force three months aftcr the
date of the deposit of its own instrument of ratification
or instrument of accession.

A rticle 10
The provisions of the present Protocol shall extend
to all parts of federal States without any hmitations or
exceptions.

Article

11

I. Any State Party to the present Protocol may propose an amendment and file it with the Secretary-General of 'he Linked Nations. The Secretary-General
shall thereupon communicate any proposed amendments

to thc States Parties to the present Protocol with a
request that thcy notify him whether they favour a conference of States Parties for thc purpose of considering
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I

and voting upon the proposal In the event that at least
one third of the States Parties favours such a conference, the Secretary-General shall convene the conference under the auspices of the United Nations. Any
amendment adopted by a majority of the States Parties

present and voting at the conference shall be submitted to the General Assembly of the United Nations
for approval.
2. Amendments shall come into force when they
have been approved by the General Assembly of the
United Nations and accepted by a two-thirds majority
of the States Parties to the pi esent Protocol in accordance with their respective constitutional processes.
3. When amendments come into force, they shall

be binding on those States Parties which have accepted
them, other States Parties still being bound by the

provisions of the present Protocol and any earlier
amendment which they have accepted.

Article 12
1. Any State Party may denounce the present Protocol at any time by written notification addressed to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. Denunciation
shall take effect three months after the date of receipt
of the notification by the Secretary-General.
2. Denunciation shall be without prejudice to the
continued application of the provisions of the present
Protocol to any commumcation submitted under article 2 before the effective date of denunciation

Article 13
Irrespective of the notifications made under article 8,
paragraph 5,. of the present Protocol, the Secretary-

General of the United Nations shall inform all States
referred to in article 48, paragraph 1, of the Covenant
of the following particulars:
(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions under
article 8,

(b) The date of the entry into force of the present
Protocol under article 9 and the date of the entry into
force of any amendments under article 11,,
(c) Denunciations under article 12

Article 14
I. The present Protocol, of which the Chinese,
English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are equally
204
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authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the
United Nations.
2.

The Secretary-General of the United Nations

shall transmit certified copies of the present Protocol to
all States referred to in article 48 of the Covenant
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III. List of International and
Regional Human Rights Instruments

The UN has published a collection of international human rights documents,
entitled Human Rights. A Compilation of International Instruments of the
United Nations, UN Sales No E.73 XIV 2, $3 00 The following documents
are reproduced in this coHection.

A. The International Bill of Human Rights
1. Universal Declaration of Human Rights
2. International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
3. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

4 Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights

B. The Proclamation of Teheran
5. Proclamation of Teheran
C. The Right of Self-Determination
6. Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countnes and Peoples
7 General Assembly resolution 1803 (XVII) of 14 December 1962,
"Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources"

D. Prevention of Discrimination
8. United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination
9. International Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination
10
11

12

Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention
Convention against Discnmination in Education
Protocol Instituting a Conciliation and Good Offices Commission to
be responsible for seeking a stttlement of any disputes which may
arise between States Parties to the Convention against Disuimination

In Education
Equal Remuneration Conventioi,
14. Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Womcn
13
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E. War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity, Including Genocide
15

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Cnme of

16

Genocide
Convention on the Non-Applicabihty of Statutory Limitations to War

Cnmes and Crimes against Humanity
F.

Slavery, Servitude, Forced Labour and Similar Institutions and
Practices
17.
18

19

20
21

Slavery Convention
Protocol amending the Slavery Convention signed at Geneva on 25
September 1926
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave
Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery
Abolition of Forced Labour Convention
Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others

G. Nationality, Statekssness, Asylum and Refugees
Convention on the Nationality of Married Women
Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness
24. Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons
25 Convention relating to the Status of Refug,
26. Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees
27 Statute of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
22

23

for Refugees
28

Declaration on Territorial Asylum

H. Freedom of Information
29

Convention on the International Right of Correction

I. Freedom of Association
Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise
Convention
Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention
31
32 Workers Representatives Convention
30

J. Employment Policy
33

Employment Pohcy Convention

K. Political Rights of Women
34. Convention on the Political Rights of Women

L. Marriage and the Family, Childhood and Youth
35

Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Mamage
and Registration of Marriages

36 Recommendation on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for
Mamage and Registration of Mamages
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37

Declaration of the Rights of the Child

38

Declaration on the Promotion among Youth of the Ideals
Of Peace Mutual Respect and Understanding between Peoples

M. Social Welfare, Progress and Development
39

40

Declaration on Social Progress and Development
Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons

N. Right to Enjoy Culture; International Cultural Development and
Co-operation
41

Declaration of the Principles of International Cultural Co-operation

Regional instruments, suLh as the European Convention of Human Rights and
the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, as well as other
relevant documents; may be found in Sohn & Buergenthal, Basu Do(uments

on International Protection of Haman Rights (Bobbs-Mernll, 1973)
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IV. National Education Association Bicentennial
Peace Studies Exposition Listing of Materials

The following materials
were selected for display
by the NEA Bicentennial
Subcommittee for the
Peace Studies Exposition
at the 1975

NEA Peace Studies Exposition
They are available from
these distributors,

1

Simile II

A variety of matenak dealing pnmanly with
economic )ustice and global hunger
(grades 1012)

1150 Silverado

La Jolla CA 92037
Educational Simulations (games)
1 Cnsis a game of war and peace
(grades 10 12)
1 2 Conflict a futunsnc simulation of a
disarmed world Igrades 10 12)
1 3 Star Power a game illustrating conflict
resulting from economic disparities
(grades 10 12)
1 4 Power Horn simpler version of Star
Power (grades 7 9)
1 5 Guns or Butter a game illustrating the
conflict between weapons production and
economic welfare (grades 10 12)
1

2 Quaker Project on Community Conflict
133 West 14th Street
New York. NY 10011

2 1 A Preliminary Handbook (Teachers and
Trainees) Useful suggestions on teaching
about conflict at the elementary level

3 Institute for the Study of Peace
St Louis University
221 North Grand Blvd
St Louis MO 63103
3 1 World Hunger and Our Response (rilm
strip& Cassette)
3 2 Eating as Brothers and Sisters (booklet)
3 3 Global City ( 3 Filmstrips and Cassettes)

3 4 Educating for Peace and Justice A Manual
for reac hers

4 Peace Studies Program
American Friends SenAce Committee
980 North Fair Oaks
Pasadena, CA 91103
4 1 VictoryWithout Guns by Carl Martz
4 2 LOS Simulation by Enc Scott
Lesson plans prepared by classroom teachers
(grades 10 12)

5 The Jane Addams Peace Association
1213 Race Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107

5 1 Learning Peace a resource unit for teach
ing about peace (grades 10 12)

5 2 Peace Is in Our Hands a resource unit for
teaching about peace (elementary)
5 3 Building Blocks for Peace teaching
suggestions (kindergarten)

6 Doubleday Multimedia
PO Box 11607
1371 Reynolds Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 92705

6 1 The Age of Megaton A sound filmstrip
about the development of nuclear weapons
and the arms race (grades 10 12)

6 2 The Nation Stote A sound filrnstnp on the
history and future of human political
organizaDon (grades 10 12)
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7 Current Affairs

13 2 Wor and Prevention by J and R Moore
13 3 Paperbacks in a series on current issues
(grades 11,12)

24 Danbury Road
CN 06897
7 1 A Workl Without War (a sound filmstnp on
war and means of preventing it (grades 9 10)

8. Center for Conflict Resolution

14. Center for International Programs and
Comparative Studies
The University of the Sate of New York
The State Education Department

420 North Lake Street
Madison, WI 53715
8 1 A Manual/or Egalitarian Learning suitable
for senior high and college including
conflict studies, peace education. decision
making, cooperative games and suggestions
for peaceful children's games

99 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12210
14 1 Teaching Youth About Con/hct and War
(Teaching Social Studies in an Age of
Cnsis #5, National Council for the Social
Studies)
A vanery of teachings suggestions and
rationale for peace studies
14 2 The July 1914 Cnsis (booklet Wm Nesbitt)

9. Institute for World Order
1140 Ave of Amencas
New York, NY 10036
Ruth Sward. ed
9 1 World Military and Social Expenditures, 1972
A comparison of governmental expenditures on
weapons and secunty as opposed to social
service and education

a book of readings on misperception
and war (grades 11 12)

14 3 Human Nature and War (booklet Wm
Nesbitt ) a book of readings on aggression
(grades 11 12)

14 4 The Alpha Crisis GameA simulation on

10. Board of Education of the City of New York
Division of Educational Planning and Support

the outbreak of World War I (grades 10 12)

Bureau of Social Studies

14,5 Teaching About War and Its ControlA

131 EivingMon Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
10 1 Resource Bulletin for teachers on war and
peace studies
Provides sample units and suggests matenals
(grades 10 12)

manual for teachers
14 6 Data on the Human Crisis and Teachers

11. Nonvioknce and Children
Friends Peace Committee
1515 Cherry Street
Philadelphia, PA19102
11 1 For the Fun of It by Marta Hamson
selected cooperative games (elementary

kvel)

12. North Miami Beach Senior High
1247 N E 167th Street
North Miami Beach, FL 33162
12 1 Man Between Mr and Peace
12 2 Quinmester Program course of instructton
(grades 11.12)

Guide collection of data from which
students can km to generalize about war,
poverty, pollution
15,

Foreign Policy Association
345 East 46th Street
New York NY 1(X)17
15 1 The Interdependence of Nations by
Lester Brown
15 2 Interdependence and the World Economy
by James Howe
Simple single issue booklets useful for non
expert adults and senior high school

16 World Without War Publications
7245 South Mernll Avenue

Chicago IL 60649
16 1 War/ Peace Film Guide by Lucy Dougall
Descnbes a great vanety of films and lists
their distnbutors (grades 10 12T

17 American Friends Service Committee
13. Hayden Book Company. Inc.
Rochelle Park. NJ 07662
13 1 The Enoronment by Mkhael Piburn

15 Rutherford Place
New York. NY 1(XX)3
17 1 Decisionmakers -- a simulatton on pubhc
issues t grades ID 12)
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17 2 Workbook to End War

u(Ne.led

learning evenynce foi peace educati,,n

I& University of Missouri-St. Louis
Center for International Studies
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St Louis. MO 63121

Fraenkel, Carter Reardon
21 3 The Cold War and Beyond by Lawrence
Metcalf, Betty Reardon Curt Colby
A set of booklets developed by the Institute lor
World Order (Junior and senior high school)

22. Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development
1701 K St N W Suite 1 100
Washington. D C 2(X)36
22 1 A V Guide for Peace Studies a useful
listing of films and filinstnps (adaptable

18 1 Booklet H5 International Conflict by
A T Ferau Pan of Learning Pa liage
Senes Consornum for International
Studies Education (university level)

19. Harper & Row, Publishers
Troy, MO 63379

to all levels)

19 1 Issues and Perspectives (Ncw York Tunes
Resource Library)

"Unorganized Violence by P H Wiggins
"Human Nature and the Quest for Peace"
by R Roberts
"The Bumpy Road to Disarmament" by
D Johnson
"Deterrance World Policy" by

A H Lubasch
"Media Violence" by H Muson a set of
booklets dealing with war/peace Issues
and various forms of violence
(secondary and junior college)

22 2 Education for Peace Focus on Mankind
22 3 ASCD 1973 Yearbook a collection of
essays on the relation of education to
war and peace. justice and violence
(university and classroom teachers)

23. Warren Schloat Productions, Inc.
150 White Plains Road
Tanytown, NY 10591
23 1 Patterns of Human Conflict three sound
filmstrips on conflict as it operates from
the personal level through the global
(secondary level)

24. Center for War/Peace Studies

20. American Association for the Advancement
of Science
1776 Massachusetts Avenue. N W

-

Washington, DC 20036
20 1 Conflict Regulation by P Wehr(a study
guide and bibliography university level)

21. Randon House, Inc.
400 Hahn Road
Westminster, MD 21157
(free examination copies available)
21 1 Peacekeeping by Jack Fraenkel. Margaret
Carter. Betty Reardon
21 2 The Stniggle for Human Rights by

218 East 18th Street
NewYork. NY 10003

24 1 IntercomA monthly journal with articles
and ideas for classroom implementation
(secondary level)

25. Oakland Schools
2100 Ponttac Lake Road
Pontiac. MI 48054
25 1 Rosa Parks Story a set of slides and
audio cassette descnbing the case which
began the Montgomery bus boycott, a
struggle for human rights (grades 5 8)
25 2 A Notebook of Course Outlines for
Peace Educatton
25,3 A Notebook of Newsletters and Bulletins
on Peace Education
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ABOUT THE BOOK

The purpose of this book is to provide teachers, school administrators,
curriculum writers, and university instructors with information for the development and assessment of education programs whose major thrust is mankind's

quest for human dignity, human rights, and world peace. The history of
international education efforts, reviewed in this book, points up the imponance
of new approaches to this area, including interdisciplinary efforts, research

concerning the knowledge and attitudes of students, and intensified international cooperation. The authors believe that knowledge about international

efforts to protect human rights must be an integral part of international
education programs and of American citizenship education. This book there-

fore includes detailed information about the human rights activities of
international and regional organizations; it explains the applicable principles of
international law; it reviews the role of the United States in these efforts; and it
assesses the political realities that affect the attitudes of governments and

international organizations. A chapter of the book is devoted to a critical
survey of selected curriculum materials dealing with international human rights
and international education, which will be of particular interest to the classroom
teacher.

The impetus for this book was provided by a 1974 UNESCO pronouncement
on international education, entitled "Recommendation concerning Education
for International Understanding, Co-operation and Peace and Education
relating to Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms." The U.S. Government delegation that participated in the drafting of that instrument was headed
by Dr. Thomas Buergenthal, one of the authors of this book. His co-author,
Dr. Judith V. Torney, was a member of that delegation.
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